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Section 1: Introduction 

Introduction 

This rule will be in full force beginning October 1, 2022. For any attendees that have been 
selling into the secondary market, the rule has been in place since 2021. As of October 1, 2022, all 
banks will be required to comply with the new rule.   

Summary of the Final Rule  

The Ability-to-Repay/Qualified Mortgage Rule (ATR/QM Rule) requires a creditor to make a 
reasonable, good faith determination of a consumer’s ability to repay a residential mortgage loan 
according to its terms. Loans that meet the ATR/QM Rule’s requirements for QMs obtain 
protections from liability.  

The ATR/QM Rule defines several categories of QMs, one of which is a “temporary” category 
of QM loans defined in the ATR/QM Rule consists of mortgages that  

• comply with the same loan-feature prohibitions and points-and-fees limits as General QM 
loans and  

• are eligible to be purchased or guaranteed by Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac while under 
the conservatorship of the FHFA. 

This final rule refers to these loans as Temporary GSE QM loans, and the provision that 
created this loan category is commonly known as the GSE Patch. Unlike for General QM loans, 
the ATR/QM Rule does not prescribe a DTI limit for Temporary GSE QM loans. Thus, a loan can 
qualify as a Temporary GSE QM loan even if the consumer’s DTI ratio exceeds 43 percent, as long 
as the loan is eligible to be purchased or guaranteed by either of the GSEs. In addition, for 
Temporary GSE QM loans, the ATR/QM Rule does not require creditors to use appendix Q to 
determine the consumer’s income, debt, or DTI ratio, as the GSE’s have their own standards for 
this information.  

In this rule, the CFPB amended Regulation Z to replace the January 10, 2021, sunset date of 
the Temporary GSE QM loan definition with a provision stating that the Temporary GSE QM 
loan definition will be available only for covered transactions for which the creditor receives the 
consumer’s application before the mandatory compliance date of final amendments to the General 
QM loan definition in Regulation Z.  

This rule does not affect the QM definitions that apply to Federal Housing Administration 
(FHA), U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), or 
Rural Housing Service (RHS) loans..  
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Background  

Dodd-Frank Act Amendments to the Truth in Lending Act  

The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act) amended 
the Truth in Lending Act (TILA) to establish ability-to-repay (ATR) requirements in connection 
with the origination of most residential mortgage loans. The amendments were intended “to 
assure that consumers are offered and receive residential mortgage loans on terms that 
reasonably reflect their ability to repay the loans and that are understandable and not unfair, 
deceptive or abusive.”  TILA prohibits a creditor from making a residential mortgage loan unless 
the creditor makes a reasonable and good faith determination based on verified and documented 
information that the consumer has a reasonable ability to repay the loan. 

TILA identifies the factors a creditor must consider in making a reasonable and good faith 
assessment of a consumer's ability to repay. These factors are the consumer's credit history, 
current and expected income, current obligations, debt-to-income ratio or residual income after 
paying non-mortgage debt and mortgage-related obligations, employment status, and other 
financial resources other than equity in the dwelling or real property that secures the repayment 
of the loan. 

TILA defines a category of loans called “Qualified Mortgages” (QMs), for which a creditor “may 
presume that the loan has met” the ATR requirements. A QM means any residential mortgage 
loan for which: 

• The loan does not have negative amortization, interest-only payments, or balloon 
payments; 

• The loan term does not exceed 30 years; 
• The total points and fees generally do not exceed 3 percent of the loan amount 

(different levels are in place based on loan amount); 
• The income and assets relied upon for repayment are verified and documented; 

The underwriting must use a monthly payment based on the maximum rate during the first 
five years, uses a payment schedule that fully amortizes the loan over the loan term, takes into 
account all mortgage-related obligations, and complies with any guidelines or regulations 
established by the CFPB relating to the ratio of total monthly debt to monthly income or 
alternative measures of ability to pay regular expenses after payment of total monthly debt. 

Notes Regarding the Regulatory Text and Commentary 

The regulatory commentary is in italics. Items in bold are to assist you in finding information 
and have no other impact.   
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Section 2: 
Minimum Standards for Transactions Secured 

 by a Dwelling 
12 CFR § 1026.43(E)(4)(III)(B) 

Introduction 

This section provides that the Temporary GSE QM loan definition is available only for covered 
transactions consummated on or before January 10, 2021. The CFPB revised this section to state 
that the Temporary GSE QM loan definition is available only for covered transactions 
consummated on or before the effective date of October 1, 2022. There were also conforming 
amendments to the commentary.  

The Final Rule 

The final rule was changed. As revised, the commentary explains that the Temporary GSE 
QM loan definition applies only to loans for which the creditor receives the consumer's application 
before the mandatory compliance date of the final rule issued by the CFPB amending the general 
QM definition. The commentary also explains that, accordingly, the Temporary GSE QM loan 
definition is available only for covered transactions:  

• That are consummated on or before the date Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac (or any limited-
life regulatory entity succeeding the charter of either), respectively, cease to operate 
under the conservatorship or receivership of the FHFA and  

• that are transactions for which the creditor receives the consumer's application before the 
mandatory compliance date of the final rule issued by the CFPB that amended the 
general QM definition. 

The CFPB established an implementation period that provides the amount of time necessary 
to facilitate a smooth and orderly transition to a revised General QM loan definition. To preserve 
the possibility of adopting an optional early compliance period in a final rule amending the 
General QM loan definition, it is appropriate for the Temporary GSE QM loan definition to expire 
on the mandatory compliance date of a final rule amending the General QM loan. 

The Temporary GSE QM loan definition is available only for covered transactions “for which 
the creditor receives the consumer's application before” the mandatory compliance date of final 
amendments to the General QM loan definition, rather than covered transactions “consummated 
on or before” the effective date of final amendments to the General QM loan definition.   

This final rule also adds new commentary to clarify the meaning of application for purposes of 
this section. 

The “application” definition under TRID requires 6 specific items. This definition of application 
extends to all transactions subject to TRID. For transactions that are subject to the ATR/QM Rule 
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and that are also subject to TRID, the more specific definition applies for purposes of the ATR/QM 
Rule. 

The commentary clarifies that, for transactions that are not subject to TRID, creditors can 
determine the date the creditor received the consumer's application in accordance with the general 
definition of “application” as it appears in Regulation Z. 

Regulatory Text 

* * * * * 

(e) * * * 

 (4) * * * 

  (iii) Sunset of special rules.  

(A) Each respective special rule described in paragraph(e)(4)(ii)(B), (C), (D), or (E) of 
this section shall expire on the effective date of a rule issued by each respective 
agency pursuant to its authority under TILA section 129C(b)(3)(ii) to define a 
qualified mortgage. 

(B) Unless otherwise expired under paragraph (e)(4)(iii)(A) of this section, the special 
rules in this paragraph (e)(4) are available only for covered transactions for which 
the creditor receives the consumer’s application before the mandatory compliance 
date of a final rule issued by the CFPB amending paragraph (e)(2) of this section. 
The CFPB will also amend this paragraph prior to that mandatory compliance date 
to reflect the new status. 

Regulatory Commentary 

43(e)(4) Qualified mortgage defined—special rules. 

1. Alternative definition. Subject to the sunset provided under § 1026.43(e)(4)(iii), § 1026.43(e)(4) 
provides an alternative definition of qualified mortgage to the definition provided in § 
1026.43(e)(2). To be a qualified mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(4), the transaction must satisfy 
the requirements under § 1026.43(e)(2)(i) through (iii), in addition to being one of the types of 
loans specified in § 1026.43(e)(4)(ii)(A) through (E). 

2. Termination of conservatorship. Section 1026.43(e)(4)(ii)(A) requires that a covered 
transaction be eligible for purchase or guarantee by the Federal National Mortgage Association 
(Fannie Mae) or the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie Mac) (or any limited 
life regulatory entity succeeding the charter of either) operating under the conservatorship or 
receivership of the Federal Housing Finance Agency pursuant to section 1367 of the Federal 
Housing Enterprises Financial Safety and Soundness Act of 1992 (12 U.S.C. 4617). The special 
rule under § 1026.43(e)(4)(ii)(A) does not apply if Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac (or any limited 
life regulatory entity succeeding the charter of either) has ceased operating under the 
conservatorship or receivership of the Federal Housing Finance Agency. For example, if either 
Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac (or succeeding limited-life regulatory entity) ceases to operate under 
the conservatorship or receivership of the Federal Housing Finance Agency, § 
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1026.43(e)(4)(ii)(A) would no longer apply to loans eligible for purchase or guarantee by that 
entity; however, the special rule would be available for a loan that is eligible for purchase or 
guarantee by the other entity still operating under conservatorship or receivership. 

3. Timing. Under § 1026.43(e)(4)(iii), the definition of qualified mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(4) 
applies only to loans for which the creditor receives the consumer’s application before the 
mandatory compliance date of a final rule issued by the CFPB amending § 1026.43(e)(2), 
regardless of whether Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac (or any limited-life regulatory entity 
succeeding the charter of either) continues to operate under the conservatorship or receivership 
of the Federal Housing Finance Agency. Accordingly, § 1026.43(e)(4) is available only for 
covered transactions: 

i. That are consummated on or before the date Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac (or any limited-life 
regulatory entity succeeding the charter of either), respectively, cease to operate under the 
conservatorship or receivership of the Federal Housing Finance Agency pursuant to section 
1367 of the Federal Housing Enterprises Financial Safety and Soundness Act of 1992 (12 
U.S.C. 4617); and 

ii. That are transactions for which the creditor receives the consumer’s application before the 
mandatory compliance date of a final rule issued by the CFPB amending § 1026.43(e)(2), 
as provided by § 1026.43(e)(4)(iii). The CFPB will also amend this commentary prior to that 
mandatory compliance date to reflect the new status. 

4. Application. Under § 1026.43(e)(4)(iii)(B), the special rules in § 1026.43(e)(4) - unless they are 
otherwise expired under § 1026.43(e)(4)(iii)(A)—are available only for covered transactions for 
which the creditor receives the consumer’s application before the mandatory compliance date of 
a final rule issued by the CFPB amending paragraph (e)(2) of this section. Under § 
1026.2(a)(3)(i), application means the submission of a consumer’s financial information for the 
purposes of obtaining an extension of credit. This definition applies to all transactions covered 
by Regulation Z. Regulation Z also provides a more specific definition for transactions subject 
to § 1026.19(e), (f), or (g). For such transactions, an application consists of the submission of 
the consumer’s name, the consumer’s income, the consumer’s social security number to obtain a 
credit report, the property address, an estimate of the value of the property, and the mortgage 
loan amount sought. Therefore, for transactions subject to § 1026.19(e), (f), or (g), creditors 
determine the date the creditor received the consumer’s application, for purposes of § 
1026.43(e)(4)(iii)(B), in accordance with § 1026.2(a)(3)(ii). For transactions that are not subject 
to § 1026.19(e), (f), or (g), creditors can determine the date the creditor received the consumer’s 
application, for purposes of § 1026.43(e)(4)(iii)(B), in accordance with either § 1026.2(a)(3)(i) or 
(ii). 

5. Eligible for purchase, guarantee, or insurance except with regard to matters wholly 
unrelated to ability to repay. To satisfy § 1026.43(e)(4)(ii), a loan need not be actually 
purchased or guaranteed by Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac or insured or guaranteed by one of the 
Agencies (the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), U.S. Department 
of Veterans Affairs (VA), U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), or Rural Housing Service 
(RHS)). Rather, § 1026.43(e)(4)(ii) requires only that the creditor determine that the loan is 
eligible (i.e., meets the criteria) for such purchase, guarantee, or insurance at consummation. 
For example, for purposes of § 1026.43(e)(4), a creditor is not required to sell a loan to Fannie 
Mae or Freddie Mac (or any limited-life regulatory entity succeeding the charter of either) for 
that loan to be a qualified mortgage; however, the loan must be eligible for purchase or 
guarantee by Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac (or any limited-life regulatory entity succeeding the 
charter of either), including satisfying any requirements regarding consideration and 
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verification of a consumer’s income or assets, credit history, debt-to-income ratio or residual 
income, and other credit risk factors, but not any requirements regarding matters wholly 
unrelated to ability to repay. To determine eligibility for purchase, guarantee or insurance, a 
creditor may rely on a valid underwriting recommendation provided by a GSE automated 
underwriting system (AUS) or an AUS that relies on an Agency underwriting tool; compliance 
with the standards in the GSE or Agency written guide in effect at the time; a written agreement 
between the creditor or a direct sponsor or aggregator of the creditor and a GSE or Agency that 
permits variation from the standards of the written guides and/or variation from the AUSs, in 
effect at the time of consummation; or an individual loan waiver granted by the GSE or Agency 
to the creditor. For creditors relying on the variances of a sponsor or aggregator, a loan that is 
transferred directly to or through the sponsor or aggregator at or after consummation complies 
with § 1026.43(e)(4). In using any of the four methods listed above, the creditor need not satisfy 
standards that are wholly unrelated to assessing a consumer’s ability to repay that the creditor 
is required to perform. Matters wholly unrelated to ability to repay are those matters that are 
wholly unrelated to credit risk or the underwriting of the loan. Such matters include 
requirements related to the status of the creditor rather than the loan, requirements related to 
selling, securitizing, or delivering the loan, and any requirement that the creditor must perform 
after the consummated loan is sold, guaranteed, or endorsed for insurance such as document 
custody, quality control, or servicing. 

 Accordingly, a covered transaction is eligible for purchase or guarantee by Fannie Mae or 
Freddie Mac, for example, if: 

i. The loan conforms to the relevant standards set forth in the Fannie Mae Single-Family 
Selling Guide or the Freddie Mac Single-Family Seller/Servicer Guide in effect at the time, 
or to standards set forth in a written agreement between the creditor or a sponsor or 
aggregator of the creditor and Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac in effect at that time that permits 
variation from the standards of those guides; 

ii. The loan has been granted an individual waiver by a GSE, which will allow purchase or 
guarantee in spite of variations from the applicable standards; or 

iii. The creditor inputs accurate information into the Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac AUS or 
another AUS pursuant to a written agreement between the creditor and Fannie Mae or 
Freddie Mac that permits variation from the GSE AUS; the loan receives one of the 
recommendations specified below in paragraphs A or B from the corresponding GSE AUS 
or an equivalent recommendation pursuant to another AUS as authorized in the written 
agreement; and the creditor satisfies any requirements and conditions specified by the 
relevant AUS that are not wholly unrelated to ability to repay, the non-satisfaction of which 
would invalidate that recommendation: 

A. An “Approve/Eligible” recommendation from Desktop Underwriter (DU); or 

B. A risk class of “Accept” and purchase eligibility of “Freddie Mac Eligible” from Loan 
Prospector (LP). 

6. Repurchase and indemnification demands. A repurchase or indemnification demand by 
Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, HUD, VA, USDA, or RHS is not dispositive of qualified mortgage 
status. Qualified mortgage status under § 1026.43(e)(4) depends on whether a loan is eligible 
to be purchased, guaranteed, or insured at the time of consummation, provided that other 
requirements under § 1026.43(e)(4) are satisfied. Some repurchase or indemnification demands 
are not related to eligibility criteria at consummation. See comment 43(e)(4)-4. Further, even 
where a repurchase or indemnification demand relates to whether the loan satisfied relevant 
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eligibility requirements as of the time of consummation, the mere fact that a demand has been 
made, or even resolved, between a creditor and GSE or agency is not dispositive for purposes of 
§ 1026.43(e)(4). However, evidence of whether a particular loan satisfied the § 1026.43(e)(4) 
eligibility criteria at consummation may be brought to light in the course of dealing over a 
particular demand, depending on the facts and circumstances. Accordingly, each loan should 
be evaluated by the creditor based on the facts and circumstances relating to the eligibility of 
that loan at the time of consummation. For example: 

i. Assume eligibility to purchase a loan was based in part on the consumer’s employment income 
of $50,000 per year. The creditor uses the income figure in obtaining an approve/eligible 
recommendation from DU. A quality control review, however, later determines that the 
documentation provided and verified by the creditor to comply with Fannie Mae 
requirements did not support the reported income of $50,000 per year. As a result, Fannie 
Mae demands that the creditor repurchase the loan. Assume that the quality control review 
is accurate, and that DU would not have issued an approve/eligible recommendation if it 
had been provided the accurate income figure. The DU determination at the time of 
consummation was invalid because it was based on inaccurate information provided by the 
creditor; therefore, the loan was never a qualified mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(4). 

ii. Assume that a creditor delivered a loan, which the creditor determined was a qualified 
mortgage at the time of consummation under § 1026.43(e)(4), to Fannie Mae for inclusion 
in a particular To-Be-Announced Mortgage Mortgage-Backed Security (MBS) pool of loans. 
The data submitted by the creditor at the time of loan delivery indicated that the various 
loan terms met the product type, weighted-average coupon, weighted-average maturity, and 
other MBS pooling criteria, and MBS issuance disclosures to investors reflected this loan 
data. However, after delivery and MBS issuance, a quality control review determines that 
the loan violates the pooling criteria. The loan still meets eligibility requirements for Fannie 
Mae products and loan terms. Fannie Mae, however, requires the creditor to repurchase the 
loan due to the violation of MBS pooling requirements. Assume that the quality control 
review determination is accurate. Because the loan still meets Fannie Mae’s eligibility 
requirements, it remains a qualified mortgage based on these facts and circumstances.
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Qualified Mortgage 
Definition under the 
Truth in Lending Act 

(Regulation Z):  
General QM Definition 
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Section 3: 
Summary and Implementation  

Effective Date 

The revised regulations apply to covered transactions for which creditors receive an 
application on or after July 1, 2021. Mandatory compliance was subsequently moved to October 
1, 2022. 

Commentary Regarding Effective Date 

2. General QM Amendments Effective on March 1, 2021. The CFPB's revisions to Regulation 
Z contained in Qualified Mortgage Definition Under the Truth in Lending Act (Regulation Z): 
General QM Loan Definition published on December 29, 2020 (2021 General QM Amendments) 
apply with respect to transactions for which a creditor received an application on or after March 
1, 2021 (effective date). Compliance with the 2021 General QM Amendments is mandatory with 
respect to transactions for which a creditor received an application on or after October 1 July 
1, 2022 (mandatory compliance date). For a given transaction for which a creditor received an 
application on or after March 1, 2021 but prior to October 1, 2022, a person has the option of 
complying either: With 12 CFR part 1026 as it is in effect; or with 12 CFR part 1026 as it was 
in effect on February 26, 2021, together with any amendments to 12 CFR part 1026 that become 
effective after February 26, 2021, other than the 2021 General QM Amendments. For 
transactions subject to § 1026.19(e), (f), or (g), creditors determine the date the creditor received 
the consumer's application, for purposes of this comment, in accordance with § 1026.2(a)(3)(ii). 
For transactions that are not subject to § 1026.19(e), (f), or (g), creditors can determine the date 
the creditor received the consumer's application, for purposes of this comment, in accordance 
with either § 1026.2(a)(3)(i) or (ii). 

Summary of the Final Rule  

The ATR/QM Rule requires a creditor to make a reasonable, good faith determination of a 
consumer’s ability to repay a residential mortgage loan according to its terms. 

One QM category defined in the ATR/QM Rule is the General QM category.   

A second, temporary category of QMs defined in the ATR/QM Rule consists of mortgages that: 

• comply with the same loan-feature prohibitions and points-and-fees limits as General 
QMs and  

• are eligible to be purchased or guaranteed by the GSEs while under the conservatorship 
of the FHFA.  

The provision that created this loan category is commonly known as the GSE Patch.   

https://www.federalregister.gov/select-citation/2020/12/29/12-CFR-1026
https://www.federalregister.gov/select-citation/2020/12/29/12-CFR-1026
https://www.federalregister.gov/select-citation/2020/12/29/12-CFR-1026
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On June 22, 2020, the CFPB released two proposed rules. In one of the proposals -referred to 
as the Extension Proposal - the CFPB proposed to extend the Temporary GSE QM loan definition 
until the effective date of a final rule issued by the CFPB amending the General QM loan 
definition. The second proposal - referred to as the General QM Proposal - proposed amendments 
to the General QM loan definition. 

The General QM Proposal proposed to remove the General QM loan definition’s DTI limit and 
replace it with a limit based on the loan’s pricing. The CFPB stated that it expected the 
amendments would allow most loans that currently could receive QM status under the Temporary 
GSE QM loan definition to receive QM status under the General QM loan definition if they are 
made after the Temporary GSE QM loan definition expires.   

On August 18, 2020, the CFPB issued a third proposal concerning the ATR/QM Rule. In that 
proposal - referred to as the Seasoned QM Proposal - proposed to create a new category of QMs 
(Seasoned QMs) for first-lien, fixed-rate covered transactions that meet certain performance 
requirements over a 36-month seasoning period, are held in portfolio until the end of the seasoning 
period, comply with general restrictions on product features and points and fees, and meet certain 
underwriting requirements.   

Under the final rule, a loan meets the General QM loan definition only if the annual percentage 
rate (APR) exceeds the average prime offer rate (APOR) for a comparable transaction by less than 
2.25 percentage points as of the date the interest rate is set. There are higher thresholds for loans 
with smaller loan amounts, for certain manufactured housing loans, and for subordinate-lien 
transactions.  

The final rule retained the existing product-feature and underwriting requirements and limits 
on points and fees. Although the final rule removed the DTI limit from the General QM loan 
definition, the final rule requires that the creditor consider the consumer’s current or reasonably 
expected income or assets other than the value of the dwelling that secures the loan, debt 
obligations, alimony, child support, and DTI ratio or residual income and verify the consumer’s 
current or reasonably expected income or assets.  

The final rule removed appendix Q. To prevent uncertainty that may result from the removal, 
the final rule clarified the “consider” and “verify” requirements.  

Presumption of Compliance for QMs 

In the January 2013 Final Rule, the CFPB considered whether QMs should receive a 
conclusive presumption (i.e., a safe harbor) or a rebuttable presumption of compliance with the 
ATR requirements.  

A creditor that makes a QM is protected from liability presumptively or conclusively, 
depending on whether the loan is “higher-priced” (HPML). An HPML means a first-lien mortgage 
with an APR that exceeded APOR for a comparable transaction as of the date the interest rate 
was set by 1.5 or more percentage points; or a subordinate-lien mortgage with an APR that 
exceeded APOR for a comparable transaction as of the date the interest rate was set by 3.5 or 
more percentage points.  A creditor that makes a QM that is not an HPML is entitled to a safe 
harbor from liability.  A creditor that makes a loan that meets the standards for a QM but is an 
HPML is entitled to a rebuttable presumption that it has complied with the ATR/QM Rule.  

Loan pricing is calibrated to the risk of the loan and that the historical performance of prime 
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and subprime loans indicates greater risk for subprime loans. Consumers taking out subprime 
loans tend to be less sophisticated and have fewer options. This warrants imposing heightened 
standards for HPMLs.  
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Section 4: 
Background: Summary of the Rulemaking Process 

Introduction 

The CFPB solicited and received substantial public and stakeholder input on issues related to 
this final rule. Some of that information is discussed below. 

The information covered in this section is for your review. He gives some historical context 
that may be of use to you, but it goes beyond the scope of what we will be covering during today's 
session. 

Why the CFPB Issued this Final Rule 

This final rule's bright-line pricing thresholds strike the best balance between ensuring 
consumers' ability to repay and ensuring access to responsible, affordable mortgage credit.  

Loan pricing is strongly correlated with early delinquency rates. Conditioning QM status on a 
specific DTI limit would likely impair access to credit for some consumers. Loan pricing is a more 
flexible metric because it can incorporate other factors that may also be relevant to determining 
ability to repay, including credit scores, cash reserves, or residual income. A price-based General 
QM loan definition is better than the alternatives because a loan's price, as measured by 
comparing a loan's APR to APOR for a comparable transaction, is a strong indicator of a 
consumer's ability to repay and is a more holistic and flexible measure of a consumer's ability to 
repay than DTI alone. 

The final rule provides that a loan would meet the General QM loan definition only if the APR 
exceeds APOR for a comparable transaction by less than 2.25 percentage points as of the date the 
interest rate is set. For most first-lien covered transactions, a 2.25-percentage-point pricing 
threshold strikes the best balance between ensuring consumers' ability to repay and ensuring 
continued access to responsible, affordable mortgage credit. There are higher thresholds for loans 
with smaller loan amounts and for subordinate-lien transactions. The final rule also provides an 
increase from the proposed thresholds for some small manufactured housing loans. 

The CFPB did not amend the existing General QM loan product-feature and underwriting 
requirements and limits on points and fees. Creditors are required to consider the consumer's DTI 
ratio or residual income, income or assets other than the value of the dwelling, debts, and verify 
the consumer's income or assets other than the value of the dwelling and the consumer's debts.  

The CFPB is preserving the current threshold separating safe harbor from rebuttable 
presumption QMs 
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The Existing General QM Loan Definition and DTI Requirement 

TILA defines QM by limiting certain loan terms and features. It prohibits a QM from 
permitting negative amortization, interest-only payments, most balloon payments, a term greater 
than 30 years, and points and fees that exceed a specified threshold. In addition, the statute 
incorporates limited underwriting criteria that overlap with some elements of the general ATR 
standard, including prohibiting “no-doc” loans where the creditor does not verify income or assets.  

TILA itself does not require DTI ratios to be included in the definition of a QM. The statute 
authorizes the CFPB to establish additional criteria relating to monthly DTI ratios, or alternative 
measures of ability to pay regular expenses after payment of total monthly debt, taking into 
account the income levels of the consumer and other factors. 

The existing General QM loan definition includes the statutory QM factors and additional 
factors from the general ATR standard. It also contains a DTI limit of 43 percent. In adopting this 
new approach, the General QM loan definition includes a standard for evaluating the consumer's 
ability to repay, in addition to the product feature restrictions and other requirements that are 
specified in TILA.  

Why the CFPB Is Adopting a Price-Based QM Definition to Replace 
the General QM Loan Definition's DTI Limit 

The final rule's price-based approach balances consumers' ability to repay with ensuring access 
to responsible, affordable mortgage credit. A price-based General QM loan definition is better than 
the alternatives because a loan's price, as measured by comparing a loan's APR to APOR for a 
comparable transaction, is a strong indicator of a consumer's ability to repay and is a more holistic 
and flexible measure of a consumer's ability to repay than DTI alone. 

Considerations Related to the General QM/DTI Limit 

Imposing a DTI limit under the General QM loan definition would deny QM status for loans 
to some consumers. These access-to-credit concerns are especially acute for lower-income and 
minority consumers 

A DTI limit provides an incomplete picture of the consumer's financial capacity. A consumer's 
DTI ratio is only one way to measure financial capacity. Imposing a DTI limit as a condition for 
QM status under the General QM loan definition may be overly burdensome and complex in 
practice. 

Loans with higher DTI ratios have been associated with higher levels of “early delinquency” 
(i.e., delinquency within two years of origination), which may serve as a proxy for measuring 
whether a consumer had a reasonable ability to repay at the time the loan was consummated. 

For consumers with DTI ratios above 43 percent who qualify for loans eligible for purchase or 
guarantee by the GSEs, the Rule has not decreased access to credit. A robust market for non-QM 
loans above the 43 percent DTI limit has not materialized as the CFPB had predicted. Therefore, 
there is limited capacity in the non-QM market to provide access to credit after the expiration of 
the Temporary GSE QM loan definition. 
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After the Temporary GSE QM loan definition expires, the CFPB expects that many consumers 
with DTI ratios above 43 percent would instead obtain FHA-insured loans since FHA currently 
insures loans with DTI ratios up to 57 percent. The number of loans that move to FHA would 
depend on FHA's willingness and ability to insure such loans, whether FHA continues to treat all 
loans that it insures as QMs under its own QM rule. 

Some consumers with DTI ratios above 43 percent would be able to obtain loans in the private 
market. The number of loans absorbed by the private market would likely depend, in part, on 
whether actors in the private market would be willing to assume the legal or credit risk associated 
with funding loans as non-QM loans or small-creditor portfolio QMs, and, if so, whether the 
private market would offer lower prices or better terms 

The CFPB intended for appendix Q to provide creditors with certainty about the DTI ratio 
calculation to foster compliance with the General QM loan definition. However, based on extensive 
stakeholder feedback and the CFPB's own experience, appendix Q's definitions of debt and income 
are rigid and difficult to apply and do not provide the level of compliance certainty that the CFPB 
anticipated.  

The current approach to DTI ratios under the General QM loan definition may also stifle 
innovation in underwriting because it focuses on a single metric, with strict verification standards, 
which may constrain new approaches to assessing repayment ability. Such innovations include 
certain new uses of cash flow data and analytics to underwrite mortgage applicants. This 
emerging technology has the potential to accurately assess consumers' ability to repay using, for 
example, bank account data that can identify the source and frequency of recurring deposits and 
payments and identify remaining disposable income. Identifying the remaining disposable income 
could be a method of assessing the sufficiency of a consumer's residual income and could 
potentially satisfy a requirement to consider either DTI or residual income. This innovation could 
potentially expand access to responsible, affordable mortgage credit, particularly for applicants 
with non-traditional income and limited credit history. 

The Proposed Price-Based General QM Loan Definition 

The CFPB sought to balance considerations related to ensuring consumers' ability to repay 
and maintaining access to credit. The CFPB views the relevant provisions of TILA as 
fundamentally about assuring that consumers receive mortgage credit that they can repay.   

The proposal focused on analysis of early delinquency rates to evaluate whether a loan's price, 
as measured by the spread of APR over APOR (the loan's rate spread), is an appropriate measure 
of whether a loan should be presumed to comply with the ATR provisions. Because the 
affordability of a given mortgage will vary from consumer to consumer based upon a range of 
factors, there is no single recognized metric that can directly measure whether the terms of 
mortgage loans are reasonably within consumers' ability to repay. The CFPB's used early distress 
as a proxy for the lack of the consumer's ability to repay at consummation across a wide pool of 
loans.  

The proposal measured early distress as whether a consumer was ever 60 or more days past 
due within the first two years after origination (referred to herein as the early delinquency rate). 
The CFPB's analysis focused on early delinquency rates, as early difficulties in making payments 
indicate a higher likelihood that the consumer may have lacked ability to repay at consummation. 

The CFPB's analysis published in response to the CFPB's ANPR and RFIs provide strong 
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evidence of increasing early delinquency rates with higher rate spreads across a range of datasets, 
time periods, loan types, measures of rate spread, and measures of delinquency. 

Early delinquency statistics for 2018 first-lien purchase originations that have been matched 
to 2018 HMDA data, enabling the CFPB to use actual rate spreads over APOR rather than 
approximated rate spreads in its analysis. Only delinquencies occurring through December 2019 
were observed, meaning most loans are not observed for a full two years after origination. This 
more recent sample provides insight into early delinquency rates under post-crisis lending 
standards, and for an origination that had not undergone (as of December 2019) a large economic 
downturn. Data shows that early delinquency rates increase consistently with rate spreads. 

This evidence suggests that higher rate spreads - including the specific measure of APR over 
APOR - are strongly correlated with early delinquency rates. Given that early delinquency 
captures consumers' difficulty making required payments, the proposal concluded that rate 
spreads provide a strong indicator of ability to repay. Therefore, a price-based General QM loan 
definition is a more holistic and flexible measure of a consumer's ability to repay than DTI alone.  

The proposal concluded that a price-based General QM loan definition would provide 
compliance certainty to creditors because creditors would be able to readily determine whether a 
loan is a General QM. Creditors have experience with APR calculations due to the existing price-
based regulatory requirements described above, and for various other disclosure and compliance 
reasons under Regulation Z. Creditors also have experience determining the appropriate APOR 
for use in calculating rate spreads. As such, the proposal stated that the approach should provide 
certainty to creditors regarding a loan's status as a QM.  

Although the proposal required creditors to consider the consumer's DTI ratio or residual 
income, income or assets other than the value of the dwelling, and debts, the proposal did not 
mandate a specific DTI limit. The proposal removed appendix Q and instead provided creditors 
additional flexibility for defining income or assets other than the value of the dwelling and debts.  

The proposal required the creditor to verify the consumer's current or reasonably expected 
income or assets other than the value of the dwelling (including any real property attached to the 
dwelling) that secures the loan and the consumer's current debt obligations, alimony, and child 
support. It provided a safe harbor to creditors using verification standards the CFPB specifies. 
This would include relevant provisions from Fannie Mae's Single Family Selling Guide, Freddie 
Mac's Single-Family Seller/Servicer Guide, FHA's Single Family Housing Policy Handbook, the 
VA's Lenders Handbook, and the Field Office Handbook for the Direct Single Family Housing 
Program and Handbook for the Single-Family Guaranteed Loan Program of the USDA.  

The proposal provided that a loan meets the General QM loan definition only if the APR 
exceeds APOR for a comparable transaction by less than a specified amount, with higher 
thresholds for smaller loans and subordinate-lien transactions. Regardless of loan size, the CFPB 
did not propose to alter the current threshold separating safe harbor from rebuttable presumption 
QMs.
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Section 5: 
Overview of Changes  

General Changes 

The General QM status is now determined by a simple, bright-line rule to provide certainty of 
QM status, and pricing achieves this objective. Pricing is a more appropriate standard for the 
General QM loan definition. It is a more flexible metric because it can incorporate other factors 
that may also be relevant to determining ability to repay, including credit scores, cash reserves, 
or residual income. A loan's price, as measured by comparing a loan's APR to APOR for a 
comparable transaction, is a strong indicator of a consumer's ability to repay and is a better 
measure of a consumer's ability to repay than DTI alone. 

The final rule amends Regulation Z to remove the current 43 percent DTI limit and provides 
that a loan would meet the General QM loan definition only if the APR exceeds APOR for a 
comparable transaction by less than 2.25 percentage points as of the date the interest rate is set. 

For most first-lien covered transactions, a 2.25-percentage-point pricing threshold strikes the 
best balance between ensuring consumers' ability to repay and ensuring access to responsible, 
affordable mortgage credit. There are higher thresholds for loans with smaller loan amounts, for 
subordinate-lien transactions, and for some small manufactured housing loans to ensure 
continued access to credit. 

A loan is a safe harbor QM if its APR exceeds APOR for a comparable transaction by less than 
1.5 percentage points as of the date the interest rate is set (or by less than 3.5 percentage points 
for subordinate-lien transactions). 

The rule provides creditors additional flexibility for defining the consumer's income or assets 
and debts. These amounts must be determined in accordance with the regulation, which requires 
the creditor to verify the consumer's current or reasonably expected income or assets other than 
the value of the dwelling (including any real property attached to the dwelling) that secures the 
loan and the consumer's current debt obligations, alimony, and child support. It provides a safe 
harbor to creditors using these verification standards. This safe harbor includes relevant 
provisions from the various GSE’s manuals regarding ability to repay. The rule provides creditors 
with the flexibility to develop other methods of compliance with the verification requirements. 

The CFPB did not amend the existing product-feature and underwriting requirements and 
limits on points and fees.  

A small percentage of loans eligible for General QM status under the current rule would be 
ineligible for General QM status under the final rule. These are loans with DTI ratios below 43 
percent and that otherwise satisfy the current criteria that are priced above the rate-spread 
thresholds established by the final rule. Creditors may adjust the price of some of these loans to 
meet the General QM pricing thresholds under the final rule. For other loans, creditors may 
instead originate those loans as non-QM loans or under other QM definitions, including as FHA 
loans, although the CFPB acknowledges that consumers may pay higher costs for these loans.
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Section 6: 
 Repayment Ability and Scope 

[12 CFR § 1026.43(a)] 

Introductory Commentary 

Regulatory Discussion 

For reference: §1026.25(c)(3) states a creditor shall retain evidence of compliance with 
§1026.43 of this regulation for three years after consummation of a transaction covered by that 
section.  It is quoted below. 

Regulatory Commentary 

Comments 25(c)(3)-1 and -2 state: 

Evidence of compliance with repayment ability provisions. A creditor must retain evidence 
of compliance with §1026.43 for three years after the date of consummation of a consumer credit 
transaction covered by that section. (See comment 25(c)(3)-2 for guidance on the retention of 
evidence of compliance with the requirement to offer a consumer a loan without a prepayment 
penalty under §1026.43(g)(3).) If a creditor must verify and document information used in 
underwriting a transaction subject to §1026.43, the creditor shall retain evidence sufficient to 
demonstrate compliance with the documentation requirements of the rule. Although a creditor need 
not retain actual paper copies of the documentation used in underwriting a transaction subject to 
§1026.43, to comply with §1026.25(c)(3), the creditor must be able to reproduce such records 
accurately. For example, if the creditor uses a consumer's Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Form W-
2 to verify the consumer's income, the creditor must be able to reproduce the IRS Form W-2 itself, 
and not merely the income information that was contained in the form. 

Dwelling-secured transactions and prepayment penalties. If a transaction covered by 
§1026.43 has a prepayment penalty, the creditor must maintain records that document that the 
creditor complied with requirements for offering the consumer an alternative transaction that does 
not include a prepayment penalty under §1026.43(g)(3), (4), or (5). However, the creditor need not 
maintain records that document compliance with those provisions if a transaction is consummated 
without a prepayment penalty or if the creditor and consumer do not consummate a covered 
transaction. If a creditor offers a transaction with a prepayment penalty to a consumer through a 
mortgage broker, to evidence compliance with §1026.43(g)(4) the creditor should retain evidence of 
the alternative covered transaction presented to the mortgage broker, such as a rate sheet, and the 
agreement with the mortgage broker required by §1026.43(g)(4)(ii). 

Regulatory Text 

None. 
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Regulatory Commentary  

Section 1026.43—Minimum Standards for Transactions Secured by a Dwelling 

1. Record retention. See §1026.25(c)(3) and comments 25(c)(3)-1 and -2 for guidance on the 
required retention of records as evidence of compliance with §1026.43. 

Scope – 12 CFR § 1026.43(a) 

Regulatory Discussion 

This section applies to any consumer credit transaction that is secured by a dwelling, including 
any real property attached to a dwelling. Excluded from these requirements are: 

• HELOCs 

• Timeshares 

• Reverse mortgages 

• Temporary or “bridge” loans 

• Construction loans (no longer than 12 months) 

• Other loan types, that most banks do not offer 

Regulatory Text 

(a) Scope. This section applies to any consumer credit transaction that is secured by a dwelling, 
as defined in §1026.2(a)(19), including any real property attached to a dwelling, other than: 

(1) A home equity line of credit subject to §1026.40; 

(2) A mortgage transaction secured by a consumer's interest in a timeshare plan, as defined in 
11 U.S.C. 101(53(D)); or 

(3) For purposes of paragraphs (c) through (f) of this section: 

(i) A reverse mortgage subject to §1026.33; 

(ii) A temporary or “bridge” loan with a term of 12 months or less, such as a loan to finance 
the purchase of a new dwelling where the consumer plans to sell a current dwelling 
within 12 months or a loan to finance the initial construction of a dwelling; 

(iii) A construction phase of 12 months or less of a construction-to-permanent loan; 

(iv) An extension of credit made pursuant to a program administered by a Housing Finance 
Agency, as defined under 24 CFR 266.5; 

(v) An extension of credit made by: 
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[Paragraphs A through D Omitted, as these provisions do not impact banks.] 

(vi) An extension of credit made pursuant to a program authorized by sections 101 and 109 
of the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 (12 U.S.C. 5211; 5219); 

(vii) Consumer credit transactions that meet the following criteria… 

[Paragraphs A through F Omitted, as these provisions do not impact banks.] 

Regulatory Commentary  

43(a) Scope. 

1. Consumer credit. In general, §1026.43 applies to consumer credit transactions secured by a 
dwelling, but certain dwelling-secured consumer credit transactions are exempt or partially 
exempt from coverage under §1026.43(a)(1) through (3). (See §1026.2(a)(12) for the definition of 
“consumer credit.”) Section 1026.43 does not apply to an extension of credit primarily for a 
business, commercial, or agricultural purpose, even if it is secured by a dwelling. See §1026.3 
and associated commentary for guidance in determining the primary purpose of an extension 
of credit. In addition, §1026.43 does not apply to any change to an existing loan that is not 
treated as a refinancing under §1026.20(a). 

2. Real property. “Dwelling” means a residential structure that contains one to four units, whether 
or not the structure is attached to real property. See §1026.2(a)(19). For purposes of §1026.43, 
the term “dwelling” includes any real property to which the residential structure is attached 
that also secures the covered transaction. For example, for purposes of §1026.43(c)(2)(i), the 
value of the dwelling that secures the covered transaction includes the value of any real property 
to which the residential structure is attached that also secures the covered transaction. 

Paragraph 43(a)(3). 

1. Renewable temporary or “bridge” loan. Under §1026.43(a)(3)(ii), a temporary or “bridge” 
loan with a term of 12 months or less is exempt from §1026.43(c) through (f). Examples of such 
a loan are a loan to finance the purchase of a new dwelling where the consumer plans to sell a 
current dwelling within 12 months and a loan to finance the initial construction of a dwelling. 
Where a temporary or “bridge loan” is renewable, the loan term does not include any additional 
period of time that could result from a renewal provision provided that any renewal possible 
under the loan contract is for one year or less. For example, if a construction loan has an initial 
loan term of 12 months but is renewable for another 12-month loan term, the loan is exempt 
from §1026.43(c) through (f) because the initial loan term is 12 months. 

2. Construction phase of a construction-to-permanent loan. Under §1026.43(a)(3)(iii), a 
construction phase of 12 months or less of a construction-to-permanent loan is exempt from 
§1026.43(c) through (f). A construction-to-permanent loan is a potentially multiple-advance 
loan to finance the construction, rehabilitation, or improvement of a dwelling that may be 
permanently financed by the same creditor. For such a loan, the construction phase and the 
permanent phase may be treated as separate transactions for the purpose of compliance with 
§1026.43(c) through (f), and the construction phase of the loan is exempt from §1026.43(c) 
through (f), provided the initial term is 12 months or less. See §1026.17(c)(6)(ii), allowing 
similar treatment for disclosures. Where the construction phase of a construction-to-permanent 
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loan is renewable for a period of one year or less, the term of that construction phase does not 
include any additional period of time that could result from a renewal provision. For example, 
if the construction phase of a construction-to-permanent loan has an initial term of 12 months 
but is renewable for another 12-month term before permanent financing begins, the construction 
phase is exempt from §1026.43(c) through (f) because the initial term is 12 months. Any renewal 
of one year or less also qualifies for the exemption. The permanent phase of the loan is treated 
as a separate transaction and is not exempt under §1026.43(a)(3)(iii). It may be a qualified 
mortgage if it satisfies the appropriate requirements. 

Paragraph 43(a)(3)(iv) through (vii). 

[Omitted, as these provisions do not impact banks.] 
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Section 7: 
Definitions 

12 CFR § 1026.43(b) 

Introduction 

All definitions below are specific to this section of the regulation. This new rule only impacts 
one definition (definition of an HPML), and we have included all relevant information about that 
change.  

Covered Transaction 

Regulatory Text 

(b) Definitions. For purposes of this section: 

(1) Covered transaction means a consumer credit transaction that is secured by a dwelling, 
as defined in § 1026.2(a)(19), including any real property attached to a dwelling, other than 
a transaction exempt from coverage under paragraph (a) of this section. 

Regulatory Commentary 

1. The definition of covered transaction restates the scope of the rule as described at § 1026.43(a). 

Fully Amortizing Payment 

Regulatory Text 

(b) Definitions. For purposes of this section: 

***** 

(2) Fully amortizing payment means a periodic payment of principal and interest that will 
fully repay the loan amount over the loan term. 

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/rules-policy/regulations/1026/2/#a-19
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Regulatory Commentary 

 None. 

Fully Indexed Rate 

Regulatory Text 

(b) Definitions. For purposes of this section: 

***** 

(3) Fully indexed rate means the interest rate calculated using the index or formula that 
will apply after recast, as determined at the time of consummation, and the maximum 
margin that can apply at any time during the loan term. 

Regulatory Commentary 

1. Discounted and premium adjustable-rate transactions. In some adjustable-rate 
transactions, creditors may set an initial interest rate that is not determined by the index or 
formula used to make later interest rate adjustments. In some cases, the initial rate charged to 
consumers is lower than the rate would be if it were calculated using the index or formula that 
will apply after recast, as determined at consummation (i.e., a “discounted rate”). In other cases, 
the initial rate may be higher (i.e. ,a “premium rate”). For purposes of determining the fully 
indexed rate where the initial interest rate is not determined using the index or formula for 
subsequent interest rate adjustments, the creditor must use the interest rate that would have 
applied had the creditor used such index or formula plus margin at the time of consummation. 
That is, in determining the fully indexed rate, the creditor must not take into account any 
discounted or premium rate. To illustrate, assume an adjustable-rate transaction where the 
initial interest rate is not based on an index or formula, or is based on an index or formula that 
will not apply after recast, and is set at 5 percent for the first five years. The loan agreement 
provides that future interest rate adjustments will be calculated based on a specific index plus 
a 3 percent margin. If the value of the index at consummation is 5 percent, the interest rate that 
would have been applied at consummation had the creditor based the initial rate on this index 
is 8 percent (5 percent plus 3 percent margin). For purposes of § 1026.43(b)(3), the fully indexed 
rate is 8 percent. For discussion of payment calculations based on the greater of the fully indexed 
rate or premium rate for purposes of the repayment ability determination under § 1026.43(c), 
see § 1026.43(c)(5)(i) and comment 43(c)(5)(i)-2. 

2. Index or formula value at consummation. The value at consummation of the index or 
formula need not be used if the contract provides for a delay in the implementation of changes 
in an index value or formula. For example, if the contract specifies that rate changes are based 
on the index value in effect 45 days before the change date, the creditor may use any index value 
in effect during the 45 days before consummation in calculating the fully indexed rate. 
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3. Interest rate adjustment caps. If the terms of the legal obligation contain a periodic interest 
rate adjustment cap that would prevent the initial rate, at the time of the first adjustment, from 
changing to the rate determined using the index or formula value at consummation (i.e., the 
fully indexed rate), the creditor must not give any effect to that rate cap when determining the 
fully indexed rate. That is, a creditor must determine the fully indexed rate without taking into 
account any periodic interest rate adjustment cap that may limit how quickly the fully indexed 
rate may be reached at any time during the loan term under the terms of the legal obligation. 
To illustrate, assume an adjustable-rate mortgage has an initial fixed rate of 5 percent for the 
first three years of the loan, after which the rate will adjust annually to a specified index plus 
a margin of 3 percent. The loan agreement provides for a 2 percent annual interest rate 
adjustment cap, and a lifetime maximum interest rate of 10 percent. The index value in effect 
at consummation is 4.5 percent; the fully indexed rate is 7.5 percent (4.5 percent plus 3 percent), 
regardless of the 2 percent annual interest rate adjustment cap that would limit when the fully 
indexed rate would take effect under the terms of the legal obligation. 

4. Lifetime maximum interest rate. A creditor may choose, in its sole discretion, to take into 
account the lifetime maximum interest rate provided under the terms of the legal obligation 
when determining the fully indexed rate. To illustrate, assume an adjustable-rate mortgage has 
an initial fixed rate of 5 percent for the first three years of the loan, after which the rate will 
adjust annually to a specified index plus a margin of 3 percent. The loan agreement provides 
for a 2 percent annual interest rate adjustment cap and a lifetime maximum interest rate of 7 
percent. The index value in effect at consummation is 4.5 percent; under the generally applicable 
rule, the fully indexed rate is 7.5 percent (4.5 percent plus 3 percent). Nevertheless, the creditor 
may choose to use the lifetime maximum interest rate of 7 percent as the fully indexed rate, 
rather than 7.5 percent, for purposes of § 1026.43(b)(3). Furthermore, if the creditor chooses to 
use the lifetime maximum interest rate and the loan agreement provides a range for the 
maximum interest rate, then the creditor complies by using the highest rate in that range as the 
maximum interest rate for purposes of § 1026.43(b)(3). 

5. Step-rate and fixed-rate mortgages. Where the interest rate offered under the terms of the 
legal obligation is not based on, and does not vary with, an index or formula (i.e., there is no 
fully indexed rate), the creditor must use the maximum interest rate that may apply at any time 
during the loan term. To illustrate: 

i. Assume a step-rate mortgage with an interest rate fixed at 6.5 percent for the first two years 
of the loan, 7 percent for the next three years, and 7.5 percent thereafter for the remainder 
of loan term. For purposes of this section, the creditor must use 7.5 percent, which is the 
maximum rate that may apply during the loan term. “Step-rate mortgage” is defined in 
§ 1026.18(s)(7)(ii). 

ii. Assume a fixed-rate mortgage with an interest rate at consummation of 7 percent that is fixed 
for the 30-year loan term. For purposes of this section, the maximum interest rate that may 
apply during the loan term is 7 percent, which is the interest rate that is fixed at 
consummation. “Fixed-rate mortgage” is defined in § 1026.18(s)(7)(iii). 
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Higher Priced (HPML) Covered Transaction 

Regulatory Discussion 

A covered transaction is a higher-priced covered transaction if the APR exceeds APOR for a 
comparable transaction as of the date the interest rate is set by the applicable rate spread specified 
in the ATR/QM Rule. For General QMs, the applicable rate spreads are 1.5 or more percentage 
points for a first lien covered transaction and 3.5 or more percentage points for a subordinate-lien 
covered transaction.  

For purposes of a qualified mortgage for a loan for which the interest rate may or will change 
within the first five years after the date on which the first regular periodic payment will be due, 
the creditor must determine the annual percentage rate by treating the maximum interest rate 
that may apply during that five-year period as the interest rate for the full term of the loan. 

The CFPB concluded that these provisions will ensure that General QM status will not be 
accorded to loans for which the interest rate may or will change that pose a heightened risk of 
becoming unaffordable relatively soon after consummation. The APR determination provisions 
will ensure that responsible, affordable mortgage credit remains available to consumers in a 
manner consistent with the purpose of TILA 

Regulatory Text 

(b) Definitions. For purposes of this section: 

***** 

(4) Higher-priced covered transaction means a covered transaction with an annual 
percentage rate that exceeds the average prime offer rate for a comparable transaction as 
of the date the interest rate is set by 1.5 or more percentage points for a first-lien covered 
transaction, other than a qualified mortgage under paragraph (e)(5), (e)(6), or (f) of this 
section; by 3.5 or more percentage points for a first-lien covered transaction that is a 
qualified mortgage under paragraph (e)(5), (e)(6), or (f) of this section; or by 3.5 or more 
percentage points for a subordinate-lien covered transaction. For purposes of a qualified 
mortgage under paragraph (e)(2) of this section, for a loan for which the interest rate may 
or will change within the first five years after the date on which the first regular periodic 
payment will be due, the creditor must determine the annual percentage rate for purposes 
of this paragraph (b)(4) by treating the maximum interest rate that may apply during that 
five-year period as the interest rate for the full term of the loan.  

Regulatory Commentary 

1. Average prime offer rate. The average prime offer rate is defined in § 1026.35(a)(2). For 
further explanation of the meaning of “average prime offer rate,” and additional guidance on 
determining the average prime offer rate, see comments 35(a)(2)-1 through -4. 

2. Comparable transaction. A higher-priced covered transaction is a consumer credit 
transaction that is secured by the consumer's dwelling with an annual percentage rate that 
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exceeds by the specified amount the average prime offer rate for a comparable transaction as of 
the date the interest rate is set. The published tables of average prime offer rates indicate how 
to identify a comparable transaction. See comment 35(a)(2)-2. 

3. Rate set. A transaction's annual percentage rate is compared to the average prime offer rate as 
of the date the transaction's interest rate is set (or “locked”) before consummation. Sometimes a 
creditor sets the interest rate initially and then re-sets it at a different level before 
consummation. The creditor should use the last date the interest rate is set before 
consummation. 

4. Determining the annual percentage rate for certain loans for which the interest rate 
may or will change. Provisions in subpart C, including the commentary to § 1026.17(c)(1), 
address how to determine the annual percentage rate disclosures for closed-end credit 
transactions. Provisions in § 1026.32(a)(3) address how to determine the annual percentage 
rate to determine coverage under § 1026.32(a)(1)(i). Section 1026.43(b)(4) requires, only for the 
purposes of a qualified mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(2), a different determination of the annual 
percentage rate for purposes of § 1026.43(b)(4) for a loan for which the interest rate may or will 
change within the first five years after the date on which the first regular periodic payment will 
be due. See comment 43(e)(2)(vi)-4 for how to determine the annual percentage rate of such a 
loan. 

Loan Amount 

Regulatory Text 

 (b) Definitions. For purposes of this section: 

***** 

(5) Loan amount means the principal amount the consumer will borrow as reflected in the 
promissory note or loan contract. 

Regulatory Commentary 

1. Disbursement of the loan amount. The definition of “loan amount” requires the creditor to 
use the entire loan amount as reflected in the loan contract or promissory note, even though the 
loan amount may not be fully disbursed at consummation. For example, assume the consumer 
enters into a loan agreement where the consumer is obligated to repay the creditor $200,000 
over 15 years, but only $100,000 is disbursed at consummation and the remaining $100,000 
will be disbursed during the year following consummation in a series of advances ($25,000 each 
quarter). For purposes of this section, the creditor must use the loan amount of $200,000, even 
though the loan agreement provides that only $100,000 will be disbursed to the consumer at 
consummation. Generally, creditors should rely on § 1026.17(c)(6) and associated commentary 
regarding treatment of multiple-advance and construction-to-permanent loans as single or 
multiple transactions. See also comment 43(a)(3)-2. 
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Loan Term 

Regulatory Text 

(b) Definitions. For purposes of this section: 

***** 

(6) Loan term means the period of time to repay the obligation in full. 

Regulatory Commentary 

1. General. The loan term is the period of time it takes to repay the loan amount in full. For example, 
a loan with an initial discounted rate that is fixed for the first two years, and that adjusts periodically 
for the next 28 years has a loan term of 30 years, which is the amortization period on which the 
periodic amortizing payments are based. 

Maximum Loan Amount 

Regulatory Text 

(b) Definitions. For purposes of this section: 

***** 

(7) Maximum loan amount means the loan amount plus any increase in principal balance 
that results from negative amortization, as defined in § 1026.18(s)(7)(v), based on the terms 
of the legal obligation assuming: 

(i) The consumer makes only the minimum periodic payments for the maximum possible 
time, until the consumer must begin making fully amortizing payments; and 

(ii) The maximum interest rate is reached at the earliest possible time. 

Regulatory Commentary 

1. Calculation of maximum loan amount. For purposes of § 1026.43(c)(2)(iii) and (c)(5)(ii)(C), 
a creditor must determine the maximum loan amount for a negative amortization loan by using 
the loan amount plus any increase in principal balance that can result from negative 
amortization based on the terms of the legal obligation. In determining the maximum loan 
amount, a creditor must assume that the consumer makes the minimum periodic payment 
permitted under the loan agreement for as long as possible, until the consumer must begin 
making fully amortizing payments; and that the interest rate rises as quickly as possible after 

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/rules-policy/regulations/1026/18/#s-7-v
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consummation under the terms of the legal obligation. Thus, creditors must assume that the 
consumer makes the minimum periodic payment until any negative amortization cap is reached 
or until the period permitting minimum periodic payments expires, whichever occurs first. 
“Loan amount” is defined in § 1026.43(b)(5); “negative amortization loan” is defined in 
§ 1026.18(s)(7)(v). 

2. Assumed interest rate. In calculating the maximum loan amount for an adjustable-rate 
mortgage that is a negative amortization loan, the creditor must assume that the interest rate 
will increase as rapidly as possible after consummation, taking into account any periodic 
interest rate adjustment caps provided in the loan agreement. For an adjustable-rate mortgage 
with a lifetime maximum interest rate but no periodic interest rate adjustment cap, the creditor 
must assume that the interest rate increases to the maximum lifetime interest rate at the first 
adjustment. 

3. Examples. The following are examples of how to determine the maximum loan amount for a 
negative amortization loan (all amounts shown are rounded, and all amounts are calculated 
using non-rounded values): 

i. Adjustable-rate mortgage with negative amortization.  

A. Assume an adjustable-rate mortgage in the amount of $200,000 with a 30-year loan term. 
The loan agreement provides that the consumer can make minimum monthly payments 
that cover only part of the interest accrued each month until the principal balance 
reaches 115 percent of its original balance (i.e., a negative amortization cap of 115 
percent) or for the first five years of the loan (60 monthly payments), whichever occurs 
first. The introductory interest rate at consummation is 1.5 percent. One month after the 
first day of the first full calendar month following consummation, the interest rate 
adjusts and will adjust monthly thereafter based on the specified index plus a margin 
of 3.5 percent. The maximum lifetime interest rate is 10.5 percent; there are no other 
periodic interest rate adjustment caps that limit how quickly the maximum lifetime rate 
may be reached. The minimum monthly payment for the first year is based on the initial 
interest rate of 1.5 percent. After that, the minimum monthly payment adjusts annually, 
but may increase by no more than 7.5 percent over the previous year's payment. The 
minimum monthly payment is $690 in the first year, $742 in the second year, and $797 
in the first part of the third year. 

B. To determine the maximum loan amount, assume that the initial interest rate increases 
to the maximum lifetime interest rate of 10.5 percent at the first adjustment (i.e., the due 
date of the first periodic monthly payment) and accrues at that rate until the loan is 
recast. Assume the consumer makes the minimum monthly payments as scheduled, 
which are capped at 7.5 percent from year-to-year. As a result, the consumer's minimum 
monthly payments are less than the interest accrued each month, resulting in negative 
amortization (i.e., the accrued but unpaid interest is added to the principal balance). 
Thus, assuming that the consumer makes the minimum monthly payments for as long 
as possible and that the maximum interest rate of 10.5 percent is reached at the first-
rate adjustment (i.e., the due date of the first periodic monthly payment), the negative 
amortization cap of 115 percent is reached on the due date of the 27th monthly payment 
and the loan is recast. The maximum loan amount as of the due date of the 27th monthly 
payment is $229,251. 
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ii. Fixed-rate, graduated payment mortgage with negative amortization. A loan in the 
amount of $200,000 has a 30-year loan term. The loan agreement provides for a fixed 
interest rate of 7.5 percent and requires the consumer to make minimum monthly payments 
during the first year, with payments increasing 12.5 percent over the previous year every 
year for four years. The payment schedule provides for payments of $943 in the first year, 
$1,061 in the second year, $1,193 in the third year, $1,343 in the fourth year, and $1,511 
for the remaining term of the loan. During the first three years of the loan, the payments 
are less than the interest accrued each month, resulting in negative amortization. 
Assuming that the consumer makes the minimum periodic payments for as long as 
possible, the maximum loan amount is $207,662, which is reached at the end of the third 
year of the loan (on the due date of the 36th monthly payment). See comment 43(c)(5)(ii)(C)-
3 providing examples of how to determine the consumer's repayment ability for a negative 
amortization loan. 

Mortgage Related Obligations 

Regulatory Text 

(b) Definitions. For purposes of this section: 

***** 

(8) Mortgage-related obligations mean property taxes; premiums and similar charges 
identified in § 1026.4(b)(5), (7), (8), and (10) that are required by the creditor; fees and 
special assessments imposed by a condominium, cooperative, or homeowners association; 
ground rent; and leasehold payments. 

Regulatory Commentary 

1. General. Section 1026.43(b)(8) defines mortgage-related obligations, which must be considered 
in determining a consumer's ability to repay pursuant to § 1026.43(c). Section 1026.43(b)(8) 
includes, in the evaluation of mortgage-related obligations, fees and special assessments owed 
to a condominium, cooperative, or homeowners association. Section 1026.43(b)(8) includes 
ground rent and leasehold payments in the definition of mortgage-related obligations. See 
commentary to § 1026.43(c)(2)(v) regarding the requirement to take into account any mortgage-
related obligations for purposes of determining a consumer's ability to repay. 

2. Property taxes. Section 1026.43(b)(8) includes property taxes in the evaluation of mortgage-
related obligations. Obligations that are related to the ownership or use of real property and 
paid to a taxing authority, whether on a monthly, quarterly, annual, or other basis, are property 
taxes for purposes of § 1026.43(b)(8). Section 1026.43(b)(8) includes obligations that are 
equivalent to property taxes, even if such obligations are not denominated as “taxes.” For 
example, governments may establish or allow independent districts with the authority to impose 
levies on properties within the district to fund a special purpose, such as a local development 
bond district, water district, or other public purpose. These levies may be referred to as taxes, 

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/rules-policy/regulations/1026/4/#b-5
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assessments, surcharges, or by some other name. For purposes of § 1026.43(b)(8), these are 
property taxes and are included in the determination of mortgage-related obligations. 

3. Insurance premiums and similar charges. Section 1026.43(b)(8) includes in the evaluation 
of mortgage-related obligations premiums and similar charges identified in § 1026.4(b)(5), (7), 
(8), or (10) that are required by the creditor. This includes all premiums or charges related to 
coverage protecting the creditor against a consumer's default, credit loss, collateral loss, or 
similar loss, if the consumer is required to pay the premium or charge. For example, if Federal 
law requires flood insurance to be obtained in connection with the mortgage loan, the flood 
insurance premium is a mortgage-related obligation for purposes of § 1026.43(b)(8). Section 
1026.43(b)(8) does not include premiums or similar charges identified in § 1026.4(b)(5), (7), (8), 
or (10) that are not required by the creditor and that the consumer purchases voluntarily. For 
example: 

i. If a creditor does not require earthquake insurance to be obtained in connection with the 
mortgage loan, but the consumer voluntarily chooses to purchase such insurance, the 
earthquake insurance premium is not a mortgage-related obligation for purposes of 
§ 1026.43(b)(8). 

ii. If a creditor requires a minimum amount of coverage for homeowners' insurance and the 
consumer voluntarily chooses to purchase a more comprehensive amount of coverage, the 
portion of the premium allocated to the required minimum coverage is a mortgage-related 
obligation for purposes of § 1026.43(b)(8), while the portion of the premium allocated to the 
more comprehensive coverage voluntarily purchased by the consumer is not a mortgage-
related obligation for purposes of § 1026.43(b)(8). 

iii. If the consumer purchases insurance or similar coverage not required by the creditor at 
consummation without having requested the specific non-required insurance or similar 
coverage and without having agreed to the premium or charge for the specific non-required 
insurance or similar coverage prior to consummation, the premium or charge is not voluntary 
for purposes of § 1026.43(b)(8) and is a mortgage-related obligation. 

4. Mortgage insurance, guarantee, or similar charges. Section 1026.43(b)(8) includes in the 
evaluation of mortgage-related obligations premiums or charges protecting the creditor against 
the consumer's default or other credit loss. This includes all premiums or similar charges, 
whether denominated as mortgage insurance, guarantee, or otherwise, as determined according 
to applicable State or Federal law. For example, monthly “private mortgage insurance” 
payments paid to a non-governmental entity, annual “guarantee fee” payments required by a 
Federal housing program, and a quarterly “mortgage insurance” payment paid to a State 
agency administering a housing program are all mortgage-related obligations for purposes of 
§ 1026.43(b)(8). Section 1026.43(b)(8) includes these charges in the definition of mortgage-
related obligations if the creditor requires the consumer to pay them, even if the consumer is not 
legally obligated to pay the charges under the terms of the insurance program. For example, if 
a mortgage insurance program obligates the creditor to make recurring mortgage insurance 
payments, and the creditor requires the consumer to reimburse the creditor for such recurring 
payments, the consumer's payments are mortgage-related obligations for purposes of 
§ 1026.43(b)(8). However, if a mortgage insurance program obligates the creditor to make 
recurring mortgage insurance payments, and the creditor does not require the consumer to 
reimburse the creditor for the cost of the mortgage insurance payments, the recurring mortgage 
insurance payments are not mortgage-related obligations for purposes of § 1026.43(b)(8). 
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5. Relation to the finance charge. Section 1026.43(b)(8) includes in the evaluation of mortgage-
related obligations premiums and similar charges identified in § 1026.4(b)(5), (7), (8), or (10) 
that are required by the creditor. These premiums and similar charges are mortgage-related 
obligations regardless of whether the premium or similar charge is excluded from the finance 
charge pursuant to § 1026.4(d). For example, a premium for insurance against loss or damage 
to the property written in connection with the credit transaction is a premium identified in 
§ 1026.4(b)(8). If this premium is required by the creditor, the premium is a mortgage-related 
obligation pursuant to § 1026.43(b)(8), regardless of whether the premium is excluded from the 
finance charge pursuant to § 1026.4(d)(2). 

Points and Fees 

Regulatory Text 

 (b) Definitions. For purposes of this section: 

***** 

(9) Points and fees has the same meaning as in § 1026.32(b)(1).  

Regulatory Commentary 

None. 

Prepayment Penalty 

(b) Definitions. For purposes of this section: 

***** 

(10) Prepayment penalty has the same meaning as in § 1026.32(b)(6).  

Regulatory Commentary 

None. 

Recast 

(b) Definitions. For purposes of this section: 

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/rules-policy/regulations/1026/32/#b-1
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/rules-policy/regulations/1026/32/#b-6
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***** 

(11) Recast means: 

(i) For an adjustable-rate mortgage, as defined in § 1026.18(s)(7)(i), the expiration of the 
period during which payments based on the introductory fixed interest rate are 
permitted under the terms of the legal obligation; 

(ii) For an interest-only loan, as defined in § 1026.18(s)(7)(iv), the expiration of the period 
during which interest-only payments are permitted under the terms of the legal 
obligation; and 

(iii) For a negative amortization loan, as defined in § 1026.18(s)(7)(v), the expiration of the 
period during which negatively amortizing payments are permitted under the terms of 
the legal obligation. 

Regulatory Commentary 

1. Date of the recast. The term “recast” means, for an adjustable-rate mortgage, the expiration of 
the period during which payments based on the introductory fixed rate are permitted; for an 
interest-only loan, the expiration of the period during which the interest-only payments are 
permitted; and, for a negative amortization loan, the expiration of the period during which 
negatively amortizing payments are permitted. For adjustable-rate mortgages, interest-only 
loans, and negative amortization loans, the date on which the recast is considered to occur is 
the due date of the last monthly payment based on the introductory fixed rate, the interest-only 
payment, or the negatively amortizing payment, respectively. To illustrate: A loan in an amount 
of $200,000 has a 30-year loan term. The loan agreement provides for a fixed interest rate and 
permits interest-only payments for the first five years of the loan (60 months). The loan is recast 
on the due date of the 60th monthly payment. Thus, the term of the loan remaining as of the 
date the loan is recast is 25 years (300 months). 

Simultaneous Loan 

Regulatory Text 

(b) Definitions. For purposes of this section: 

***** 

(12) Simultaneous loan means another covered transaction or home equity line of credit 
subject to § 1026.40 that will be secured by the same dwelling and made to the same 
consumer at or before consummation of the covered transaction or, if to be made after 
consummation, will cover closing costs of the first covered transaction. 

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/rules-policy/regulations/1026/18/#s-7-i
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/rules-policy/regulations/1026/18/#s-7-iv
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/rules-policy/regulations/1026/18/#s-7-v
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/rules-policy/regulations/1026/40/
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Regulatory Commentary 

1. General. Section 1026.43(b)(12) defines a simultaneous loan as another covered transaction or 
a home equity line of credit (HELOC) subject to § 1026.40 that will be secured by the same 
dwelling and made to the same consumer at or before consummation of the covered transaction, 
whether it is made by the same creditor or a third-party creditor. (As with all of § 1026.43, the 
term “dwelling” includes any real property attached to a dwelling.) For example, assume a 
consumer will enter into a legal obligation that is a covered transaction with Creditor A. 
Immediately prior to consummation of the covered transaction with Creditor A, the consumer 
opens a HELOC that is secured by the same dwelling with Creditor B. For purposes of this 
section, the loan extended by Creditor B is a simultaneous loan. See commentary to 
§ 1026.43(c)(2)(iv) and (c)(6), discussing the requirement to consider the consumer's payment 
obligation on any simultaneous loan for purposes of determining the consumer's ability to repay 
the covered transaction subject to this section. 

2. Same consumer. For purposes of the definition of “simultaneous loan,” the term “same 
consumer” includes any consumer, as that term is defined in § 1026.2(a)(11), that enters into a 
loan that is a covered transaction and also enters into another loan (e.g., second lien covered 
transaction or HELOC) secured by the same dwelling. Where two or more consumers enter into 
a legal obligation that is a covered transaction, but only one of them enters into another loan 
secured by the same dwelling, the “same consumer” includes the person that has entered into 
both legal obligations. For example, assume Consumer A and Consumer B will both enter into 
a legal obligation that is a covered transaction with a creditor. Immediately prior to 
consummation of the covered transaction, Consumer B opens a HELOC that is secured by the 
same dwelling with the same creditor; Consumer A is not a signatory to the HELOC. For 
purposes of this definition, Consumer B is the same consumer, and the creditor must include 
the HELOC as a simultaneous loan. 

Third-Party Record 

Regulatory Text 

(b) Definitions. For purposes of this section: 

***** 

(13) Third-party record means: 

(i) A document or other record prepared or reviewed by an appropriate person other than 
the consumer, the creditor, or the mortgage broker, as defined in § 1026.36(a)(2), or an 
agent of the creditor or mortgage broker; 

(ii) A copy of a tax return filed with the Internal Revenue Service or a State taxing 
authority; 

(iii) A record the creditor maintains for an account of the consumer held by the creditor; 
or 

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/rules-policy/regulations/1026/36/#a-2
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(iv) If the consumer is an employee of the creditor or the mortgage broker, a document or 
other record maintained by the creditor or mortgage broker regarding the consumer's 
employment status or employment income. 

Regulatory Commentary 

43(b)(13) Third-party record. 

1. Electronic records. Third-party records include records transmitted electronically. For 
example, to verify a consumer's credit history using third-party records as required by 
§ 1026.43(c)(2)(viii) and 1026.43(c)(3), a creditor may use a credit report prepared by a consumer 
reporting agency that is transmitted electronically. 

2. Forms. A record prepared by a third party includes a form a creditor gives to a third party to 
provide information, even if the creditor completes parts of the form unrelated to the information 
sought. For example, if a creditor gives a consumer's employer a form for verifying the consumer's 
employment status and income, the creditor may fill in the creditor's name and other portions of 
the form unrelated to the consumer's employment status or income. 

Paragraph 43(b)(13)(i). 

1. Reviewed record. Under § 1026.43(b)(13)(i), a third-party record includes a document or other 
record prepared by the consumer, the creditor, the mortgage broker, or the creditor's or mortgage 
broker's agent, if the record is reviewed by an appropriate third party. For example, a profit-and-
loss statement prepared by a self-employed consumer and reviewed by a third-party accountant is 
a third-party record under § 1026.43(b)(13)(i). In contrast, a profit-and-loss statement prepared by 
a self-employed consumer and reviewed by the consumer's non-accountant spouse is not a third-
party record under § 1026.43(b)(13)(i). 

Paragraph 43(b)(13)(iii). 

1. Creditor's records. Section 1026.43(b)(13)(iii) provides that a third-party record includes a 
record the creditor maintains for an account of the consumer held by the creditor. Examples of such 
accounts include checking accounts, savings accounts, and retirement accounts. Examples of such 
accounts also include accounts related to a consumer's outstanding obligations to a creditor. For 
example, a third-party record includes the creditor's records for a first-lien mortgage to a consumer 
who applies for a subordinate-lien home equity loan.
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Section 8: 
 Repayment Ability – General Requirement 

12 CFR § 1026.43(c)(1) 

Regulatory Discussion 

In general, a creditor cannot extend credit to a consumer that is secured by a dwelling (a 
“covered transaction”) unless there is a reasonable and good faith determination that the 
consumer will have a reasonable ability to repay the loan. 

There are numerous considerations discussed in the commentary. 

Although appendix Q is no longer part of the regulation, the text and the requirements that 
you see below remain unchanged. 

Regulatory Text 

(1) General requirement. A creditor shall not make a loan that is a covered transaction unless 
the creditor makes a reasonable and good faith determination at or before consummation that 
the consumer will have a reasonable ability to repay the loan according to its terms. 

Regulatory Commentary 

1. Reasonable and good faith determination.  

i. General. Creditors generally are required by §1026.43(c)(1) to make reasonable and good faith 
determinations of consumers' ability to repay. Section 1026.43(c) and the accompanying 
commentary describe certain requirements for making this ability-to-repay determination, but 
do not provide comprehensive underwriting standards to which creditors must adhere. For 
example, the rule and commentary do not specify how much income is needed to support a 
particular level of debt or how credit history should be weighed against other factors. So long 
as creditors consider the factors set forth in §1026.43(c)(2) according to the requirements of 
§1026.43(c), creditors are permitted to develop their own underwriting standards and make 
changes to those standards over time in response to empirical information and changing 
economic and other conditions. Whether a particular ability-to-repay determination is 
reasonable and in good faith will depend not only on the underwriting standards adopted by 
the creditor, but on the facts and circumstances of an individual extension of credit and how 
a creditor's underwriting standards were applied to those facts and circumstances. A 
consumer's statement or attestation that the consumer has the ability to repay the loan is not 
indicative of whether the creditor's determination was reasonable and in good faith. 

ii. Considerations.  

A. The following may be evidence that a creditor's ability-to-repay determination was 
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reasonable and in good faith: 

1. The consumer demonstrated actual ability to repay the loan by making timely 
payments, without modification or accommodation, for a significant period of time 
after consummation or, for an adjustable-rate, interest-only, or negative-
amortization mortgage, for a significant period of time after recast; 

2. The creditor used underwriting standards that have historically resulted in 
comparatively low rates of delinquency and default during adverse economic 
conditions; or 

3. The creditor used underwriting standards based on empirically derived, 
demonstrably and statistically sound models. 

B. In contrast, the following may be evidence that a creditor's ability-to-repay determination 
was not reasonable or in good faith: 

1. The consumer defaulted on the loan a short time after consummation or, for an 
adjustable-rate, interest-only, or negative-amortization mortgage, a short time after 
recast; 

2. The creditor used underwriting standards that have historically resulted in 
comparatively high levels of delinquency and default during adverse economic 
conditions; 

3. The creditor applied underwriting standards inconsistently or used underwriting 
standards different from those used for similar loans without reasonable 
justification; 

4. The creditor disregarded evidence that the underwriting standards it used are not 
effective at determining consumers' repayment ability; 

5. The creditor disregarded evidence that the consumer may have insufficient residual 
income to cover other recurring obligations and expenses, taking into account the 
consumer's assets other than the property securing the loan, after paying his or her 
monthly payments for the covered transaction, any simultaneous loans, mortgage-
related obligations, and any current debt obligations; or 

6. The creditor disregarded evidence that the consumer would have the ability to repay 
only if the consumer subsequently refinanced the loan or sold the property securing 
the loan. 

C. All of the considerations listed in paragraphs (A) and (B) above may be relevant to 
whether a creditor's ability-to-repay determination was reasonable and in good faith. 
However, these considerations are not requirements or prohibitions with which creditors 
must comply, nor are they elements of a claim that a consumer must prove to establish 
a violation of the ability-to-repay requirements. For example, creditors are not required 
to validate their underwriting criteria using mathematical models. These considerations 
also are not absolute in their application; instead, they exist on a continuum and may 
apply to varying degrees. For example, the longer a consumer successfully makes timely 
payments after consummation or recast the less likely it is that the creditor's 
determination of ability to repay was unreasonable or not in good faith. Finally, each of 
these considerations must be viewed in the context of all facts and circumstances relevant 
to a particular extension of credit. For example, in some cases inconsistent application 
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of underwriting standards may indicate that a creditor is manipulating those standards 
to approve a loan despite a consumer's inability to repay. The creditor's ability-to-repay 
determination therefore may be unreasonable or in bad faith. However, in other cases 
inconsistently applied underwriting standards may be the result of, for example, 
inadequate training and may nonetheless yield a reasonable and good faith ability-to-
repay determination in a particular case. Similarly, although an early payment default 
on a mortgage will often be persuasive evidence that the creditor did not have a 
reasonable and good faith belief in the consumer's ability to repay (and such evidence 
may even be sufficient to establish a prima facie case of an ability-to-repay violation), a 
particular ability-to-repay determination may be reasonable and in good faith even 
though the consumer defaulted shortly after consummation if, for example, the consumer 
experienced a sudden and unexpected loss of income. In contrast, an ability-to-repay 
determination may be unreasonable or not in good faith even though the consumer made 
timely payments for a significant period of time if, for example, the consumer was able 
to make those payments only by foregoing necessities such as food and heat. 

2. Repayment ability at consummation. Section 1026.43(c)(1) requires the creditor to 
determine, at or before the time the loan is consummated, that a consumer will have a 
reasonable ability to repay the loan. A change in the consumer's circumstances after 
consummation (for example, a significant reduction in income due to a job loss or a significant 
obligation arising from a major medical expense) that cannot be reasonably anticipated from 
the consumer's application, or the records used to determine repayment ability is not relevant 
to determining a creditor's compliance with the rule. However, if the application or records 
considered at or before consummation indicate there will be a change in a consumer's 
repayment ability after consummation (for example, if a consumer's application states that the 
consumer plans to retire within 12 months without obtaining new employment or that the 
consumer will transition from full-time to part-time employment), the creditor must consider 
that information under the rule. 

3. Interaction with Regulation B. Section 1026.43(c)(1) does not require or permit the creditor 
to make inquiries or verifications prohibited by Regulation B, 12 CFR part 1002.
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Section 9: 
 Repayment Ability – Basis for Determination 

12 CFR § 1026.43(c)(2) 

Regulatory Discussion 

The repayment ability determination requires consideration of the following eight items: 

• Income or assets 
• Employment status 
• Monthly payment on the proposed loan 
• Monthly payment on any simultaneous loan 
• Monthly payment for mortgage-related obligations 
• Other debts and obligations (i.e., alimony and child support) 
• Monthly debt-to-income ratio or residual income 
• Consumer's credit history 

The commentary provides additional important information on each of the eight items. 

Although appendix Q is no longer part of the regulation, the text and the requirements that 
you see below remain unchanged. 

Regulatory Text 

(2) Basis for determination. Except as provided otherwise in paragraphs (d), (e), and (f) of this 
section, in making the repayment ability determination required under paragraph (c)(1) of this 
section, a creditor must consider the following: 

(i) The consumer's current or reasonably expected income or assets, other than the value of 
the dwelling, including any real property attached to the dwelling, that secures the loan; 

(ii) If the creditor relies on income from the consumer's employment in determining repayment 
ability, the consumer's current employment status; 

(iii) The consumer's monthly payment on the covered transaction, calculated in accordance 
with paragraph (c)(5) of this section; 

(iv) The consumer's monthly payment on any simultaneous loan that the creditor knows or 
has reason to know will be made, calculated in accordance with paragraph (c)(6) of this 
section; 

(v) The consumer's monthly payment for mortgage-related obligations; 

(vi) The consumer's current debt obligations, alimony, and child support; 

(vii) The consumer's monthly debt-to-income ratio or residual income in accordance with 
paragraph (c)(7) of this section; and 
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(viii) The consumer's credit history. 

Regulatory Commentary 

43(c)(2) Basis for determination. 

1. General. Section 1026.43(c)(2) sets forth factors creditors must consider when making the 
ability-to-repay determination required under § 1026.43(c)(1) and the accompanying 
commentary provides guidance regarding these factors. Creditors must conform to these 
requirements and may rely on guidance provided in the commentary. However, § 1026.43(c) 
and the accompanying commentary do not provide comprehensive guidance on definitions and 
other technical underwriting criteria necessary for evaluating these factors in practice. So long 
as a creditor complies with the provisions of § 1026.43(c), the creditor is permitted to use its 
own definitions and other technical underwriting criteria. A creditor may, but is not required 
to, look to guidance issued by entities such as the Federal Housing Administration, the U.S. 
Department of Veterans Affairs, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, or Fannie Mae or Freddie 
Mac while operating under the conservatorship of the Federal Housing Finance Agency. For 
example, a creditor may refer to such guidance to classify particular inflows, obligations, or 
property as “income,” “debt,” or “assets.” Similarly, a creditor may refer to such guidance to 
determine what information to use when evaluating the income of a self-employed or seasonally 
employed consumer or what information to use when evaluating the credit history of a consumer 
who has obtained few, or no extensions of traditional “credit” as defined in § 1026.2(a)(14). 
These examples are illustrative, and creditors are not required to conform to guidance issued 
by these or other such entities. However, as required by § 1026.43(c)(1), a creditor must ensure 
that its underwriting criteria, as applied to the facts and circumstances of a particular 
extension of credit, result in a reasonable, good faith determination of a consumer's ability to 
repay. For example, a definition used in underwriting that is reasonable in isolation may lead 
to ability-to-repay determinations that are unreasonable or not in good faith when considered 
in the context of a creditor's underwriting standards or when adopted or applied in bad faith. 
Similarly, an ability-to-repay determination is not unreasonable or in bad faith merely because 
the underwriting criteria used included a definition that was by itself unreasonable. 

Paragraph 43(c)(2)(i). 

1. Income or assets generally. A creditor may base its determination of repayment ability on 
current or reasonably expected income from employment or other sources, assets other than the 
dwelling that secures the covered transaction, or both. The creditor may consider any type of 
current or reasonably expected income, including, for example, the following: salary; wages; 
self-employment income; military or reserve duty income; bonus pay; tips; commissions; interest 
payments; dividends; retirement benefits or entitlements; rental income; royalty payments; trust 
income; public assistance payments; and alimony, child support, and separate maintenance 
payments. The creditor may consider any of the consumer's assets, other than the value of the 
dwelling that secures the covered transaction, including, for example, the following: funds in a 
savings or checking account, amounts vested in a retirement account, stocks, bonds, certificates 
of deposit, and amounts available to the consumer from a trust fund. (As stated in § 1026.43(a), 
the value of the dwelling includes the value of the real property to which the residential structure 
is attached, if the real property also secures the covered transaction.) 
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2. Income or assets relied on. A creditor need consider only the income or assets necessary to 
support a determination that the consumer can repay the covered transaction. For example, if 
a consumer's loan application states that the consumer earns an annual salary from both a 
full-time job and a part-time job and the creditor reasonably determines that the consumer's 
income from the full-time job is sufficient to repay the loan, the creditor need not consider the 
consumer's income from the part-time job. Further, a creditor need verify only the income (or 
assets) relied on to determine the consumer's repayment ability. See comment 43(c)(4)-1. 

3. Reasonably expected income. If a creditor relies on expected income in excess of the consumer's 
income, either in addition to or instead of current income, the expectation that the income will 
be available for repayment must be reasonable and verified with third-party records that 
provide reasonably reliable evidence of the consumer's expected income. For example, if the 
creditor relies on an expectation that a consumer will receive an annual bonus, the creditor may 
verify the basis for that expectation with records that show the consumer's past annual bonuses, 
and the expected bonus must bear a reasonable relationship to the past bonuses. Similarly, if 
the creditor relies on a consumer's expected salary from a job the consumer has accepted and 
will begin after receiving an educational degree, the creditor may verify that expectation with a 
written statement from an employer indicating that the consumer will be employed upon 
graduation at a specified salary. 

4. Seasonal or irregular income. A creditor reasonably may determine that a consumer can 
make periodic loan payments even if the consumer's income, such as self-employment income, 
is seasonal or irregular. For example, assume a consumer receives seasonal income from the 
sale of crops or from agricultural employment. Each year, the consumer's income arrives during 
only a few months. If the creditor determines that the consumer's annual income divided 
equally across 12 months is sufficient for the consumer to make monthly loan payments, the 
creditor reasonably may determine that the consumer can repay the loan, even though the 
consumer may not receive income during certain months. 

5. Multiple applicants. When two or more consumers apply for an extension of credit as joint 
obligors with primary liability on an obligation, § 1026.43(c)(2)(i) does not require the creditor 
to consider income or assets that are not needed to support the creditor's repayment ability 
determination. If the income or assets of one applicant are sufficient to support the creditor's 
repayment ability determination, the creditor is not required to consider the income or assets of 
the other applicant. For example, if a husband and wife jointly apply for a loan and the creditor 
reasonably determines that the wife's income is sufficient to repay the loan, the creditor is not 
required to consider the husband's income. 

Paragraph 43(c)(2)(ii). 

1. Employment status and income. Employment status need not be full-time, and employment 
need not occur at regular intervals. If, in determining the consumer's repayment ability, the 
creditor relies on income from the consumer's employment, then that employment may be, for 
example, full-time, part-time, seasonal, irregular, military, or self-employment, so long as the 
creditor considers those characteristics of the employment. Under § 1026.43(c)(2)(ii), a creditor 
must verify a consumer's current employment status only if the creditor relies on the consumer's 
employment income in determining the consumer's repayment ability. For example, if a creditor 
relies wholly on a consumer's investment income to determine repayment ability, the creditor 
need not verify or document employment status. See comments 43(c)(2)(i)-5 and 43(c)(4)-2 for 
guidance on which income to consider when multiple consumers apply jointly for a loan. 
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Paragraph 43(c)(2)(iii). 

1. General. For purposes of the repayment ability determination required under § 1026.43(c)(2), a 
creditor must consider the consumer's monthly payment on a covered transaction that is 
calculated as required under § 1026.43(c)(5). 

Paragraph 43(c)(2)(iv). 

1. Home equity lines of credit. For purposes of § 1026.43(c)(2)(iv), a simultaneous loan includes 
any covered transaction or home equity line of credit (HELOC) subject to § 1026.40 that will be 
made to the same consumer at or before consummation of the covered transaction and secured 
by the same dwelling that secures the covered transaction. A HELOC that is a simultaneous 
loan that the creditor knows or has reason to know about must be considered as a mortgage 
obligation in determining a consumer's ability to repay the covered transaction even though the 
HELOC is not a covered transaction subject to § 1026.43. See § 1026.43(a) discussing the scope 
of this section. “Simultaneous loan” is defined in § 1026.43(b)(12). For further explanation of 
“same consumer,” see comment 43(b)(12)-2. 

2. Knows or has reason to know. In determining a consumer's repayment ability for a covered 
transaction under § 1026.43(c)(2), a creditor must consider the consumer's payment obligation 
on any simultaneous loan that the creditor knows or has reason to know will be or has been 
made at or before consummation of the covered transaction. For example, where a covered 
transaction is a home purchase loan, the creditor must consider the consumer's periodic 
payment obligation for any “piggyback” second-lien loan that the creditor knows or has reason 
to know will be used to finance part of the consumer's down payment. The creditor complies 
with this requirement where, for example, the creditor follows policies and procedures that are 
designed to determine whether at or before consummation the same consumer has applied for 
another credit transaction secured by the same dwelling. To illustrate, assume a creditor 
receives an application for a home purchase loan where the requested loan amount is less than 
the home purchase price. The creditor's policies and procedures must require the consumer to 
state the source of the down payment and provide verification. If the creditor determines the 
source of the down payment is another extension of credit that will be made to the same 
consumer at or before consummation and secured by the same dwelling, the creditor knows or 
has reason to know of the simultaneous loan and must consider the simultaneous loan. 
Alternatively, if the creditor has information that suggests the down payment source is the 
consumer's existing assets, the creditor would be under no further obligation to determine 
whether a simultaneous loan will be extended at or before consummation of the covered 
transaction. The creditor is not obligated to investigate beyond reasonable underwriting policies 
and procedures to determine whether a simultaneous loan will be extended at or before 
consummation of the covered transaction. 

3. Scope of timing. For purposes of § 1026.43(c)(2)(iv), a simultaneous loan includes a loan that 
comes into existence concurrently with the covered transaction subject to § 1026.43(c). A 
simultaneous loan does not include a credit transaction that occurs after consummation of the 
covered transaction that is subject to this section. However, any simultaneous loan that 
specifically covers closing costs of the covered transaction but is scheduled to be extended after 
consummation must be considered for the purposes of § 1026.43(c)(2)(iv). 
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Paragraph 43(c)(2)(v). 

1. General. A creditor must include in its repayment ability assessment the consumer's monthly 
payment for mortgage-related obligations, such as the expected property taxes and premiums 
or similar charges identified in § 1026.4(b)(5), (7), (8), or (10) that are required by the creditor. 
See § 1026.43(b)(8) defining the term “mortgage-related obligations.” Mortgage-related 
obligations must be included in the creditor's determination of repayment ability regardless of 
whether the amounts are included in the monthly payment or whether there is an escrow 
account established. Section 1026.43(c)(2)(v) includes only payments that occur on an ongoing 
or recurring basis in the evaluation of the consumer's monthly payment for mortgage-related 
obligations. One-time charges, or obligations satisfied at or before consummation, are not 
ongoing or recurring, and are therefore not part of the consumer's monthly payment for 
purposes of § 1026.43(c)(2)(v). For example: 

i. Assume that a consumer will be required to pay property taxes, as described in comment 
43(b)(8)-2, on a quarterly, annual, or other basis after consummation. Section 
1026.43(c)(2)(v) includes these recurring property taxes in the evaluation of the consumer's 
monthly payment for mortgage-related obligations. However, if the consumer will incur a 
one-time charge to satisfy property taxes that are past due, § 1026.43(c)(2)(v) does not 
include this one-time charge in the evaluation of the consumer's monthly payment for 
mortgage-related obligations. 

ii. Assume that a consumer will be required to pay mortgage insurance premiums, as described 
in comment 43(b)(8)-2, on a monthly, annual, or other basis after consummation. Section 
1026.43(c)(2)(v) includes these recurring mortgage insurance payments in the evaluation of 
the consumer's monthly payment for mortgage-related obligations. However, if the consumer 
will incur a one-time fee or charge for mortgage insurance or similar purposes, such as an 
up-front mortgage insurance premium imposed at consummation, § 1026.43(c)(2)(v) does 
not include this up-front mortgage insurance premium in the evaluation of the consumer's 
monthly payment for mortgage-related obligations. 

2. Obligations to an association, other than special assessments. Section 1026.43(b)(8) 
defines mortgage-related obligations to include obligations owed to a condominium, 
cooperative, or homeowners association. However, § 1026.43(c)(2)(v) does not require a creditor 
to include in the evaluation of the consumer's monthly payment for mortgage-related 
obligations payments to such associations imposed in connection with the extension of credit or 
imposed as an incident to the transfer of ownership, if such obligations are fully satisfied at or 
before consummation. For example, if a homeowners association imposes a one-time transfer 
fee on the transaction, and the consumer will pay the fee at or before consummation, 
§ 1026.43(c)(2)(v) does not require the creditor to include this one-time transfer fee in the 
evaluation of the consumer's monthly payment for mortgage-related obligations. Section 
1026.43(c)(2)(v) also does not require the creditor to include this fee in the evaluation of the 
consumer's monthly payment for mortgage-related obligations if the consumer finances the fee 
in the loan amount. However, if the consumer incurs the obligation and will satisfy the 
obligation with recurring payments after consummation, regardless of whether the obligation 
is escrowed, § 1026.43(c)(2)(v) requires the creditor to include the transfer fee in the evaluation 
of the consumer's monthly payment for mortgage-related obligations. 

3. Special assessments imposed by an association. Section 1026.43(b)(8) defines mortgage-
related obligations to include special assessments imposed by a condominium, cooperative, or 
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homeowners’ association. Section 1026.43(c)(2)(v) does not require a creditor to include special 
assessments in the evaluation of the consumer's monthly payment for mortgage-related 
obligations if the special assessments are fully satisfied at or before consummation. For 
example, if a homeowners association imposes a special assessment that the consumer will have 
to pay in full at or before consummation, § 1026.43(c)(2)(v) does not include the special 
assessment in the evaluation of the consumer's monthly payment for mortgage-related 
obligations. Section 1026.43(c)(2)(v) does not require a creditor to include special assessments 
in the evaluation of the consumer's monthly payment for mortgage-related obligations if the 
special assessments are imposed as a one-time charge. For example, if a homeowners association 
imposes a special assessment that the consumer will have to satisfy in one payment, 
§ 1026.43(c)(2)(v) does not include this one-time special assessment in the evaluation of the 
consumer's monthly payment for mortgage-related obligations. However, if the consumer will 
pay the special assessment on a recurring basis after consummation, regardless of whether the 
consumer's payments for the special assessment are escrowed, § 1026.43(c)(2)(v) requires the 
creditor to include this recurring special assessment in the evaluation of the consumer's 
monthly payment for mortgage-related obligations. 

4. Pro rata amount. For purposes of § 1026.43(c)(2)(v), the creditor may divide the recurring 
payments for mortgage-related obligations into monthly, pro rata amounts. In considering a 
mortgage-related obligation that is not paid monthly, if the mortgage loan is originated 
pursuant to a government program the creditor may determine the pro rata monthly amount of 
the mortgage-related obligation in accordance with the specific requirements of that program. 
If the mortgage loan is originated pursuant to a government program that does not contain 
specific standards for determining the pro rata monthly amount of the mortgage-related 
obligation, or if the mortgage loan is not originated pursuant to a government program, the 
creditor complies with § 1026.43(c)(2)(v) by dividing the total amount of a particular non-
monthly mortgage-related obligation by no more than the number of months from the month 
that the non-monthly mortgage-related obligation was due prior to consummation until the 
month that the non-monthly mortgage-related obligation will be due after consummation. When 
determining the pro rata monthly payment amount, the creditor may also consider comment 
43(c)(2)(v)-5, which explains that the creditor need not project potential changes. The following 
examples further illustrate how a creditor may determine the pro rata monthly amount of 
mortgage-related obligations, pursuant to § 1026.43(c)(2)(v): 

i. Assume that a consumer applies for a mortgage loan on February 1st. Assume further that 
the subject property is located in a jurisdiction where property taxes are paid in arrears on 
the first day of October. The creditor complies with § 1026.43(c)(2)(v) by determining the 
annual property tax amount owed in the prior October, dividing the amount by 12, and 
using the resulting amount as the pro rata monthly property tax payment amount for the 
determination of the consumer's monthly payment for mortgage-related obligations. The 
creditor complies even if the consumer will likely owe more in the next year than the amount 
owed the prior October because the jurisdiction normally increases the property tax rate 
annually, provided that the creditor does not have knowledge of an increase in the property 
tax rate at the time of underwriting. See also comment 43(c)(2)(v)-5 regarding estimates of 
mortgage-related obligations. 

ii. Assume that a subject property is located in a special water district, the assessments for 
which are billed separately from local property taxes. The creditor complies with 
§ 1026.43(c)(2)(v) by dividing the full amount that will be owed by the number of months in 
the assessment period and including the resulting amount in the calculation of monthly 
mortgage-related obligations. However, § 1026.43(c)(2)(v) does not require a creditor to 
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adjust the monthly amount to account for potential deviations from the average monthly 
amount. For example, assume in this example that the special water assessment is billed 
every eight months, that the consumer will have to pay the first water district bill four 
months after consummation, and that the seller will not provide the consumer with any 
funds to pay for the seller's obligation (i.e., the four months prior to consummation). 
Although the consumer will be required to budget twice the average monthly amount to pay 
the first water district bill, § 1026.43(c)(2)(v) does not require the creditor to use the 
increased amount; the creditor complies with § 1026.43(c)(2)(v) by using the average 
monthly amount. 

iii. Assume that the subject property is located in an area where flood insurance is required by 
Federal law and assume further that the flood insurance policy premium is paid every three 
years following consummation. The creditor complies with § 1026.43(c)(2)(v) by dividing the 
three-year premium by 36 months and including the resulting amount in the determination 
of the consumer's monthly payment for mortgage-related obligations. The creditor complies 
even if the consumer will not establish a monthly escrow for flood insurance. 

iv. Assume that the subject property is part of a homeowners association that has imposed upon 
the seller a special assessment of $1,200. Assume further that this special assessment will 
become the consumer's obligation upon consummation of the transaction, that the consumer 
is permitted to pay the special assessment in twelve $100 installments after consummation, 
and that the mortgage loan will not be originated pursuant to a government program that 
contains specific requirements for prorating special assessments. The creditor complies with 
§ 1026.43(c)(2)(v) by dividing the $1,200 special assessment by 12 months and including the 
resulting $100 monthly amount in the determination of the consumer's monthly payment 
for mortgage-related obligations. The creditor complies by using this calculation even if the 
consumer intends to pay the special assessment in a manner other than that used by the 
creditor in determining the monthly pro rata amount, such as where the consumer intends 
to pay six $200 installments. 

5. Estimates. Estimates of mortgage-related obligations should be based upon information that is 
known to the creditor at the time the creditor underwrites the mortgage obligation. Information 
is known if it is reasonably available to the creditor at the time of underwriting the loan. 
Creditors may rely on guidance provided under comment 17(c)(2)(i)-1 in determining if 
information is reasonably available. For purposes of this section, the creditor need not project 
potential changes, such as by estimating possible increases in taxes and insurance. See comment 
43(c)(2)(v)-4 for additional examples discussing the projection of potential changes. The 
following examples further illustrate the requirements of § 1026.43(c)(2)(v): 

i. Assume that the property is subject to a community governance association, such as a 
homeowners association. The creditor complies with § 1026.43(c)(2)(v) by relying on an 
estimate of mortgage-related obligations prepared by the homeowners association. In 
accordance with the guidance provided under comment 17(c)(2)(i)-1, the creditor need only 
exercise due diligence in determining mortgage-related obligations and complies with 
§ 1026.43(c)(2)(v) by relying on the representations of other reliable parties in preparing 
estimates. 

ii. Assume that the homeowners association has imposed a special assessment on the seller, but 
the seller does not inform the creditor of the special assessment, the homeowners association 
does not include the special assessment in the estimate of expenses prepared for the creditor, 
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and the creditor is unaware of the special assessment. The creditor complies with 
§ 1026.43(c)(2)(v) if it does not include the special assessment in the determination of 
mortgage-related obligations. The creditor may rely on the representations of other reliable 
parties, in accordance with the guidance provided under comment 17(c)(2)(i)-1. 

iii. Assume that the homeowners association imposes a special assessment after the creditor has 
completed underwriting, but prior to consummation. The creditor does not violate 
§ 1026.43(c)(2)(v) if the creditor does not include the special assessment in the determination 
of the consumer's monthly payment for mortgage-related obligations, provided the 
homeowners association does not inform the creditor about the special assessment during 
underwriting. Section 1026.43(c)(2)(v) does not require the creditor to re-underwrite the 
loan. The creditor has complied with § 1026.43(c)(2)(v) by including the obligations known 
to the creditor at the time the loan is underwritten, even if the creditor learns of new 
mortgage-related obligations before the transaction is consummated. 

Paragraph 43(c)(2)(vi). 

1. Consideration of current debt obligations. Section 1026.43(c)(2)(vi) requires creditors to 
consider a consumer's current debt obligations and any alimony or child support the consumer 
is required to pay. Examples of current debt obligations include student loans, automobile 
loans, revolving debt, and existing mortgages that will not be paid off at or before 
consummation. Creditors have significant flexibility to consider current debt obligations in 
light of attendant facts and circumstances, including that an obligation is likely to be paid off 
soon after consummation. For example, a creditor may take into account that an existing 
mortgage is likely to be paid off soon after consummation because there is an existing contract 
for sale of the property that secures that mortgage. Similarly, creditors should consider whether 
debt obligations in forbearance or deferral at the time of underwriting are likely to affect the 
consumer's ability to repay based on the payment for which the consumer will be liable upon 
expiration of the forbearance or deferral period and other relevant facts and circumstances, 
such as when the forbearance or deferral period will expire. 

2. Multiple applicants. When two or more consumers apply for an extension of credit as joint 
obligors with primary liability on an obligation, § 1026.43(c)(2)(vi) requires a creditor to 
consider the debt obligations of all such joint applicants. For example, if a co-applicant is 
repaying a student loan at the time of underwriting, the creditor complies with 
§ 1026.43(c)(2)(vi) by considering the co-applicant's student loan obligation. If one consumer is 
merely a surety or guarantor, § 1026.43(c)(2)(vi) does not require a creditor to consider the debt 
obligations of such surety or guarantor. The requirements of § 1026.43(c)(2)(vi) do not affect the 
disclosure requirements of this part, such as, for example, §§ 1026.17(d), 1026.23(b), 1026.31(e), 
1026.39(b)(3), and 1026.46(f). 

Paragraph 43(c)(2)(vii). 

1. Monthly debt-to-income ratio and residual income. See § 1026.43(c)(7) and its associated 
commentary regarding the definitions and calculations for the monthly debt-to-income ratio 
and residual income. 
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Paragraph 43(c)(2)(viii). 

1. Consideration of credit history. “Credit history” may include factors such as the number and 
age of credit lines, payment history, and any judgments, collections, or bankruptcies. Section 
1026.43(c)(2)(viii) does not require creditors to obtain or consider a consolidated credit score or 
prescribe a minimum credit score that creditors must apply. The rule also does not specify which 
aspects of credit history a creditor must consider or how various aspects of credit history should 
be weighed against each other or against other underwriting factors. Some aspects of a 
consumer's credit history, whether positive or negative, may not be directly indicative of the 
consumer's ability to repay. A creditor therefore may give various aspects of a consumer's credit 
history as much or as little weight as is appropriate to reach a reasonable, good faith 
determination of ability to repay. Where a consumer has obtained few or no extensions of 
traditional “credit,” as defined in § 1026.2(a)(14), a creditor may, but is not required to, look to 
nontraditional credit references, such as rental payment history or utility payments. 

2. Multiple applicants. When two or more consumers apply for an extension of credit as joint 
obligors with primary liability on an obligation, § 1026.43(c)(2)(viii) requires a creditor to 
consider the credit history of all such joint applicants. If a consumer is merely a surety or 
guarantor, § 1026.43(c)(2)(viii) does not require a creditor to consider the credit history of such 
surety or guarantor. The requirements of § 1026.43(c)(2)(viii) do not affect the disclosure 
requirements of this part, such as, for example, §§ 1026.17(d), 1026.23(b), 1026.31(e), 
1026.39(b)(3), and 1026.46(f). 
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Section 10: 
 Repayment Ability 

Verification Using Third-Party Records 
12 CFR § 1026.43(c)(3) 

Regulatory Discussion 

A creditor must verify a consumer's repayment ability using reasonably reliable third-party 
records. 

A creditor must verify a consumer's income or assets using the techniques discussed in (c)(4). 

If a creditor relies on income from a consumer’s employment in determining repayment ability, 
the creditor may verify a consumer's employment status orally if the creditor prepares a record 
of the information obtained orally. 

If a creditor relies on a consumer's credit report to verify a consumer's current debt obligations 
and a consumer's application states a current debt obligation not shown in the consumer's credit 
report, the creditor need not independently verify such an obligation. 

The commentary provides additional guidance on these verifications. 

Although appendix Q is no longer part of the regulation, the text and the requirements that 
you see below remain unchanged. 

Regulatory Text 

(3) Verification using third-party records. A creditor must verify the information that the 
creditor relies on in determining a consumer's repayment ability under §1026.43(c)(2) using 
reasonably reliable third-party records, except that: 

(i) For purposes of paragraph (c)(2)(i) of this section, a creditor must verify a consumer's income 
or assets that the creditor relies on in accordance with §1026.43(c)(4); 

(ii) For purposes of paragraph (c)(2)(ii) of this section, a creditor may verify a consumer's 
employment status orally if the creditor prepares a record of the information obtained 
orally; and 

(iii) For purposes of paragraph (c)(2)(vi) of this section, if a creditor relies on a consumer's 
credit report to verify a consumer's current debt obligations and a consumer's application 
states a current debt obligation not shown in the consumer's credit report, the creditor 
need not independently verify such an obligation. 
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Regulatory Commentary 

43(c)(3) Verification using third-party records. 

1. Records specific to the individual consumer. Records a creditor uses for verification under 
§ 1026.43(c)(3) and (4) must be specific to the individual consumer. Records regarding average 
incomes in the consumer's geographic location or average wages paid by the consumer's 
employer, for example, are not specific to the individual consumer and are not sufficient for 
verification. 

2. Obtaining records. To conduct verification under § 1026.43(c)(3) and (4), a creditor may obtain 
records from a third-party service provider, such as a party the consumer's employer uses to 
respond to income verification requests, as long as the records are reasonably reliable and 
specific to the individual consumer. A creditor also may obtain third-party records directly from 
the consumer, likewise as long as the records are reasonably reliable and specific to the 
individual consumer. For example, a creditor using payroll statements to verify the consumer's 
income, as allowed under § 1026.43(c)(4)(iii), may obtain the payroll statements from the 
consumer. 

3. Credit report as a reasonably reliable third-party record. A credit report generally is 
considered a reasonably reliable third-party record under § 1026.43(c)(3) for purposes of 
verifying items customarily found on a credit report, such as the consumer's current debt 
obligations, monthly debts, and credit history. Section 1026.43(c)(3) generally does not require 
creditors to obtain additional reasonably reliable third-party records to verify information 
contained in a credit report. For example, if a credit report states the existence and amount of a 
consumer's debt obligation, the creditor is not required to obtain additional verification of the 
existence or amount of that obligation. In contrast, a credit report does not serve as a reasonably 
reliably third-party record for purposes of verifying items that do not appear on the credit 
report. For example, certain monthly debt obligations, such as legal obligations like alimony or 
child support, may not be reflected on a credit report. Thus, a credit report that does not list a 
consumer's monthly alimony obligation does not serve as a reasonably reliable third-party 
record for purposes of verifying that obligation. If a credit report reflects a current debt 
obligation that a consumer has not listed on the application, the creditor complies with 
§ 1026.43(c)(3) if the creditor considers the existence and amount of the debt obligation as it is 
reflected in the credit report. However, in some cases a creditor may know or have reason to 
know that a credit report may be inaccurate in whole or in part. For example, a creditor may 
have information indicating that a credit report is subject to a fraud alert, extended alert, 
active-duty alert, or similar alert identified in 15 U.S.C. 1681c-1 or that a debt obligation listed 
on a credit report is subject to a statement of dispute pursuant to 15 U.S.C. 1681i(b). A creditor 
may also have other reasonably reliable third-party records or other information or evidence 
that the creditor reasonably finds to be reliable that contradict the credit report or otherwise 
indicate that the credit report is inaccurate. If a creditor knows or has reason to know that a 
credit report may be inaccurate in whole or in part, the creditor complies with § 1026.43(c)(3) 
by disregarding an inaccurate or disputed item, items, or credit report, but does not have to 
obtain additional third-party records. The creditor may also, but is not required, to obtain other 
reasonably reliable third-party records to verify information with respect to which the credit 
report, or item therein, may be inaccurate. For example, the creditor might obtain statements 
or bank records regarding a particular debt obligation subject to a statement of dispute. See 
also comment 43(c)(3)-6, which describes a situation in which a consumer reports a debt 
obligation that is not listed on a credit report. 
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4. Verification of simultaneous loans. Although a credit report may be used to verify current 
obligations, it will not reflect a simultaneous loan that has not yet been consummated and may 
not reflect a loan that has just recently been consummated. If the creditor knows or has reason 
to know that there will be a simultaneous loan extended at or before consummation, the creditor 
may verify the simultaneous loan by obtaining third-party verification from the third-party 
creditor of the simultaneous loan. For example, the creditor may obtain a copy of the promissory 
note or other written verification from the third-party creditor. For further guidance, see 
comments 43(c)(3)-1 and -2 discussing verification using third-party records. 

5. Verification of mortgage-related obligations. Creditors must make the repayment ability 
determination required under § 1026.43(c)(2) based on information verified from reasonably 
reliable records. For general guidance regarding verification see comments 43(c)(3)-1 and -2, 
which discuss verification using third-party records. With respect to the verification of 
mortgage-related obligations that are property taxes required to be considered under 
§ 1026.43(c)(2)(v), a record is reasonably reliable if the information in the record was provided 
by a governmental organization, such as a taxing authority or local government. The creditor 
complies with § 1026.43(c)(2)(v) by relying on property taxes referenced in the title report if the 
source of the property tax information was a local taxing authority. With respect to other 
information in a record provided by an entity assessing charges, such as a homeowners 
association, the creditor complies with § 1026.43(c)(2)(v) if it relies on homeowners association 
billing statements provided by the seller. Records are also reasonably reliable if the information 
in the record was obtained from a valid and legally executed contract. For example, the creditor 
complies with § 1026.43(c)(2)(v) by relying on the amount of monthly ground rent referenced in 
the ground rent agreement currently in effect and applicable to the subject property. Records, 
other than those discussed above, may be reasonably reliable for purposes of § 1026.43(c)(2)(v) 
if the source provided the information objectively. 

6. Verification of current debt obligations. Section 1026.43(c)(3) does not require creditors to 
obtain additional records to verify the existence or amount of obligations shown on a consumer's 
credit report or listed on the consumer's application, absent circumstances described in 
comment 43(c)(3)-3. Under § 1026.43(c)(3)(iii), if a creditor relies on a consumer's credit report 
to verify a consumer's current debt obligations and the consumer's application lists a debt 
obligation not shown on the credit report, the creditor may consider the existence and amount 
of the obligation as it is stated on the consumer's application. The creditor is not required to 
further verify the existence or amount of the obligation, absent circumstances described in 
comment 43(c)(3)-3. 

7. Verification of credit history. To verify credit history, a creditor may, for example, look to 
credit reports from credit bureaus or to reasonably reliable third-party records that evidence 
nontraditional credit references, such as evidence of rental payment history or public utility 
payments. 

8. Verification of military employment. A creditor may verify the employment status of military 
personnel by using a military Leave and Earnings Statement or by using the electronic database 
maintained by the Department of Defense to facilitate identification of consumers covered by 
credit protections provided pursuant to 10 U.S.C. 987. 
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Section 11: 
Repayment Ability 

Verification of Income and Assets 
[12 CFR § 1026.43(c)(4)] 

Regulatory Discussion 

A creditor must verify the amounts of income or assets that the creditor relies on to determine 
a consumer's ability to repay, using third-party records that provide reasonably reliable evidence 
of the consumer's income or assets.  

A creditor may verify the consumer's income using a tax-return transcript (Form 4506) issued 
by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).  

Other examples of items that may be used: 

• Copies of tax returns 

• IRS Form W-2s 

• Payroll statements, including military Leave and Earnings Statements; 

• Financial institution records (such as direct deposit information on statements) 

• Records from the consumer's employer 

• Records from a Federal, State, or local government agency stating the consumer's income 
from benefits or entitlements; 

• Receipts from the consumer's use of check cashing services 

• Receipts from the consumer's use of a funds transfer service. 

Change: Unidentified Funds 

Regulatory Discussion 

A creditor making a residential mortgage loan must verify amounts of income or assets that 
such creditor relies on to determine repayment ability, including expected income or assets, by 
reviewing the consumer's Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Form W-2, tax returns, payroll receipts, 
financial institution records, or other third-party documents that provide reasonably reliable 
evidence of the consumer's income or assets.  

In the January 2013 Final Rule, the rule stated that a creditor must verify the amounts of 
income or assets that the creditor relies on to determine a consumer's ability to repay a covered 
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transaction using third-party records that provide reasonably reliable evidence of the consumer's 
income or assets. Current language provides that a General QM is a covered transaction for which 
the creditor considers and verifies at or before consummation all of this information in accordance 
with the regulation and appendix Q. 

The CFPB commentary clarifies that a creditor does not meet the requirements if it observes 
an inflow of funds into the consumer's account without confirming that the funds qualify as a 
consumer's personal income. It states that, for example, a creditor would not meet the 
requirements where it observes an unidentified $5,000 deposit in the consumer's account but fails 
to take any measures to confirm or lacks any basis to conclude that the deposit represents the 
consumer's personal income and not, for example, proceeds from the disbursement of a loan. 

This final rule provides that the creditor must verify the consumer's current or reasonably 
expected income or assets using third-party records that provide reasonably reliable evidence of 
the consumer's income or assets 

Regulatory Text 

(4) Verification of income or assets. A creditor must verify the amounts of income or assets 
that the creditor relies on under §1026.43(c)(2)(i) to determine a consumer's ability to repay a 
covered transaction using third-party records that provide reasonably reliable evidence of the 
consumer's income or assets. A creditor may verify the consumer's income using a tax-return 
transcript issued by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). Examples of other records the creditor 
may use to verify the consumer's income or assets include: 

(i) Copies of tax returns the consumer filed with the IRS or a State taxing authority; 

(ii) IRS Form W-2s or similar IRS forms used for reporting wages or tax withholding; 

(iii) Payroll statements, including military Leave and Earnings Statements; 

(iv) Financial institution records; 

(v) Records from the consumer's employer or a third party that obtained information from the 
employer; 

(vi) Records from a Federal, State, or local government agency stating the consumer's income 
from benefits or entitlements; 

(vii) Receipts from the consumer's use of check cashing services; and 

(viii) Receipts from the consumer's use of a funds transfer service. 

Regulatory Commentary 

43(c)(4) Verification of Income or Assets 

1. Income or assets relied on. A creditor need consider, and therefore need verify, only the income 
or assets the creditor relies on to evaluate the consumer's repayment ability. See comment 
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43(c)(2)(i)-2. For example, if a consumer's application states that the consumer earns a salary 
and is paid an annual bonus and the creditor relies on only the consumer's salary to evaluate 
the consumer's repayment ability, the creditor need verify only the salary. See also comments 
43(c)(3)-1 and -2. 

2. Multiple applicants. If multiple consumers jointly apply for a loan and each lists income or 
assets on the application, the creditor need verify only the income or assets the creditor relies on 
in determining repayment ability. See comment 43(c)(2)(i)-5. 

3. Tax-return transcript. Under § 1026.43(c)(4), a creditor may verify a consumer's income using 
an Internal Revenue Service (IRS) tax-return transcript, which summarizes the information in 
a consumer's filed tax return, another record that provides reasonably reliable evidence of the 
consumer's income, or both. A creditor may obtain a copy of a tax-return transcript or a filed 
tax return directly from the consumer or from a service provider. A creditor need not obtain the 
copy directly from the IRS or other taxing authority. See comment 43(c)(3)-2. 

4. Unidentified funds. A creditor does not meet the requirements of § 1026.43(c)(4) if it observes 
an inflow of funds into the consumer's account without confirming that the funds are income. 
For example, a creditor would not meet the requirements of § 1026.43(c)(4) where it observes an 
unidentified $5,000 deposit in the consumer's account but fails to take any measures to confirm 
or lacks any basis to conclude that the deposit represents the consumer's personal income and 
not, for example, proceeds from the disbursement of a loan. 

Paragraph 43(c)(4)(vi). 

1. Government benefits. In verifying a consumer's income, a creditor may use a written or 
electronic record from a government agency of the amount of any benefit payments or awards, 
such as a “proof of income letter” issued by the Social Security Administration (also known as 
a “budget letter,” “benefits letter,” or “proof of award letter”).
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Section 12: 
Repayment Ability – Payment Calculation 

[12 CFR § 1026.43(c)(5)] 

Regulatory Discussion 

In general, whether the loan is a fixed-rate, adjustable-rate or step-rate mortgage, the 
consumer’s monthly payment calculation must be made using: 

• the fully indexed rate or any introductory interest rate, whichever is greater; and 

• monthly, fully amortizing payments that are substantially equal. 

 

There are special rules for: 

• Loans with a balloon payment, the monthly payment calculation must be made using: 

o The maximum payment scheduled during the first five years for non-HPML 

o The maximum payment in the payment schedule, including the balloon payment, for 
an HPML 

• Interest-only loans, the monthly payment calculation must be made using: 

o The fully indexed rate or any introductory interest rate, whichever is greater 

o Substantially equal, monthly payments of principal and interest that will repay the 
loan amount over the term of the loan remaining as of the date the loan is switches to 
payments. 

• Negative amortization loans, the monthly payment calculation must be made using: 
o The fully indexed rate or any introductory interest rate, whichever is greater 

o Substantially equal, monthly payments of principal and interest that will repay the 
maximum loan amount over the term of the loan remaining as of the date the loan 
reaches the maximum loan amount. 

The commentary provides additional important information on these rules. 

Regulatory Text 

(5) Payment calculation 

(i) General rule. Except as provided in paragraph (c)(5)(ii) of this section, a creditor must 
make the consideration required under paragraph (c)(2)(iii) of this section using: 
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(A) The fully indexed rate or any introductory interest rate, whichever is greater; and 

(B) Monthly, fully amortizing payments that are substantially equal. 

(ii) Special rules for loans with a balloon payment, interest-only loans, and negative 
amortization loans. A creditor must make the consideration required under paragraph 
(c)(2)(iii) of this section for: 

(A) A loan with a balloon payment, as defined in §1026.18(s)(5)(i), using: 

(1) The maximum payment scheduled during the first five years after the date on which 
the first regular periodic payment will be due for a loan that is not a higher-priced 
covered transaction; or 

(2) The maximum payment in the payment schedule, including any balloon payment, 
for a higher-priced covered transaction; 

(B) An interest-only loan, as defined in §1026.18(s)(7)(iv), using: 

(1) The fully indexed rate or any introductory interest rate, whichever is greater; and 

(2) Substantially equal, monthly payments of principal and interest that will repay the 
loan amount over the term of the loan remaining as of the date the loan is recast. 

(C) A negative amortization loan, as defined in §1026.18(s)(7)(v), using: 

(1) The fully indexed rate or any introductory interest rate, whichever is greater; and 

(2) Substantially equal, monthly payments of principal and interest that will repay the 
maximum loan amount over the term of the loan remaining as of the date the loan 
is recast. 

Regulatory Commentary 

43(c)(5)(i) General rule. 

1. General. For purposes of § 1026.43(c)(2)(iii), a creditor must determine the consumer's ability 
to repay the covered transaction using the payment calculation methods set forth in 
§ 1026.43(c)(5). The payment calculation methods differ depending on the type of credit 
extended. The payment calculation method set forth in § 1026.43(c)(5)(i) applies to any covered 
transaction that does not have a balloon payment, or that is not an interest-only or negative 
amortization loan, whether such covered transaction is a fixed-rate, adjustable-rate or step-rate 
mortgage. The terms “fixed-rate mortgage,” “adjustable-rate mortgage,” “step-rate mortgage,” 
“interest-only loan” and “negative amortization loan” are defined in § 1026.18(s)(7)(iii), (i), (ii), 
(iv) and (v), respectively. For the meaning of the term “balloon payment,” see § 1026.18(s)(5)(i). 
The payment calculation methods set forth in § 1026.43(c)(5)(ii) apply to any covered 
transaction that is a loan with a balloon payment, interest-only loan, or negative amortization 
loan. See comment 43(c)(5)(i)-5 and the commentary to § 1026.43(c)(5)(ii), which provide 
examples for calculating the monthly payment for purposes of the repayment ability 
determination required under § 1026.43(c)(2)(iii). 
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2. Greater of the fully indexed rate or introductory rate; premium adjustable-rate 
transactions. A creditor must determine a consumer's repayment ability for the covered 
transaction using substantially equal, monthly, fully amortizing payments that are based on 
the greater of the fully indexed rate or any introductory interest rate. In some adjustable-rate 
transactions, creditors may set an initial interest rate that is not determined by the index or 
formula used to make later interest rate adjustments. Sometimes, this initial rate charged to 
consumers is lower than the rate would be if it were determined by using the index plus margin, 
or formula (i.e., fully indexed rate). However, an initial rate that is a premium rate is higher 
than the rate based on the index or formula. In such cases, creditors must calculate the fully 
amortizing payment based on the initial “premium” rate. “Fully indexed rate” is defined in 
§ 1026.43(b)(3). 

3. Monthly, fully amortizing payments. Section 1026.43(c)(5)(i) does not prescribe the terms or 
loan features that a creditor may choose to offer or extend to a consumer but establishes the 
calculation method a creditor must use to determine the consumer's repayment ability for a 
covered transaction. For example, the terms of the loan agreement may require that the 
consumer repay the loan in quarterly or bi-weekly scheduled payments, but for purposes of the 
repayment ability determination, the creditor must convert these scheduled payments to 
monthly payments in accordance with § 1026.43(c)(5)(i)(B). Similarly, the loan agreement may 
not require the consumer to make fully amortizing payments, but for purposes of the repayment 
ability determination under § 1026.43(c)(5)(i), the creditor must convert any non-amortizing 
payments to fully amortizing payments. 

4. Substantially equal. In determining whether monthly, fully amortizing payments are 
substantially equal, creditors should disregard minor variations due to payment-schedule 
irregularities and odd periods, such as a long or short first or last payment period. That is, 
monthly payments of principal and interest that repay the loan amount over the loan term need 
not be equal, but the monthly payments should be substantially the same without significant 
variation in the monthly combined payments of both principal and interest. For example, where 
no two monthly payments vary from each other by more than 1 percent (excluding odd periods, 
such as a long or short first or last payment period), such monthly payments would be 
considered substantially equal for purposes of this section. In general, creditors should 
determine whether the monthly, fully amortizing payments are substantially equal based on 
guidance provided in § 1026.17(c)(3) (discussing minor variations), and § 1026.17(c)(4)(i) 
through (iii) (discussing payment-schedule irregularities and measuring odd periods due to a 
long or short first period) and associated commentary. 

5. Examples. The following are examples of how to determine the consumer's repayment ability 
based on substantially equal, monthly, fully amortizing payments as required under 
§ 1026.43(c)(5)(i) (all amounts shown are rounded, and all amounts are calculated using non-
rounded values): 

i. Fixed-rate mortgage. A loan in an amount of $200,000 has a 30-year loan term and a fixed 
interest rate of 7 percent. For purposes of § 1026.43(c)(2)(iii), the creditor must determine 
the consumer's ability to repay the loan based on a payment of $1,331, which is the 
substantially equal, monthly, fully amortizing payment that will repay $200,000 over 30 
years using the fixed interest rate of 7 percent. 

ii. Adjustable-rate mortgage with discount for five years. A loan in an amount of 
$200,000 has a 30-year loan term. The loan agreement provides for a discounted interest 
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rate of 6 percent that is fixed for an initial period of five years, after which the interest rate 
will adjust annually based on a specified index plus a margin of 3 percent, subject to a 2 
percent annual periodic interest rate adjustment cap. The index value in effect at 
consummation is 4.5 percent; the fully indexed rate is 7.5 percent (4.5 percent plus 3 percent). 
Even though the scheduled monthly payment required for the first five years is $1199, for 
purposes of § 1026.43(c)(2)(iii) the creditor must determine the consumer's ability to repay 
the loan based on a payment of $1,398, which is the substantially equal, monthly, fully 
amortizing payment that will repay $200,000 over 30 years using the fully indexed rate of 
7.5 percent. 

iii. Step-rate mortgage. A loan in an amount of $200,000 has a 30-year loan term. The loan 
agreement provides that the interest rate will be 6.5 percent for the first two years of the 
loan, 7 percent for the next three years of the loan, and 7.5 percent thereafter. Accordingly, 
the scheduled payment amounts are $1,264 for the first two years, $1,328 for the next three 
years, and $1,388 thereafter for the remainder of the term. For purposes of 
§ 1026.43(c)(2)(iii), the creditor must determine the consumer's ability to repay the loan 
based on a payment of $1,398, which is the substantially equal, monthly, fully amortizing 
payment that would repay $200,000 over 30 years using the fully indexed rate of 7.5 percent. 

43(c)(5)(ii) Special rules for loans with a balloon payment, interest-only loans, and 
negative amortization loans. 

Paragraph 43(c)(5)(ii)(A). 

1. General. For loans with a balloon payment, the rules differ depending on whether the loan is a 
higher-priced covered transaction, as defined under § 1026.43(b)(4), or is not a higher-priced 
covered transaction because the annual percentage rate does not exceed the applicable threshold 
calculated using the applicable average prime offer rate (APOR) for a comparable transaction. 
“Average prime offer rate” is defined in § 1026.35(a)(2); “higher-priced covered transaction” is 
defined in § 1026.43(b)(4). For higher-priced covered transactions with a balloon payment, the 
creditor must consider the consumer's ability to repay the loan based on the payment schedule 
under the terms of the legal obligation, including any required balloon payment. For loans with 
a balloon payment that are not higher-priced covered transactions, the creditor should use the 
maximum payment scheduled during the first five years of the loan following the date on which 
the first regular periodic payment will be due. “Balloon payment” is defined in 
§ 1026.18(s)(5)(i). 

2. First five years after the date on which the first regular periodic payment will be due. 
Under § 1026.43(c)(5)(ii)(A)(1), the creditor must determine a consumer's ability to repay a loan 
with a balloon payment that is not a higher-priced covered transaction using the maximum 
payment scheduled during the first five years (60 months) after the date on which the first 
regular periodic payment will be due. To illustrate: 

i. Assume a loan that provides for regular monthly payments and a balloon payment due at the 
end of a six-year loan term. The loan is consummated on August 15, 2014, and the first 
monthly payment is due on October 1, 2014. The first five years after the first monthly 
payment end on October 1, 2019. The balloon payment must be made on the due date of the 
72nd monthly payment, which is September 1, 2020. For purposes of determining the 
consumer's ability to repay the loan under § 1026.43(c)(2)(iii), the creditor need not consider 
the balloon payment that is due on September 1, 2020. 
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ii. Assume a loan that provides for regular monthly payments and a balloon payment due at 
the end of a five-year loan term. The loan is consummated on August 15, 2014, and the first 
monthly payment is due on October 1, 2014. The first five years after the first monthly 
payment end on October 1, 2019. The balloon payment must be made on the due date of the 
60th monthly payment, which is September 1, 2019. For purposes of determining the 
consumer's ability to repay the loan under § 1026.43(c)(2)(iii), the creditor must consider 
the balloon payment that is due on September 1, 2019. 

3. Renewable balloon-payment mortgage; loan term. A balloon-payment mortgage that is not 
a higher-priced covered transaction could provide that a creditor is unconditionally obligated 
to renew a balloon-payment mortgage at the consumer's option (or is obligated to renew subject 
to conditions within the consumer's control). See comment 17(c)(1)-11 discussing renewable 
balloon-payment mortgages. For purposes of this section, the loan term does not include any 
period of time that could result from a renewal provision. To illustrate, assume a three-year 
balloon-payment mortgage that is not a higher-priced covered transaction contains an 
unconditional obligation to renew for another three years at the consumer's option. In this 
example, the loan term for the balloon-payment mortgage is three years, and not the potential 
six years that could result if the consumer chooses to renew the loan. Accordingly, the creditor 
must underwrite the loan using the maximum payment scheduled in the first five years after 
consummation, which includes the balloon payment due at the end of the three-year loan term. 
See comment 43(c)(5)(ii)(A)-4.ii, which provides an example of how to determine the consumer's 
repayment ability for a three-year renewable balloon-payment mortgage that is not a higher-
priced covered transaction. 

4. Examples of loans with a balloon payment that are not higher-priced covered 
transactions. The following are examples of how to determine the maximum payment 
scheduled during the first five years after the date on which the first regular periodic payment 
will be due (all amounts shown are rounded, and all amounts are calculated using non-rounded 
values): 

i. Balloon-payment mortgage with a three-year loan term; fixed interest rate. A loan 
agreement provides for a fixed interest rate of 6 percent, which is below the APOR-calculated 
threshold for a comparable transaction; thus, the loan is not a higher-priced covered 
transaction. The loan amount is $200,000, and the loan has a three-year loan term but is 
amortized over 30 years. The monthly payment scheduled for the first three years following 
consummation is $1,199, with a balloon payment of $193,367 due at the end of the third 
year. For purposes of § 1026.43(c)(2)(iii), the creditor must determine the consumer's ability 
to repay the loan based on the balloon payment of $193,367. 

ii. Renewable balloon-payment mortgage with a three-year loan term. Assume the same 
facts above in comment 43(c)(5)(ii)(A)-4.i, except that the loan agreement also provides that 
the creditor is unconditionally obligated to renew the balloon-payment mortgage at the 
consumer's option at the end of the three-year term for another three years. In determining 
the maximum payment scheduled during the first five years after the date on which the first 
regular periodic payment will be due, the creditor must use a loan term of three years. 
Accordingly, for purposes of § 1026.43(c)(2)(iii), the creditor must determine the consumer's 
ability to repay the loan based on the balloon payment of $193,367. 

iii. Balloon-payment mortgage with a six-year loan term; fixed interest rate. A loan 
provides for a fixed interest rate of 6 percent, which is below the APOR threshold for a 
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comparable transaction, and thus, the loan is not a higher-priced covered transaction. The 
loan amount is $200,000, and the loan has a six-year loan term but is amortized over 30 
years. The loan is consummated on March 15, 2014, and the monthly payment scheduled 
for the first six years following consummation is $1,199, with the first monthly payment due 
on May 1, 2014. The first five years after the date on which the first regular periodic payment 
will be due end on May 1, 2019. The balloon payment of $183,995 is required on the due 
date of the 72nd monthly payment, which is April 1, 2020 (more than five years after the 
date on which the first regular periodic payment will be due). For purposes of 
§ 1026.43(c)(2)(iii), the creditor may determine the consumer's ability to repay the loan 
based on the monthly payment of $1,199, and need not consider the balloon payment of 
$183,995 due on April 1, 2020. 

5. Higher-priced covered transaction with a balloon payment. Where a loan with a balloon 
payment is a higher-priced covered transaction, the creditor must determine the consumer's 
repayment ability based on the loan's payment schedule, including any balloon payment. For 
example (all amounts are rounded): Assume a higher-priced covered transaction with a fixed 
interest rate of 7 percent. The loan amount is $200,000 and the loan has a ten-year loan term 
but is amortized over 30 years. The monthly payment scheduled for the first ten years is $1,331, 
with a balloon payment of $172,955. For purposes of § 1026.43(c)(2)(iii), the creditor must 
consider the consumer's ability to repay the loan based on the payment schedule that fully 
repays the loan amount, including the balloon payment of $172,955. 

Paragraph 43(c)(5)(ii)(B). 

1. General. For loans that permit interest-only payments, the creditor must use the fully indexed 
rate or introductory rate, whichever is greater, to calculate the substantially equal, monthly 
payment of principal and interest that will repay the loan amount over the term of the loan 
remaining as of the date the loan is recast. For discussion regarding the fully indexed rate, and 
the meaning of “substantially equal,” see comments 43(b)(3)-1 through -5 and 43(c)(5)(i)-4, 
respectively. Under § 1026.43(c)(5)(ii)(B), the relevant term of the loan is the period of time that 
remains as of the date the loan is recast to require fully amortizing payments. For a loan on 
which only interest and no principal has been paid, the loan amount will be the outstanding 
principal balance at the time of the recast. “Loan amount” and “recast” are defined in 
§ 1026.43(b)(5) and (b)(11), respectively. “Interest-only” and “Interest-only loan” are defined in 
§ 1026.18(s)(7)(iv). 

2. Examples. The following are examples of how to determine the consumer's repayment ability 
based on substantially equal, monthly payments of principal and interest under 
§ 1026.43(c)(5)(ii)(B) (all amounts shown are rounded, and all amounts are calculated using 
non-rounded values): 

i. Fixed-rate mortgage with interest-only payments for five years. A loan in an amount 
of $200,000 has a 30-year loan term. The loan agreement provides for a fixed interest rate 
of 7 percent and permits interest-only payments for the first five years. The monthly payment 
of $1,167 scheduled for the first five years would cover only the interest due. The loan is 
recast on the due date of the 60th monthly payment, after which the scheduled monthly 
payments increase to $1,414, a monthly payment that repays the loan amount of $200,000 
over the 25 years remaining as of the date the loan is recast (300 months). For purposes of 
§ 1026.43(c)(2)(iii), the creditor must determine the consumer's ability to repay the loan 
based on a payment of $1,414, which is the substantially equal, monthly, fully amortizing 
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payment that would repay $200,000 over the 25 years remaining as of the date the loan is 
recast using the fixed interest rate of 7 percent. 

ii. Adjustable-rate mortgage with discount for three years and interest-only payments 
for five years. A loan in an amount of $200,000 has a 30-year loan term but provides for 
interest-only payments for the first five years. The loan agreement provides for a discounted 
interest rate of 5 percent that is fixed for an initial period of three years, after which the 
interest rate will adjust each year based on a specified index plus a margin of 3 percent, 
subject to an annual interest rate adjustment cap of 2 percent. The index value in effect at 
consummation is 4.5 percent; the fully indexed rate is 7.5 percent (4.5 percent plus 3 percent). 
The monthly payments for the first three years are $833. For the fourth year, the payments 
are $1,167, based on an interest rate of 7 percent, calculated by adding the 2 percent annual 
adjustment cap to the initial rate of 5 percent. For the fifth year, the payments are $1,250, 
applying the fully indexed rate of 7.5 percent. These first five years of payments will cover 
only the interest due. The loan is recast on the due date of the 60th monthly payment, after 
which the scheduled monthly payments increase to $1,478, a monthly payment that will 
repay the loan amount of $200,000 over the remaining 25 years of the loan (300 months). 
For purposes of § 1026.43(c)(2)(iii), the creditor must determine the consumer's ability to 
repay the loan based on a monthly payment of $1,478, which is the substantially equal, 
monthly payment of principal and interest that would repay $200,000 over the 25 years 
remaining as of the date the loan is recast using the fully indexed rate of 7.5 percent. 

Paragraph 43(c)(5)(ii)(C). 

1. General. For purposes of determining the consumer's ability to repay a negative amortization 
loan, the creditor must use substantially equal, monthly payments of principal and interest 
based on the fully indexed rate or the introductory rate, whichever is greater, that will repay 
the maximum loan amount over the term of the loan that remains as of the date the loan is 
recast. Accordingly, before determining the substantially equal, monthly payments the creditor 
must first determine the maximum loan amount and the period of time that remains in the loan 
term after the loan is recast. “Recast” is defined in § 1026.43(b)(11). Second, the creditor must 
use the fully indexed rate or introductory rate, whichever is greater, to calculate the 
substantially equal, monthly payment amount that will repay the maximum loan amount over 
the term of the loan remaining as of the date the loan is recast. For discussion regarding the 
fully indexed rate and the meaning of “substantially equal,” see comments 43(b)(3)-1 through -
5 and 43(c)(5)(i)-4, respectively. For the meaning of the term “maximum loan amount” and a 
discussion of how to determine the maximum loan amount for purposes of § 1026.43(c)(5)(ii)(C), 
see § 1026.43(b)(7) and associated commentary. “Negative amortization loan” is defined in 
§ 1026.18(s)(7)(v). 

2. Term of loan. Under § 1026.43(c)(5)(ii)(C), the relevant term of the loan is the period of time 
that remains as of the date the terms of the legal obligation recast. That is, the creditor must 
determine substantially equal, monthly payments of principal and interest that will repay the 
maximum loan amount based on the period of time that remains after any negative 
amortization cap is triggered or any period permitting minimum periodic payments expires, 
whichever occurs first. 

3. Examples. The following are examples of how to determine the consumer's repayment ability 
based on substantially equal, monthly payments of principal and interest as required under 
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§ 1026.43(c)(5)(ii)(C) (all amounts shown are rounded, and all amounts are calculated using 
non-rounded values): 

i. Adjustable-rate mortgage with negative amortization.  

A. Assume an adjustable-rate mortgage in the amount of $200,000 with a 30-year loan term. 
The loan agreement provides that the consumer can make minimum monthly payments 
that cover only part of the interest accrued each month until the date on which the 
principal balance reaches 115 percent of its original balance (i.e., a negative 
amortization cap of 115 percent) or for the first five years of the loan (60 monthly 
payments), whichever occurs first. The introductory interest rate at consummation is 1.5 
percent. One month after consummation, the interest rate adjusts and will adjust 
monthly thereafter based on the specified index plus a margin of 3.5 percent. The index 
value in effect at consummation is 4.5 percent; the fully indexed rate is 8 percent (4.5 
percent plus 3.5 percent). The maximum lifetime interest rate is 10.5 percent; there are 
no other periodic interest rate adjustment caps that limit how quickly the maximum 
lifetime rate may be reached. The minimum monthly payment for the first year is based 
on the initial interest rate of 1.5 percent. After that, the minimum monthly payment 
adjusts annually, but may increase by no more than 7.5 percent over the previous year's 
payment. The minimum monthly payment is $690 in the first year, $742 in the second 
year, and $797 in the first part of the third year. 

B. To determine the maximum loan amount, assume that the interest rate increases to the 
maximum lifetime interest rate of 10.5 percent at the first adjustment (i.e., the due date 
of the first periodic monthly payment), and interest accrues at that rate until the loan is 
recast. Assume that the consumer makes the minimum monthly payments scheduled, 
which are capped at 7.5 percent from year-to-year, for the maximum possible time. 
Because the consumer's minimum monthly payments are less than the interest accrued 
each month, negative amortization occurs (i.e., the accrued but unpaid interest is added 
to the principal balance). Thus, assuming that the consumer makes the minimum 
monthly payments for as long as possible and that the maximum interest rate of 10.5 
percent is reached at the first-rate adjustment (i.e., the due date of the first periodic 
monthly payment), the negative amortization cap of 115 percent is reached on the due 
date of the 27th monthly payment and the loan is recast as of that date. The maximum 
loan amount as of the due date of the 27th monthly payment is $229,251, and the 
remaining term of the loan is 27 years and nine months (333 months). 

C. For purposes of § 1026.43(c)(2)(iii), the creditor must determine the consumer's ability to 
repay the loan based on a monthly payment of $1,716, which is the substantially equal, 
monthly payment of principal and interest that will repay the maximum loan amount 
of $229,251 over the remaining loan term of 333 months using the fully indexed rate of 
8 percent. See comments 43(b)(7)-1 and -2 discussing the calculation of the maximum 
loan amount, and § 1026.43(b)(11) for the meaning of the term “recast.” 

ii. Fixed-rate, graduated payment mortgage. A loan in the amount of $200,000 has a 30-
year loan term. The loan agreement provides for a fixed interest rate of 7.5 percent and 
requires the consumer to make minimum monthly payments during the first year, with 
payments increasing 12.5 percent over the previous year every year for four years (the annual 
payment cap). The payment schedule provides for payments of $943 in the first year, $1,061 
in the second year, $1,193 in the third year, $1,343 in the fourth year, and then requires 
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$1,511 for the remaining term of the loan. During the first three years of the loan, the 
payments are less than the interest accrued each month, resulting in negative amortization. 
Assuming the minimum payments increase year-to-year up to the 12.5 percent payment cap, 
the consumer will begin making payments that cover at least all of the interest accrued at 
the end of the third year. Thus, the loan is recast on the due date of the 36th monthly 
payment. The maximum loan amount on that date is $207,662, and the remaining loan 
term is 27 years (324 months). For purposes of § 1026.43(c)(2)(iii), the creditor must 
determine the consumer's ability to repay the loan based on a monthly payment of $1,497, 
which is the substantially equal, monthly payment of principal and interest that will repay 
the maximum loan amount of $207,662 over the remaining loan term of 27 years using the 
fixed interest rate of 7.5 percent.
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Section 13: 
Repayment Ability 

Payment Calculation for Simultaneous Loans 
[12 CFR § 1026.43(c)(6)] 

Regulatory Discussion 

When calculating a consumer’s monthly payment in accordance with paragraph (c)(5), a 
creditor must consider the consumer’s payment on any simultaneous loan either: 

• For a “covered transaction” (any consumer credit transaction that is secured by a 
dwelling), by following the rules in paragraph (c)(5); or 

• For a HELOC, by using the payment required by the HELOC and the amount of the 
“covered transaction.” 

Regulatory Text 

(6) Payment calculation for simultaneous loans. For purposes of making the evaluation 
required under paragraph (c)(2)(iv) of this section, a creditor must consider, taking into 
account any mortgage-related obligations, a consumer's payment on a simultaneous loan that 
is: 

(i) A covered transaction, by following paragraph (c)(5) of this section; or 

(ii) A home equity line of credit subject to §1026.40, by using the periodic payment required 
under the terms of the plan and the amount of credit to be drawn at or before 
consummation of the covered transaction. 

Regulatory Commentary 

43(c)(6) Payment calculation for simultaneous loans. 

1. Scope. In determining the consumer's repayment ability for a covered transaction under 
§1026.43(c)(2)(iii), a creditor must include consideration of any simultaneous loan which it 
knows, or has reason to know, will be made at or before consummation of the covered 
transaction. For a discussion of the standard “knows or has reason to know,” see comment 
43(c)(2)(iv)-2. For the meaning of the term “simultaneous loan,” see §1026.43(b)(12). 

2. Payment calculation - covered transaction. For a simultaneous loan that is a covered 
transaction, as that term is defined under §1026.43(b)(1), a creditor must determine a 
consumer's ability to repay the monthly payment obligation for a simultaneous loan as set forth 
in §1026.43(c)(5), taking into account any mortgage-related obligations required to be 
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considered under §1026.43(c)(2)(v). For the meaning of the term “mortgage-related obligations,” 
see §1026.43(b)(8). 

3. Payment calculation - home equity line of credit. For a simultaneous loan that is a home 
equity line of credit subject to §1026.40, the creditor must consider the periodic payment 
required under the terms of the plan when assessing the consumer's ability to repay the covered 
transaction secured by the same dwelling as the simultaneous loan. Under §1026.43(c)(6)(ii), a 
creditor must determine the periodic payment required under the terms of the plan by 
considering the actual amount of credit to be drawn by the consumer at consummation of the 
covered transaction. The amount to be drawn is the amount requested by the consumer; when 
the amount requested will be disbursed, or actual receipt of funds, is not determinative. Any 
additional draw against the line of credit that the creditor of the covered transaction does not 
know or have reason to know about before or during underwriting need not be considered in 
relation to ability to repay. For example, where the creditor's policies and procedures require 
the source of down payment to be verified, and the creditor verifies that a simultaneous loan 
that is a HELOC will provide the source of down payment for the first lien covered transaction, 
the creditor must consider the periodic payment on the HELOC by assuming the amount drawn 
is at least the down payment amount. In general, a creditor should determine the periodic 
payment based on guidance in the commentary to §1026.40(d)(5) (discussing payment terms).
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Section 14: 
Repayment Ability – DTI/Residual Income 

[12 CFR § 1026.43(c)(7)] 

Regulatory Discussion 

If a creditor considers the consumer’s monthly debt-to-income ratio, the creditor must consider 
the ratio of the consumer’s “total monthly debt obligations” to the consumer’s “total monthly 
income.” 

If a creditor considers the consumer’s monthly residual income the creditor must consider the 
consumer’s remaining income after subtracting the consumer’s “total monthly debt obligations” 
from the “total monthly income.” 

Definitions are provided for: 

• Total monthly debt obligations.  

• Total monthly income 

The commentary provides additional considerations. 

Regulatory Text 

(7) Monthly debt-to-income ratio or residual income 

(i) Definitions. For purposes of this paragraph (c)(7), the following definitions apply: 

(A) Total monthly debt obligations. The term total monthly debt obligations means the 
sum of: the payment on the covered transaction, as required to be calculated by 
paragraphs (c)(2)(iii) and (c)(5) of this section; simultaneous loans, as required by 
paragraphs (c)(2)(iv) and (c)(6) of this section; mortgage-related obligations, as required 
by paragraph (c)(2)(v) of this section; and current debt obligations, alimony, and child 
support, as required by paragraph (c)(2)(vi) of this section. 

(B) Total monthly income. The term total monthly income means the sum of the 
consumer's current or reasonably expected income, including any income from assets, 
as required by paragraphs (c)(2)(i) and (c)(4) of this section. 

(ii) Calculations 

(A) Monthly debt-to-income ratio. If a creditor considers the consumer's monthly debt-
to-income ratio under paragraph (c)(2)(vii) of this section, the creditor must consider 
the ratio of the consumer's total monthly debt obligations to the consumer's total 
monthly income. 

(B) Monthly residual income. If a creditor considers the consumer's monthly residual 
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income under paragraph (c)(2)(vii) of this section, the creditor must consider the 
consumer's remaining income after subtracting the consumer's total monthly debt 
obligations from the consumer's total monthly income. 

Regulatory Commentary 

43(c)(7) Monthly debt-to-income ratio or residual income. 

1. Monthly debt-to-income ratio or monthly residual income. Under § 1026.43(c)(2)(vii), the 
creditor must consider the consumer's monthly debt-to-income ratio, or the consumer's monthly 
residual income, in accordance with the requirements in § 1026.43(c)(7). Section 1026.43(c) does 
not prescribe a specific monthly debt-to-income ratio with which creditors must comply. Instead, 
an appropriate threshold for a consumer's monthly debt-to-income ratio or monthly residual 
income is for the creditor to determine in making a reasonable and good faith determination of 
a consumer's ability to repay. 

2. Use of both monthly debt-to-income ratio and monthly residual income. If a creditor 
considers the consumer's monthly debt-to-income ratio, the creditor may also consider the 
consumer's residual income as further validation of the assessment made using the consumer's 
monthly debt-to-income ratio. 

3. Compensating factors. The creditor may consider factors in addition to the monthly debt-to-
income ratio or residual income in assessing a consumer's repayment ability. For example, the 
creditor may reasonably and in good faith determine that a consumer has the ability to repay 
despite a higher debt-to-income ratio or lower residual income in light of the consumer's assets 
other than the dwelling, including any real property attached to the dwelling, securing the 
covered transaction, such as a savings account. The creditor may also reasonably and in good 
faith determine that a consumer has the ability to repay despite a higher debt-to-income ratio 
in light of the consumer's residual income.
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Section 15: 
Refinancing of Non-Standard Mortgages 

12 CFR § 1026.43(d) 

Note:   

As this feature is not used often for community banks, we have included all 
regulatory text and commentary, but no regulatory discussion. We will not discuss this 
during our presentation. 

Definitions - 12 CFR § 1026.43(d)(1) 

Regulatory Text 

(1) Definitions. For purposes of this paragraph (d), the following definitions apply: 

(i) Non-standard mortgage. The term non-standard mortgage means a covered 
transaction that is: 

(A) An adjustable-rate mortgage, as defined in § 1026.18(s)(7)(i), with an introductory 
fixed interest rate for a period of one year or longer; 

(B) An interest-only loan, as defined in § 1026.18(s)(7)(iv); or 

(C) A negative amortization loan, as defined in § 1026.18(s)(7)(v).  

(ii) Standard mortgage. The term standard mortgage means a covered transaction: 

(A) That provides for regular periodic payments that do not: 

(1) Cause the principal balance to increase. 

(2) Allow the consumer to defer repayment of principal; or 

(3) Result in a balloon payment, as defined in § 1026.18(s)(5)(i);  

(B) For which the total points and fees payable in connection with the transaction do not 
exceed the amounts specified in paragraph (e)(3) of this section. 

(C) For which the term does not exceed 40 years. 

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/rules-policy/regulations/1026/18/#s-7-i
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/rules-policy/regulations/1026/18/#s-7-iv
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/rules-policy/regulations/1026/18/#s-7-v
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/rules-policy/regulations/1026/18/#s-5-i
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(D) For which the interest rate is fixed for at least the first five years after 
consummation; and 

(E) For which the proceeds from the loan are used solely for the following purposes: 

(1) To pay off the outstanding principal balance on the non-standard mortgage; and 

(2) To pay closing or settlement charges required to be disclosed under the Real 
Estate Settlement Procedures Act, 12 U.S.C. 2601 et seq. 

(iii) Refinancing. The term refinancing has the same meaning as in § 1026.20(a).  

Regulatory Commentary 

43(d)(1) Definitions. 

43(d)(1)(i) Non-standard mortgage. 

Paragraph 43(d)(1)(i)(A). 

1. Adjustable-rate mortgage with an introductory fixed rate. Under § 1026.43(d)(1)(i)(A), an 
adjustable-rate mortgage with an introductory fixed interest rate for one year or longer is 
considered a “non-standard mortgage.” For example, a covered transaction that has a fixed 
introductory rate for the first two, three, or five years and then converts to a variable rate for 
the remaining 28, 27, or 25 years, respectively, is a “non-standard mortgage.” A covered 
transaction with an introductory rate for six months that then converts to a variable rate for 
the remaining 29 and one-half years is not a “non-standard mortgage.” 

43(d)(1)(ii) Standard mortgage. 

Paragraph 43(d)(1)(ii)(A). 

1. Regular periodic payments. Under § 1026.43(d)(1)(ii)(A), a “standard mortgage” must 
provide for regular periodic payments that do not result in an increase of the principal balance 
(negative amortization), allow the consumer to defer repayment of principal (see comment 
43(e)(2)(i)-2), or result in a balloon payment. Thus, the terms of the legal obligation must require 
the consumer to make payments of principal and interest on a monthly or other periodic basis 
that will repay the loan amount over the loan term. Except for payments resulting from any 
interest rate changes after consummation in an adjustable-rate or step-rate mortgage, the 
periodic payments must be substantially equal. For an explanation of the term “substantially 
equal,” see comment 43(c)(5)(i)-4. In addition, a single-payment transaction is not a “standard 
mortgage” because it does not require “regular periodic payments.” See also comment 43(e)(2)(i)-
1. 

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/rules-policy/regulations/1026/20/#a
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Paragraph 43(d)(1)(ii)(D). 

1. First five years after consummation. A “standard mortgage” must have an interest rate that 
is fixed for at least the first five years (60 months) after consummation. For example, assume 
an adjustable-rate mortgage that applies the same fixed interest rate to determine the first 60 
payments of principal and interest due. The loan is consummated on August 15, 2013, and the 
first monthly payment is due on October 1, 2013. The date that is five years after consummation 
is August 15, 2018. The first interest rate adjustment occurs on September 1, 2018. This loan 
meets the criterion for a “standard mortgage” under § 1026.43(d)(1)(ii)(D) because the interest 
rate is fixed until September 1, 2018, which is more than five years after consummation. For 
guidance regarding step-rate mortgages, see comment 43(e)(2)(iv)-3.iii. 

Paragraph 43(d)(1)(ii)(E). 

1. Permissible use of proceeds. To qualify as a “standard mortgage,” the loan's proceeds may be 
used for only two purposes: paying off the non-standard mortgage and paying for closing costs, 
including paying escrow amounts required at or before closing. If the proceeds of a covered 
transaction are used for other purposes, such as to pay off other liens or to provide additional 
cash to the consumer for discretionary spending, the transaction does not meet the definition of 
a “standard mortgage.” 

Scope - 12 CFR § 1026.43(d)(2) 

Regulatory Text 

(2) Scope. The provisions of this paragraph (d) apply to the refinancing of a non-standard 
mortgage into a standard mortgage when the following conditions are met: 

(i) The creditor for the standard mortgage is the current holder of the existing non-standard 
mortgage or the servicer acting on behalf of the current holder; 

(ii) The monthly payment for the standard mortgage is materially lower than the monthly 
payment for the non-standard mortgage, as calculated under paragraph (d)(5) of this 
section. 

(iii) The creditor receives the consumer's written application for the standard mortgage no 
later than two months after the non-standard mortgage has recast. 

(iv) The consumer has made no more than one payment more than 30 days late on the non-
standard mortgage during the 12 months immediately preceding the creditor's receipt of 
the consumer's written application for the standard mortgage. 

(v) The consumer has made no payments more than 30 days late during the six months 
immediately preceding the creditor's receipt of the consumer's written application for the 
standard mortgage; and 
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(vi) If the non-standard mortgage was consummated on or after January 10, 2014, the non-
standard mortgage was made in accordance with paragraph (c) or (e) of this section, as 
applicable. 

Regulatory Commentary 

43(d)(2) Scope. 

1. Written application. For an explanation of the requirements for a “written application” in 
§ 1026.43(d)(2)(iii), (d)(2)(iv), and (d)(2)(v), see comment 19(a)(1)(i)-3. 

Paragraph 43(d)(2)(ii). 

1. Materially lower. The exemptions afforded under § 1026.43(d)(3) apply to a refinancing only 
if the monthly payment for the new loan is “materially lower” than the monthly payment for an 
existing non-standard mortgage. The payments to be compared must be calculated based on the 
requirements under § 1026.43(d)(5). Whether the new loan payment is “materially lower” than 
the non-standard mortgage payment depends on the facts and circumstances. In all cases, a 
payment reduction of 10 percent or more meets the “materially lower” standard. 

Paragraph 43(d)(2)(iv). 

1. Late payment - 12 months prior to application. Under § 1026.43(d)(2)(iv), the exemptions 
in § 1026.43(d)(3) apply to a covered transaction only if, during the 12 months immediately 
preceding the creditor's receipt of the consumer's written application for a refinancing, the 
consumer has made no more than one payment on the non-standard mortgage more than 30 
days late. (For an explanation of “written application,” see comment 43(d)(2)-1.) For example, 
assume a consumer applies for a refinancing on May 1, 2014. Assume also that the consumer 
made a non-standard mortgage payment on August 15, 2013, that was 45 days late. The 
consumer made no other late payments on the non-standard mortgage between May 1, 2013, 
and May 1, 2014. In this example, the requirement under § 1026.43(d)(2)(iv) is met because the 
consumer made only one payment that was over 30 days late within the 12 months prior to 
applying for the refinancing (i.e., eight and one-half months prior to application). 

2. Payment due date. Whether a payment is more than 30 days late is measured in relation to the 
contractual due date not accounting for any grace period. For example, if the contractual due 
date for a non-standard mortgage payment is the first day of every month, but no late fee will 
be charged as long as the payment is received by the 16th of the month, the payment due date 
for purposes of § 1026.43(d)(2)(iv) and (v) is the first day of the month, not the 16th day of the 
month. Thus, a payment due under the contract on October 1st that is paid on November 1st is 
made more than 30 days after the payment due date. 

Paragraph 43(d)(2)(v). 

1. Late payment - six months prior to application. Under § 1026.43(d)(2)(v), the exemptions 
in § 1026.43(d)(3) apply to a covered transaction only if, during the six months immediately 
preceding the creditor's receipt of the consumer's written application for a refinancing, the 
consumer has made no payments on the non-standard mortgage more than 30 days late. (For 
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an explanation of “written application” and how to determine the payment due date, see 
comments 43(d)(2)-1 and 43(d)(2)(iv)-2.) For example, assume a consumer with a non-standard 
mortgage applies for a refinancing on May 1, 2014. If the consumer made a payment on March 
15, 2014, that was 45 days late, the requirement under § 1026.43(d)(2)(v) is not met because the 
consumer made a payment more than 30 days late one and one-half months prior to application. 
If the number of months between consummation of the non-standard mortgage and the 
consumer's application for the standard mortgage is six or fewer, the consumer may not have 
made any payment more than 30 days late on the non-standard mortgage. 

Paragraph 43(d)(2)(vi). 

1. Non-standard mortgage loan made in accordance with ability-to-repay or qualified 
mortgage requirements. For non-standard mortgages that are consummated on or after 
January 10, 2014, § 1026.43(d)(2)(vi) provides that the refinancing provisions set forth in 
§ 1026.43(d) apply only if the non-standard mortgage was made in accordance with the 
requirements of § 1026.43(c) or (e), as applicable. For example, if a creditor originated a non-
standard mortgage on or after January 10, 2014, that did not comply with the requirements of 
§ 1026.43(c) and was not a qualified mortgage pursuant to § 1026.43(e), § 1026.43(d) would not 
apply to the refinancing of the non-standard mortgage loan into a standard mortgage loan. 
However, § 1026.43(d) applies to the refinancing of a non-standard mortgage loan into a 
standard mortgage loan, regardless of whether the non-standard mortgage loan was made in 
compliance with § 1026.43(c) or (e), if the non-standard mortgage loan was consummated prior 
to January 10, 2014. 

Exemption for Repayment Ability Requirements - 12 CFR § 
1026.43(d)(3) 

Regulatory Text 

(3) Exemption from repayment ability requirements. A creditor is not required to comply 
with the requirements of paragraph (c) of this section if: 

(i) The conditions in paragraph (d)(2) of this section are met; and 

(ii) The creditor has considered whether the standard mortgage likely will prevent a default 
by the consumer on the non-standard mortgage once the loan is recast. 

Regulatory Commentary 

43(d)(3) Exemption from repayment ability requirements. 

1. Two-part determination. To qualify for the exemptions in § 1026.43(d)(3), a creditor must 
have considered, first, whether the consumer is likely to default on the existing mortgage once 
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that loan is recast and, second, whether the new mortgage likely would prevent the consumer's 
default. 

Offer of Rate Discounts and Other Favorable Terms - 12 CFR § 
1026.43(d)(4) 

Regulatory Text 

(4) Offer of rate discounts and other favorable terms. A creditor making a covered 
transaction under this paragraph (d) may offer to the consumer rate discounts and terms 
that are the same as, or better than, the rate discounts and terms that the creditor offers to 
new consumers, consistent with the creditor's documented underwriting practices and to the 
extent not prohibited by applicable State or Federal law. 

Regulatory Commentary 

43(d)(4) Offer of rate discounts and other favorable terms. 

1. Documented underwriting practices. In connection with a refinancing made pursuant to 
§ 1026.43(d), § 1026.43(d)(4) requires a creditor offering a consumer rate discounts and terms 
that are the same as, or better than, the rate discounts and terms offered to new consumers to 
make such an offer consistent with the creditor's documented underwriting practices. Section 
1026.43(d)(4) does not require a creditor making a refinancing pursuant to § 1026.43(d) to 
comply with the underwriting requirements of § 1026.43(c). Rather, § 1026.43(d)(4) requires 
creditors providing such discounts to do so consistent with documented policies related to loan 
pricing, loan term qualifications, or other similar underwriting practices. For example, assume 
that a creditor is providing a consumer with a refinancing made pursuant to § 1026.43(d) and 
that this creditor has a documented practice of offering rate discounts to consumers with credit 
scores above a certain threshold. Assume further that the consumer receiving the refinancing 
has a credit score below this threshold, and therefore would not normally qualify for the rate 
discount available to consumers with high credit scores. This creditor complies with 
§ 1026.43(d)(4) by offering the consumer the discounted rate in connection with the refinancing 
made pursuant to § 1026.43(d), even if the consumer would not normally qualify for that 
discounted rate, provided that the offer of the discounted rate is not prohibited by applicable 
State or Federal law. However, § 1026.43(d)(4) does not require a creditor to offer a consumer 
such a discounted rate. 

Payment Calculations - 12 CFR § 1026.43(d)(5) 

 (5) Payment calculations. For purposes of determining whether the consumer's monthly 
payment for a standard mortgage will be materially lower than the monthly payment for the 
non-standard mortgage, the following provisions shall be used: 
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(i) Non-standard mortgage. For purposes of the comparison conducted pursuant to 
paragraph (d)(2)(ii) of this section, the creditor must calculate the monthly payment for a 
non-standard mortgage based on substantially equal, monthly, fully amortizing 
payments of principal and interest using: 

(A) The fully indexed rate as of a reasonable period of time before or after the date on 
which the creditor receives the consumer's written application for the standard 
mortgage; 

(B) The term of the loan remaining as of the date on which the recast occurs, assuming 
all scheduled payments have been made up to the recast date and the payment due on 
the recast date is made and credited as of that date; and 

(C) A remaining loan amount that is: 

(1) For an adjustable-rate mortgage under paragraph (d)(1)(i)(A) of this section, the 
outstanding principal balance as of the date of the recast, assuming all scheduled 
payments have been made up to the recast date and the payment due on the 
recast date is made and credited as of that date; 

(2) For an interest-only loan under paragraph (d)(1)(i)(B) of this section, the 
outstanding principal balance as of the date of the recast, assuming all scheduled 
payments have been made up to the recast date and the payment due on the 
recast date is made and credited as of that date; or 

(3) For a negative amortization loan under paragraph (d)(1)(i)(C) of this section, the 
maximum loan amount, determined after adjusting for the outstanding principal 
balance. 

(ii) Standard mortgage. For purposes of the comparison conducted pursuant to paragraph 
(d)(2)(ii) of this section, the monthly payment for a standard mortgage must be based on 
substantially equal, monthly, fully amortizing payments based on the maximum interest 
rate that may apply during the first five years after consummation. 

Regulatory Commentary 

43(d)(5) Payment calculations. 

43(d)(5)(i) Non-Standard mortgage. 

1. Payment calculation for a non-standard mortgage. In determining whether the monthly 
periodic payment for a standard mortgage is materially lower than the monthly periodic 
payment for the non-standard mortgage under § 1026.43(d)(2)(ii), the creditor must consider 
the monthly payment for the non-standard mortgage that will result after the loan is “recast,” 
assuming substantially equal payments of principal and interest that amortize the remaining 
loan amount over the remaining term as of the date the mortgage is recast. For guidance 
regarding the meaning of “substantially equal,” see comment 43(c)(5)(i)-4. For the meaning of 
“recast,” see § 1026.43(b)(11) and associated commentary. 
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2. Fully indexed rate. The term “fully indexed rate” in § 1026.43(d)(5)(i)(A) for calculating the 
payment for a non-standard mortgage is generally defined in § 1026.43(b)(3) and associated 
commentary. Under § 1026.43(b)(3) the fully indexed rate is calculated at the time of 
consummation. For purposes of § 1026.43(d)(5)(i), however, the fully indexed rate is calculated 
within a reasonable period of time before or after the date the creditor receives the consumer's 
written application for the standard mortgage. Thirty days is generally considered “a 
reasonable period of time.” 

3. Written application. For an explanation of the requirements for a “written application” in 
§ 1026.43(d)(5)(i), see comment 19(a)(1)(i)-3. 

4. Payment calculation for an adjustable-rate mortgage with an introductory fixed rate. 
Under § 1026.43(d)(5)(i), the monthly periodic payment for an adjustable-rate mortgage with 
an introductory fixed interest rate for a period of one or more years must be calculated based on 
several assumptions. 

i. First, the payment must be based on the outstanding principal balance as of the date on which 
the mortgage is recast, assuming all scheduled payments have been made up to that date 
and the last payment due under those terms is made and credited on that date. For example, 
assume an adjustable-rate mortgage with a 30-year loan term. The loan agreement provides 
that the payments for the first 24 months are based on a fixed rate, after which the interest 
rate will adjust annually based on a specified index and margin. The loan is recast on the 
due date of the 24th payment. If the 24th payment is due on September 1, 2014, the creditor 
must calculate the outstanding principal balance as of September 1, 2014, assuming that 
all 24 payments under the fixed rate terms have been made and credited timely. 

ii. Second, the payment calculation must be based on substantially equal monthly payments of 
principal and interest that will fully repay the outstanding principal balance over the term 
of the loan remaining as of the date the loan is recast. Thus, in the example above, the 
creditor must assume a loan term of 28 years (336 monthly payments). 

iii. Third, the payment must be based on the fully indexed rate, as described in 
§ 1026.43(d)(5)(i)(A). 

5. Example of payment calculation for an adjustable-rate mortgage with an introductory 
fixed rate. The following example illustrates the rule described in comment 43(d)(5)(i)-4: 

i. A loan in an amount of $200,000 has a 30-year loan term. The loan agreement provides for a 
discounted introductory interest rate of 5 percent that is fixed for an initial period of two 
years, after which the interest rate will adjust annually based on a specified index plus a 
margin of 3 percentage points. 

ii. The non-standard mortgage is consummated on February 15, 2014, and the first monthly 
payment is due on April 1, 2014. The loan is recast on the due date of the 24th monthly 
payment, which is March 1, 2016. 

iii. On March 15, 2015, the creditor receives the consumer's written application for a 
refinancing after the consumer has made 12 monthly on-time payments. On this date, the 
index value is 4.5 percent. 
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iv. To calculate the non-standard mortgage payment that must be compared to the standard 
mortgage payment under § 1026.43(d)(2)(ii), the creditor must use: 

A. The outstanding principal balance as of March 1, 2016, assuming all scheduled 
payments have been made up to March 1, 2016, and the last payment due under the 
fixed rate terms is made and credited on March 1, 2016. In this example, the outstanding 
principal balance is $193,948. 

B. The fully indexed rate of 7.5 percent, which is the index value of 4.5 percent as of March 
15, 2015 (the date on which the application for a refinancing is received) plus the margin 
of 3 percent. 

C. The remaining loan term as of March 1, 2016, the date of the recast, which is 28 years 
(336 monthly payments). 

v. Based on these assumptions, the monthly payment for the non-standard mortgage for 
purposes of determining whether the standard mortgage monthly payment is lower than the 
non-standard mortgage monthly payment (see § 1026.43(d)(2)(ii)) is $1,383. This is the 
substantially equal, monthly payment of principal and interest required to repay the 
outstanding principal balance at the fully indexed rate over the remaining term. 

6. Payment calculation for an interest-only loan. Under § 1026.43(d)(5)(i), the monthly 
periodic payment for an interest-only loan must be calculated based on several assumptions: 

i. First, the payment must be based on the outstanding principal balance as of the date of the 
recast, assuming all scheduled payments are made under the terms of the legal obligation 
in effect before the mortgage is recast. For a loan on which only interest and no principal 
has been paid, the outstanding principal balance at the time of recast will be the loan 
amount, as defined in § 1026.43(b)(5), assuming all scheduled payments are made under 
the terms of the legal obligation in effect before the mortgage is recast. For example, assume 
that a mortgage has a 30-year loan term, and provides that the first 24 months of payments 
are interest-only. If the 24th payment is due on September 1, 2015, the creditor must 
calculate the outstanding principal balance as of September 1, 2015, assuming that all 24 
payments under the interest-only payment terms have been made and credited timely and 
that no payments of principal have been made. 

ii. Second, the payment calculation must be based on substantially equal monthly payments of 
principal and interest that will fully repay the loan amount over the term of the loan 
remaining as of the date the loan is recast. Thus, in the example above, the creditor must 
assume a loan term of 28 years (336 monthly payments). 

iii. Third, the payment must be based on the fully indexed rate, as described in 
§ 1026.43(d)(5)(i)(A). 

7. Example of payment calculation for an interest-only loan. The following example 
illustrates the rule described in comment 43(d)(5)(i)-6: 

i. A loan in an amount of $200,000 has a 30-year loan term. The loan agreement provides for a 
fixed interest rate of 7 percent and permits interest-only payments for the first two years (the 
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first 24 payments), after which time amortizing payments of principal and interest are 
required. 

ii. The non-standard mortgage is consummated on February 15, 2014, and the first monthly 
payment is due on April 1, 2014. The loan is recast on the due date of the 24th monthly 
payment, which is March 1, 2016. 

iii. On March 15, 2015, the creditor receives the consumer's written application for a 
refinancing, after the consumer has made 12 monthly on-time payments. The consumer has 
made no additional payments of principal. 

iv. To calculate the non-standard mortgage payment that must be compared to the standard 
mortgage payment under § 1026.43(d)(2)(ii), the creditor must use: 

A. The loan amount, which is the outstanding principal balance as of March 1, 2016, 
assuming all scheduled interest-only payments have been made and credited up to that 
date. In this example, the loan amount is $200,000. 

B. An interest rate of 7 percent, which is the interest rate in effect at the time of 
consummation of this fixed-rate non-standard mortgage. 

C. The remaining loan term as of March 1, 2016, the date of the recast, which is 28 years 
(336 monthly payments). 

v. Based on these assumptions, the monthly payment for the non-standard mortgage for 
purposes of determining whether the standard mortgage monthly payment is lower than the 
non-standard mortgage monthly payment (see § 1026.43(d)(2)(ii)) is $1,359. This is the 
substantially equal, monthly payment of principal and interest required to repay the loan 
amount at the fully indexed rate over the remaining term. 

8. Payment calculation for a negative amortization loan. Under § 1026.43(d)(5)(i), the 
monthly periodic payment for a negative amortization loan must be calculated based on several 
assumptions: 

i. First, the calculation must be based on the maximum loan amount, determined after 
adjusting for the outstanding principal balance. If the consumer makes only the minimum 
periodic payments for the maximum possible time, until the consumer must begin making 
fully amortizing payments, the outstanding principal balance will be the maximum loan 
amount, as defined in § 1026.43(b)(7). In this event, the creditor complies with 
§ 1026.43(d)(5)(i)(C)(3) by relying on the examples of how to calculate the maximum loan 
amount, see comment 43(b)(7)-3. If the consumer makes payments above the minimum 
periodic payments for the maximum possible time, the creditor must calculate the maximum 
loan amount based on the outstanding principal balance. In this event, the creditor complies 
with § 1026.43(d)(5)(i)(C)(3) by relying on the examples of how to calculate the maximum 
loan amount in comment 43(d)(5)(i)-10. 

ii. Second, the calculation must be based on substantially equal monthly payments of principal 
and interest that will fully repay the maximum loan amount over the term of the loan 
remaining as of the date the loan is recast. For example, if the loan term is 30 years and the 
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loan is recast on the due date of the 60th monthly payment, the creditor must assume a 
remaining loan term of 25 years (300 monthly payments). 

iii. Third, the payment must be based on the fully indexed rate as of the date of the written 
application for the standard mortgage. 

9. Example of payment calculation for a negative amortization loan if only minimum 
payments made. The following example illustrates the rule described in comment 43(d)(5)(i)-
8: 

i. A loan in an amount of $200,000 has a 30-year loan term. The loan agreement provides that 
the consumer can make minimum monthly payments that cover only part of the interest 
accrued each month until the date on which the principal balance increases to the negative 
amortization cap of 115 percent of the loan amount, or for the first five years of monthly 
payments (60 payments), whichever occurs first. The loan is an adjustable-rate mortgage 
that adjusts monthly according to a specified index plus a margin of 3.5 percent. 

ii. The non-standard mortgage is consummated on February 15, 2014, and the first monthly 
payment is due on April 1, 2014. Assume that the consumer has made only the minimum 
periodic payments. Assume further that, based on the calculation of the maximum loan 
amount required under § 1026.43(b)(7) and associated commentary, the negative 
amortization cap of 115 percent would be reached on June 1, 2016, the due date of the 27th 
monthly payment. 

iii. On March 15, 2015, the creditor receives the consumer's written application for a 
refinancing, after the consumer has made 12 monthly on-time payments. On this date, the 
index value is 4.5 percent. 

iv. To calculate the non-standard mortgage payment that must be compared to the standard 
mortgage payment under § 1026.43(d)(2)(ii), the creditor must use: 

A. The maximum loan amount of $229,251 as of June 1, 2016; 

B. The fully indexed rate of 8 percent, which is the index value of 4.5 percent as of March 
15, 2015 (the date on which the creditor receives the application for a refinancing) plus 
the margin of 3.5 percent; and 

C. The remaining loan term as of June 1, 2016, the date of the recast, which is 27 years and 
nine months (333 monthly payments). 

v. Based on these assumptions, the monthly payment for the non-standard mortgage for 
purposes of determining whether the standard mortgage monthly payment is lower than the 
non-standard mortgage monthly payment (see § 1026.43(d)(2)(ii)) is $1,716. This is the 
substantially equal, monthly payment of principal and interest required to repay the 
maximum loan amount at the fully indexed rate over the remaining term. 

10. Example of payment calculation for a negative amortization loan if payments above 
minimum amount made. The following example illustrates the rule described in comment 
43(d)(5)(i)-8: 
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i. A loan in an amount of $200,000 has a 30-year loan term. The loan agreement provides that 
the consumer can make minimum monthly payments that cover only part of the interest 
accrued each month until the date on which the principal balance increases to the negative 
amortization cap of 115 percent of the loan amount, or for the first five years of monthly 
payments (60 payments), whichever occurs first. The loan is an adjustable-rate mortgage 
that adjusts monthly according to a specified index plus a margin of 3.5 percent. The 
introductory interest rate at consummation is 1.5 percent. One month after consummation, 
the interest rate adjusts and will adjust monthly thereafter based on the specified index plus 
a margin of 3.5 percent. The maximum lifetime interest rate is 10.5 percent; there are no 
other periodic interest rate adjustment caps that limit how quickly the maximum lifetime 
rate may be reached. The minimum monthly payment for the first year is based on the initial 
interest rate of 1.5 percent. After that, the minimum monthly payment adjusts annually, but 
may increase by no more than 7.5 percent over the previous year's payment. The minimum 
monthly payment is $690 in the first year, $742 in the second year, $798 in the third year, 
$857 in the fourth year, and $922 in the fifth year. 

ii. The non-standard mortgage is consummated on February 15, 2014, and the first monthly 
payment is due on April 1, 2014. Assume that the consumer has made more than the 
minimum periodic payments, and that after the consumer's 12th monthly on-time payment 
the outstanding principal balance is $195,000. Based on the calculation of the maximum 
loan amount after adjusting for this outstanding principal balance, the negative 
amortization cap of 115 percent would be reached on March 1, 2019, the due date of the 60th 
monthly payment. 

iii. On March 15, 2015, the creditor receives the consumer's written application for a 
refinancing, after the consumer has made 12 monthly on-time payments. On this date, the 
index value is 4.5 percent. 

iv. To calculate the non-standard mortgage payment that must be compared to the standard 
mortgage payment under § 1026.43(d)(2)(ii), the creditor must use: 

A. The maximum loan amount of $229,219 as of March 1, 2019. 

B. The fully indexed rate of 8 percent, which is the index value of 4.5 percent as of March 
15, 2015 (the date on which the creditor receives the application for a refinancing) plus 
the margin of 3.5 percent. 

C. The remaining loan term as of March 1, 2019, the date of the recast, which is exactly 25 
years (300 monthly payments). 

v. Based on these assumptions, the monthly payment for the non-standard mortgage for 
purposes of determining whether the standard mortgage monthly payment is lower than the 
non-standard mortgage monthly payment (see § 1026.43(d)(2)(ii)) is $1,769. This is the 
substantially equal, monthly payment of principal and interest required to repay the 
maximum loan amount at the fully indexed rate over the remaining term. 

43(d)(5)(ii) Standard mortgage. 

1. Payment calculation for a standard mortgage. In determining whether the monthly 
periodic payment for a standard mortgage is materially lower than the monthly periodic 
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payment for a non-standard mortgage, the creditor must consider the monthly payment for the 
standard mortgage that will result in substantially equal, monthly, fully amortizing payments 
(as defined in § 1026.43(b)(2)) using the rate as of consummation. For guidance regarding the 
meaning of “substantially equal” see comment 43(c)(5)(i)-4. For a mortgage with a single, fixed 
rate for the first five years after consummation, the maximum rate that will apply during the 
first five years after consummation will be the rate at consummation. For a step-rate mortgage, 
however, the rate that must be used is the highest rate that will apply during the first five years 
after consummation. For example, if the rate for the first two years after the date on which the 
first regular periodic payment will be due is 4 percent, the rate for the following two years is 5 
percent, and the rate for the next two years is 6 percent, the rate that must be used is 6 percent. 

2. Example of payment calculation for a standard mortgage. The following example 
illustrates the rule described in comment 43(d)(5)(ii)-1: A loan in an amount of $200,000 has a 
30-year loan term. The loan agreement provides for an interest rate of 6 percent that is fixed for 
an initial period of five years, after which time the interest rate will adjust annually based on 
a specified index plus a margin of 3 percent, subject to a 2 percent annual interest rate 
adjustment cap. The creditor must determine whether the standard mortgage monthly payment 
is materially lower than the non-standard mortgage monthly payment (see § 1026.43(d)(2)(ii)) 
based on a standard mortgage payment of $1,199. This is the substantially equal, monthly 
payment of principal and interest required to repay $200,000 over 30 years at an interest rate 
of 6 percent.
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Section 16: 
QM Safe Harbor and Presumption of Compliance 

12 CFR § 1026.43(e)(1)  

Introduction 

To address potential uncertainty regarding the reasonableness of some ability-to-repay 
determinations, all QMs provide creditors with a presumption of compliance with the ATR 
requirements. Lower-priced QMs provide a conclusive presumption of compliance (i.e., a safe 
harbor) whereas higher-priced QMs provide a rebuttable presumption of compliance. 

Considerations Related to the Safe Harbor Threshold 

TILA provides that loans that meet certain requirements are “qualified mortgages” and that 
creditors making QMs “may presume” that these loans have met the ATR requirements. However, 
the statute does not specify whether the presumption of compliance means that the creditor 
receives a conclusive presumption or a rebuttable presumption of compliance with the ATR 
provisions. The statutory language is ambiguous and does not mandate either interpretation and 
that the presumptions should be tailored to promote the policy goals of the statute. The CFPB 
interpreted the statute to provide for a rebuttable presumption of compliance with the ATR 
provisions but established a conclusive presumption of compliance for loans that are not “higher-
priced covered transactions.” 

The fact that a consumer receives a prime rate is suggestive of the consumer's ability to 
repay. Prime rate loans have performed significantly better historically than subprime loans and 
the prime segment of the market has been subject to fewer abuses. The QM requirements will 
ensure that the loans do not contain certain risky product features and are underwritten with 
careful attention to consumers' DTI ratios. If a loan met the product and underwriting 
requirements for QM and was not a higher-priced covered transaction, there are sufficient 
grounds for concluding that the creditor satisfied the ATR provisions.  

The Final Rule 

The CFPB maintained the current safe harbor thresholds. A loan is a safe harbor QM if its 
APR does not exceed APOR for a comparable transaction by 1.5 percentage points or more as of 
the date the interest rate is set (or by 3.5 percentage points or more for subordinate-lien 
transactions). 

This approach strikes the best balance between the competing consumer protection and access-
to-credit considerations. These same considerations support not changing the current safe harbor 
threshold of 3.5 percentage points for subordinate-lien transactions, which generally perform 
better and have stronger credit characteristics than first-lien transactions.  
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The final rule maintains the current ATR/QM Rule's rebuttable presumption of compliance for 
loans that exceed the safe harbor threshold but that otherwise meet the General QM 
requirements.  The CFPB is not revising language which defines the grounds on which the 
presumption of compliance that applies to higher-priced QMs can be rebutted. Existing regulatory 
language continues to strike the best balance between consumer protection and access to credit 
considerations. 

Regulatory Text  

(e) Qualified mortgages 

(1) Safe harbor and presumption of compliance 
 

(i) Safe harbor for loans that are not higher-priced covered transactions and for seasoned 
loans. A creditor or assignee of a qualified mortgage complies with the repayment 
ability requirements of paragraph (c) of this section if:  

 
(A) The loan is a qualified mortgage as defined in paragraph (e)(2), (4), (5), (6), or (f) of 

this section that is not a higher-priced covered transaction, as defined in paragraph 
(b)(4) of this section; or  

 
(B) The loan is a qualified mortgage as defined in paragraph (e)(7) of this section, 

regardless of whether the loan is a higher-priced covered transaction.  

Regulatory Commentary 

43(e)(1) Safe harbor and presumption of compliance.  

1. General. Section 1026.43(c) requires a creditor to make a reasonable and good faith 
determination at or before consummation that a consumer will be able to repay a covered 
transaction. Section 1026.43(e)(1)(i) and (ii) provide a safe harbor or presumption of 
compliance, respectively, with the repayment ability requirements of § 1026.43(c) for creditors 
and assignees of covered transactions that satisfy the requirements of a qualified mortgage 
under § 1026.43(e)(2), (4), (5), (6), (7), or (f). See § 1026.43(e)(1)(i) and (ii) and associated 
commentary.  

43(e)(1)(i)(A) Safe harbor for transactions that are not higher-priced covered 
transactions.  

1. Higher-priced covered transactions. For guidance on determining whether a loan is a 
higher-priced covered transaction, see comments 43(b)(4)-1 through -3.
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Section 17: 
Qualified Mortgage Defined - General 

12 CFR § 1026.43(e)(2)(i)-(iv)  

Regulatory Discussion 

Much of the basic definition of a QM remains unchanged from the previous rule. There were 
minor edits to tie to other parts of the regulation. 

Regulatory Text 

(2) Qualified mortgage defined - general. Except as provided in paragraph (e)(4), (5), (6), (7), 
or (f) of this section, a qualified mortgage is a covered transaction:  

(i) That provides for regular periodic payments that are substantially equal, except for the 
effect that any interest rate change after consummation has on the payment in the case of 
an adjustable-rate or step-rate mortgage, that do not:  

(A) Result in an increase of the principal balance;  

(B) Allow the consumer to defer repayment of principal, except as provided in paragraph 
(f) of this section; or  

(C) Result in a balloon payment, as defined in § 1026.18(s)(5)(i), except as provided in 
paragraph (f) of this section;  

(ii) For which the loan term does not exceed 30 years;  

(iii) For which the total points and fees payable in connection with the loan do not exceed the 
amounts specified in paragraph (e)(3) of this section;  

(iv) For which the creditor underwrites the loan, taking into account the monthly payment for 
mortgage-related obligations, using:  

(A) The maximum interest rate that may apply during the first five years after the date on 
which the first regular periodic payment will be due; and  

(B) Periodic payments of principal and interest that will repay either:  

(1) The outstanding principal balance over the remaining term of the loan as of the date 
the interest rate adjusts to the maximum interest rate set forth in paragraph 
(e)(2)(iv)(A) of this section, assuming the consumer will have made all required 
payments as due prior to that date; or  

(2) The loan amount over the loan term; 
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Section 18: 
Qualified Mortgage Defined - Income 

12 CFR § 1026.43(e)(2)(v) 

Introduction 

The final rule removes the specific DTI limit. It also requires that creditors consider the 
consumer's DTI ratio or residual income, but removes Appendix Q.   

A creditor's ATR determination must include “consideration” of the consumer's credit history, 
current income, expected income the consumer is reasonably assured of receiving, current 
obligations, DTI ratio or the residual income the consumer will have after paying non-mortgage 
debt and mortgage-related obligations, employment status, and other financial resources other 
than the consumer's equity in the dwelling or real property that secures repayment of the loan.  

A creditor making a residential mortgage loan must verify amounts of income or assets that 
are relied on to determine repayment ability, including expected income or assets, by reviewing 
the consumer's IRS Form W-2, tax returns, payroll receipts, financial institution records, or other 
third-party documents that provide reasonably reliable evidence of the consumer's income or 
assets.  

For a loan to be a QM, the income and financial resources relied on to qualify the obligors on 
the loan must be “verified and documented.” 

The proposal clarified the requirements. A General QM is a covered transaction for which the 
creditor:  

• considers the consumer's income or assets, debt obligations, alimony, child support, and 
monthly DTI ratio or residual income, and  

• verifies the consumer's current or reasonably expected income or assets other than the 
value of the dwelling (including any real property attached to the dwelling) that secures 
the loan using third-party records that provide reasonably reliable evidence of the 
consumer's income or assets, and the consumer's current debt obligations, alimony, and 
child support using reasonably reliable third-party records.  

The proposal also stated that the consumer's monthly DTI ratio or residual income is 
determined in accordance with the regulation. To further clarify the requirements, the CFPB 
added commentary. 

The final rule adopted the proposal’s regulatory text and commentary, with minor technical 
additions to the rule text largely as proposed. 
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Considering Income Sources - 12 CFR § 1026.43(e)(2)(v)(A) 

The Final Rule 

A General QM is a covered transaction for which the creditor, at or before consummation, 
considers the consumer's current or reasonably expected income or assets other than the value of 
the dwelling (including any real property attached to the dwelling) that secures the loan, debt 
obligations, alimony, child support, and monthly DTI ratio or residual income. The final rule 
makes it more clear by including the clauses “current or reasonably expected” and “other than the 
value of the dwelling (including any real property attached to the dwelling) that secures the loan.” 
It also states that the consumer's monthly DTI ratio or residual income is determined in 
accordance with the regulation. 

This provides creditors with the option to consider either a consumer's monthly residual 
income or DTI. The January 2013 Final Rule adopted a DTI limit but did not establish a bright-
line residual income limit as an alternative to the DTI limit. It allowed creditors to consider either 
residual income or DTI as part of the general ATR requirements and allowed small creditors 
originating QMs to consider DTI or residual income. The final rule allows creditors the option to 
consider residual income in lieu of DTI to allow for creditor flexibility and innovation and is 
necessary and proper to preserve access to responsible, affordable mortgage credit. 

The final rule requires creditors to calculate monthly DTI, monthly residual income, and 
monthly payment for mortgage-related obligations in a manner consistent with the regulation. 

Providing a calculation method will facilitate compliance and decrease creditor compliance 
costs by reducing ambiguity as to how DTI must be calculated. General QM creditors still retain 
the flexibility to determine how the required factors are taken into account in the consumer's ATR 
determination. 

Comment 43(e)(2)(v)(A)-1 

This comment explains that a creditor must take into account current or reasonably expected 
income or assets other than the value of the dwelling (including any real property attached to the 
dwelling) that secures the loan, debt obligations, alimony, child support, and monthly DTI ratio 
or residual income in its ability-to-repay determination. It also provides that a creditor must 
maintain written policies and procedures for how it takes into account all of these 
income streams. The creditor must document how it applied its policies and 
procedures.   

Comment 43(e)(2)(v)(A)-2 

This comment highlights that creditors have flexibility in how they consider these factors. It 
also clarifies that the regulation does not prescribe specifically how a creditor must consider 
monthly debt-to-income ratio or residual income and also does not prescribe a particular monthly 
debt-to-income ratio or residual income threshold with which a creditor must comply.  

Comment 43(e)(2)(v)(A)-3 

Some creditors look to factors in addition to income or assets, debt obligations, alimony, child 
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support, and DTI or residual income in determining a consumer's ability to repay. For example, 
some creditors look to net cash flow into a consumer's deposit account as a method of residual 
income analysis. A net cash flow calculation typically consists of residual income, further reduced 
by consumer expenditures other than those already subtracted as part of the residual income 
calculation. Accordingly, the result of a net cash flow calculation may be useful in assessing the 
adequacy of a particular consumer's residual income. The requirement to consider income or 
assets, debt obligations, alimony, child support, and monthly DTI or residual income does not 
preclude the creditor from taking into account additional factors that are relevant in making its 
ability-to-repay determination. 

The comment explains that creditors may consider additional factors when determining a 
consumer's ability to repay and provides an example of looking to consumer assets other than the 
value of the dwelling, such as a savings account. 

Regulatory Text 

(v) For which the creditor, at or before consummation:  

(A) Considers the consumer’s current or reasonably expected income or assets other than the 
value of the dwelling (including any real property attached to the dwelling) that secures 
the loan, debt obligations, alimony, child support, and monthly debt-to-income ratio or 
residual income, using the amounts determined from paragraph (e)(2)(v)(B) of this section. 
For purposes of this paragraph (e)(2)(v)(A), the consumer’s monthly debt-to-income ratio 
or residual income is determined in accordance with paragraph (c)(7) of this section, except 
that the consumer’s monthly payment on the covered transaction, including the monthly 
payment for mortgage-related obligations, is calculated in accordance with paragraph 
(e)(2)(iv) of this section. 

***** 

Regulatory Commentary 

Paragraph 43(e)(2)(v) 

1. General. For guidance on satisfying § 1026.43(e)(2)(v), a creditor may rely on commentary to § 
1026.43(c)(2)(i) and (vi), (c)(3), and (c)(4).  

***** 

Paragraph 43(e)(2)(v)(A) 

1. Consider. In order to comply with the requirement to consider under § 1026.43(e)(2)(v)(A), a 
creditor must take into account current or reasonably expected income or assets other than the 
value of the dwelling (including any real property attached to the dwelling) that secures the 
loan, debt obligations, alimony, child support, and monthly debt-to-income ratio or residual 
income in its ability-to-repay determination. A creditor must maintain written policies and 
procedures for how it takes into account, pursuant to its underwriting standards, income or 
assets, debt obligations, alimony, child support, and monthly debt-to-income ratio or residual 
income in its ability-to-repay determination. A creditor must also retain documentation 
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showing how it took into account income or assets, debt obligations, alimony, child support, 
and monthly debt-to-income ratio or residual income in its ability-to-repay determination, 
including how it applied its policies and procedures, in order to meet this requirement to 
consider and thereby meet the requirements for a qualified mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(2). This 
documentation may include, for example, an underwriter worksheet or a final automated 
underwriting system certification, in combination with the creditor’s applicable underwriting 
standards and any applicable exceptions described in its policies and procedures, that show 
how these required factors were taken into account in the creditor’s ability-to-repay 
determination.  

2. Requirement to consider monthly debt-to-income ratio or residual income. Section 
1026.43(e)(2)(v)(A) does not prescribe specifically how a creditor must consider monthly debt-
to-income ratio or residual income. Section 1026.43(e)(2)(v)(A) also does not prescribe a 
particular monthly debt-to-income ratio or residual income threshold with which a creditor 
must comply. A creditor may, for example, consider monthly debt-to-income ratio or residual 
income by establishing monthly debt-to-income or residual income thresholds for its own 
underwriting standards and documenting how it applied those thresholds to determine the 
consumer’s ability to repay. A creditor may also consider these factors by establishing monthly 
debt-to-income or residual income thresholds and exceptions to those thresholds based on other 
compensating factors, and documenting application of the thresholds along with any applicable 
exceptions.  

3. Flexibility to consider additional factors related to a consumer’s ability to repay. The 
requirement to consider income or assets, debt obligations, alimony, child support, and monthly 
debt-to-income ratio or residual income does not preclude the creditor from taking into account 
additional factors that are relevant in determining a consumer’s ability to repay the loan. For 
guidance on considering additional factors in determining the consumer’s ability to repay, see 
comment 43(c)(7)-3. 

Verifying Income - 12 CFR § 1026.43(e)(2)(v)(B) 

The Final Rule 

The safe harbor verification standards can be found in the Fannie Mae Single Family Selling 
Guide, the Freddie Mac Single-Family Seller/Servicer Guide, the FHA's Single Family Housing 
Policy Handbook, the VA's Lenders Handbook, the USDA's Field Office Handbook for the Direct 
Single Family Housing Program, and the USDA's Handbook for the Single-Family Guaranteed 
Loan Program.  

These verification requirements are flexible enough to adapt to emerging issues with respect 
to the treatment of certain types of income, assets, debt obligations, alimony, and child support, 
advancing the provision of responsible, affordable mortgage credit to consumers. The rule aims to 
ensure that the verification requirement provides substantial flexibility for creditors to adopt 
innovative verification methods, such as the use of bank account data that identifies the source of 
deposits to determine personal income, while also specifying examples of compliant verification 
standards to provide greater certainty that a loan has QM status. 

Creditors must verify income, assets, debt obligations, alimony, and child support in 
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accordance with the general ATR verification provisions. This final rule also provides a safe harbor 
for compliance if a creditor complies with verification standards in the manuals listed in the 
commentary.   

A creditor would not be required to comply with any of the verification standards listed in the 
commentary in order to comply. Compliance with the listed verification standards constitutes 
compliance with the verification requirements of the regulation and commentary, which generally 
require creditors to verify income, assets, debt obligations, alimony, and child support using 
reasonably reliable third-party records. 

The rule provides creditors with flexibility to develop other methods of compliance with the 
verification requirements. consistent with the regulation and commentary. The commentary does 
not prescribe specific methods of underwriting, and as long as a creditor complies with the 
regulation, the creditor is permitted to use any reasonable verification methods and criteria. 
Creditors have the flexibility to mix and match the verification requirements in the standards 
specified in the commentary and receive a safe harbor with respect to verification that is made 
consistent with those standards. 

The GSE and Federal agency standards listed in the commentary are regularly updated in 
response to emerging issues with respect to the treatment of certain types of debt or income. The 
safe harbor described applies not only to verification standards in the specific listed versions, but 
also to revised versions of these verification standards, as long as the revised version is 
substantially similar. 

Regulatory Text 

(v) For which the creditor, at or before consummation:  

***** 

 (B) 

(1) Verifies the consumer’s current or reasonably expected income or assets other than the 
value of the dwelling (including any real property attached to the dwelling) that secures 
the loan using third-party records that provide reasonably reliable evidence of the 
consumer’s income or assets, in accordance with paragraph (c)(4) of this section; and  

(2) Verifies the consumer’s current debt obligations, alimony, and child support using 
reasonably reliable third-party records in accordance with paragraph (c)(3) of this 
section. 

Regulatory Commentary 

Paragraph 43(e)(2)(v)(B).  

1. Verification of income, assets, debt obligations, alimony, and child support. Section 
1026.43(e)(2)(v)(B) does not prescribe specific methods of underwriting that creditors must use. 
Section 1026.43(e)(2)(v)(B)(1) requires a creditor to verify the consumer’s current or reasonably 
expected income or assets other than the value of the dwelling (including any real property 
attached to the dwelling) that secures the loan in accordance with § 1026.43(c)(4), which states 
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that a creditor must verify such amounts using third-party records that provide reasonably 
reliable evidence of the consumer's income or assets. Section 1026.43(e)(2)(v)(B)(2) requires a 
creditor to verify the consumer’s current debt obligations, alimony, and child support in 
accordance with § 1026.43(c)(3), which states that a creditor must verify such amounts using 
reasonably reliable third-party records. So long as a creditor complies with the provisions of § 
1026.43(c)(3) with respect to debt obligations, alimony, and child support and § 1026.43(c)(4) 
with respect to income and assets, the creditor is permitted to use any reasonable verification 
methods and criteria.  

2. Classifying and counting income, assets, debt obligations, alimony, and child support. 
“Current and reasonably expected income or assets other than the value of the dwelling 
(including any real property attached to the dwelling) that secures the loan” is determined in 
accordance with § 1026.43(c)(2)(i) and its commentary. “Current debt obligations, alimony, and 
child support” has the same meaning as under § 1026.43(c)(2)(vi) and its commentary. Sections 
1026.43(c)(2)(i) and (vi) and the associated commentary apply to a creditor’s determination with 
respect to what inflows and property it may classify and count as income or assets and what 
obligations it must classify and count as debt obligations, alimony, and child support, pursuant 
to its compliance with § 1026.43(e)(2)(v)(B).  

3. Safe harbor for compliance with specified external standards.  

i. Meeting the standards in the following manuals for verifying current or reasonably expected 
income or assets using third-party records provides a creditor with reasonably reliable 
evidence of the consumer’s income or assets. Meeting the standards in the following manuals 
for verifying current debt obligations, alimony, and child support using third-party records 
provides a creditor with reasonably reliable evidence of the consumer’s debt obligations, 
alimony, and child support obligations. Accordingly, a creditor complies with § 
1026.43(e)(2)(v)(B) if it complies with verification standards in one or more of the following 
manuals:  

A. Chapters B3-3 through B3-6 of the Fannie Mae Single Family Selling Guide, published 
June 3, 2020;  

B. Sections 5102 through 5500 of the Freddie Mac Single-Family Seller/Servicer Guide, 
published June 10, 2020;  

C. Sections II.A.1 and II.A.4-5 of the Federal Housing Administration’s Single Family 
Housing Policy Handbook, issued October 24, 2019;  

D. Chapter 4 of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs’ Lenders Handbook, revised 
February 22, 2019;  

E. Chapter 4 of the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Field Office Handbook for the Direct 
Single Family Housing Program, revised March 15, 2019; and  

F. Chapters 9 through 11 of the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Handbook for the Single-
Family Guaranteed Loan Program, revised March 19, 2020.  

ii. Applicable provisions in manuals. A creditor complies with § 1026.43(e)(2)(v)(B) if it 
complies with requirements in the manuals listed in comment 43(e)(2)(v)(B)-3 for creditors 
to verify income, assets, debt obligations, alimony and child support using specified 
reasonably reliable third-party documents or to include or exclude particular inflows, 
property, and obligations as income, assets, debt obligations, alimony, and child support.   
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iii. Inapplicable provisions in manuals. For purposes of compliance with § 
1026.43(e)(2)(v)(B), a creditor need not comply with requirements in the manuals listed in 
comment 43(e)(2)(v)(B)-3 other than those that require creditors to verify income, assets, debt 
obligations, alimony and child support using specified documents or to classify and count 
particular inflows, property, and obligations as income, assets, debt obligations, alimony, 
and child support.  

iv. Revised versions of manuals. A creditor also complies with § 1026.43(e)(2)(v)(B) where it 
complies with revised versions of the manuals listed in comment 43(e)(2)(v)(B)-3.i, provided 
that the two versions are substantially similar.  

v. Use of standards from more than one manual. A creditor complies with § 
1026.43(e)(2)(v)(B) if it complies with the verification standards in one or more of the 
manuals specified in comment 43(e)(2)(v)(B)-3.i. Accordingly, a creditor may, but need not, 
comply with § 1026.43(e)(2)(v)(B) by complying with the verification standards from more 
than one manual (in other words, by “mixing and matching” verification standards). 
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Section 19: 
Qualified Mortgage Defined - Tiers 

12 CFR § 1026.43(e)(2)(vi) 

Introduction 

A “qualified mortgage” includes any mortgage loan that complies with the guidelines or 
regulations established by the CFPB relating to ratios of total monthly debt to monthly income or 
the ability to pay regular expenses after payment of total monthly debt. TILA authorizes the CFPB 
to revise, add to, or subtract from the criteria that define a QM. 

The CFPB proposal provided that, to be a General QM, the APR may not exceed APOR for a 
comparable transaction as of the date the interest rate is set by the amounts specified, provided 
specific rate-spread thresholds, including higher thresholds for small loan amounts and 
subordinate-lien transactions. 

The proposal also provided a special rule for determining the APR for purposes of determining 
a loan's status as a General QM loan for certain ARMs and other loans for which the interest rate 
may or will change in the first five years of the loan. For purposes of the regulation, the creditor 
must determine the APR for a loan for which the interest rate may or will change within the first 
five years after the date on which the first regular periodic payment will be due by treating the 
maximum interest rate that may apply during that five-year period as the interest rate for the 
full term of the loan. 

New commentary provided that a creditor must determine the applicable rate-spread 
threshold based on the face amount of the note and provided an example. In addition, the CFPB 
proposed commentary indicating that it would have published the annually adjusted loan 
amounts to reflect changes in the CPI-U.  

The CFPB adopted the price-based addition to the General QM criteria. 

 

The General QM Pricing Tier - 12 CFR § 1026.43(E)(2)(vi)(A) 

The Final Rule 

The CFPB adopted this section with a threshold of 2.25 percentage points over APOR for 
transactions with a loan amount greater than or equal to $110,260 (indexed for inflation). For 
most first-lien covered transactions, a 2.25 percentage point pricing threshold strikes the best 
balance between ensuring consumers' ability to repay and ensuring access to responsible, 
affordable mortgage credit. The final rule provides higher thresholds for loans with smaller loan 
amounts and for subordinate-lien transactions. The final rule also provides an increase from the 
proposed thresholds for some small manufactured housing loans to ensure continued access to 
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credit. 

Thresholds for Smaller Loans and Subordinate Lien Transactions - 
12 CFR § 1026.43(E)(2)(vi)(B) - (F) 

The Final Rule 

The final rule amended and revised the text to provide higher pricing thresholds to define 
General QM for smaller loans, smaller loans secured by a manufactured home, and subordinate-
lien transactions.  

The commentary clarifies that the term “manufactured home” to mean any residential 
structure as defined under HUD regulations establishing manufactured home construction and 
safety standards (24 CFR 3280.2). This definition and your personal definition of a mobile home 
should match. 

Modular or other factory-built homes that do not meet the HUD code standards are not 
manufactured homes. The CFPB is aligning the definition of “manufactured home” with the HUD 
standards to maintain consistency with the definition the CFPB uses elsewhere in Regulation 
Z. The threshold applies to first lien covered transactions less than $110,260 (indexed for inflation) 
that are secured by a manufactured home and land, or by a manufactured home only. 

Smaller Loans 

The CFPB adopted higher thresholds for smaller loans because loans with smaller loan 
amounts are typically priced higher than loans with larger loan amounts, even though a consumer 
with a smaller loan may have similar credit characteristics. Many of the creditors' costs for a 
transaction may be the same or similar between smaller loans and larger loans. To recover their 
costs for originating and servicing smaller loans, they may have to charge higher interest rates or 
higher points and fees as a percentage of the loan amount than they would for comparable larger 
loans. As a result, smaller loans tend to have higher APRs. 

Smaller Manufactured Housing Loans 

The impact a price-based General QM definition, without higher thresholds, would have limit 
the availability of responsible, affordable mortgage credit for manufactured homes. Specifically, 
manufactured housing loans with smaller loan amounts are typically priced higher than loans 
with larger loan amounts, even though a consumer with a smaller manufactured housing loan 
may have similar ability to repay.  

 The rule has two comments which provide additional clarification on the pricing threshold for 
smaller loans secured by a manufactured home. Commentary clarifies that the term 
“manufactured home” means any residential structure as defined under HUD regulations 
establishing manufactured home construction and safety standards (24 CFR 3280.2). Modular or 
other factory-built homes that do not meet the HUD code standards are not manufactured homes. 
This is the same standard discussed above. Commentary also provides that the threshold applies 
to first lien covered transactions less than $110,260 (indexed for inflation) that are secured by a 

https://www.federalregister.gov/select-citation/2020/12/29/24-CFR-3280.2
https://www.federalregister.gov/select-citation/2020/12/29/24-CFR-3280.2
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manufactured home and land, or by a manufactured home only. 

Subordinate-Lien Transactions  

The CFPB adopted higher thresholds for subordinate-lien transactions because subordinate-
lien transactions may be priced higher than comparable first-lien transactions for reasons other 
than consumers' ability to repay. Creditors typically price subordinate-lien transactions higher 
than first-lien transactions, even though the consumer in the subordinate-lien transaction may 
have similar credit characteristics and ability to repay. Subordinate-lien transactions are often 
for smaller loan amounts, so the pricing factors discussed above for smaller loan amounts may 
further increase the price of subordinate-lien transactions, regardless of the consumer's ability to 
repay.  

Determining the APR for ARM Loans 

The Final Rule 

This special rule applies to loans for which the interest rate may or will change within the first 
five years after the date on which the first regular periodic payment will be due. For such loans, 
the creditor is required to determine the APR by treating the maximum interest rate that may 
apply during that five-year period as the interest rate for the full term of the loan. 

Structure and Pricing Particular to ARMs 

Absent special treatment, short-reset ARMs may present particular concerns under an 
approach that uses APR as an indicator of ability to repay. Short-reset ARMs may be affordable 
for the initial fixed-rate period but may become unaffordable relatively soon after consummation 
if the payments increase appreciably after reset, causing payment shock. The APR for short-reset 
ARMs is not as predictive of ability to repay as for fixed-rate mortgages because of how ARMs are 
structured and priced and how the APR for ARMs is determined. 

The requirements in Regulation Z for determining the APR for disclosure purposes and for 
HOEPA coverage purposes do not account for any potential increase or decrease in interest rates 
based on changes to the underlying index. If interest rates rise after consummation, and therefore 
the value of the index rises to a higher level, the loan can reset to a higher interest rate than the 
fully indexed rate at the time of consummation. The result would be a higher payment than the 
one calculated based on the rates used in determining the APR, and a higher effective rate spread 
(and increased likelihood of delinquency) than the spread that would be taken into account for 
determining General QM status at consummation under the price-based approach in the absence 
of a special rule. 

Unaffordability Risk More Acute for Short-Reset ARMs 

Short-reset ARMs may present greater risks of unaffordability than other ARMs. While all 
ARMs run the risk of increases in interest rates and payments over time, longer-reset ARMs 
(i.e., ARMs with initial fixed-rate periods of longer than five years) present a less acute risk of 
unaffordability than short-reset ARMs. Longer-reset ARMs permit consumers to take advantage 
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of lower interest rates for more than five years and thus, akin to fixed-rate mortgages, provide 
consumers significant time to pay off or refinance, or to otherwise adjust to anticipated changes 
in payment during the relatively long period during which the interest rate is fixed and before 
payments may increase. 

Special Rule for APR Determination for Short-Reset ARMs 

Given the potential that rising interest rates could cause short-reset ARMs to become 
unaffordable for consumers following consummation and the fact that the price-based approach 
does not account for some of those risks because of how APRs are determined for ARMs, the CFPB  
finalized the rule to determine the APR for short-reset ARMs for purposes of defining General 
QMs. 

The statutory five-year underwriting requirement provides a basis for the special rule to 
determine the APR for short-reset ARMs for purposes of General QM rate-spread thresholds. The 
creditor must determine the APR by treating the maximum interest rate that may apply during 
the first five years as the interest rate for the full term of the loan. That APR determination is 
then compared to the APOR to determine General QM status. This approach addresses in a 
targeted manner the primary concern about short-reset ARMs - payment shock - by accounting 
for the risk of delinquency and default associated with payment increases under these loans. And 
it would do so in a manner that is consistent with the five-year framework embedded in TILA for 
ARMs and implemented in the current ATR/QM Rule. 

Many of the short-reset ARMs that achieve QM status under the Final Rule's expanded spread 
will receive a rebuttable presumption of compliance rather than a conclusive presumption. Due to 
the risk that these short-reset ARMs may become unaffordable after early resets, rebuttable 
presumption status, as opposed to safe harbor status, is appropriate for such loans. The fact that 
many of these loans may qualify only for a rebuttable presumption and not a safe harbor is not 
likely to have a significant impact on access to responsible, affordable mortgage credit.  
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QM Chart 

The following tables shows the ATR/QM test limits 

 
2022 Loan 
Amount 

Mortgage Loan Manufactured  
Home With or 
Without Land 

Subordinate Lien Loans 

$114,847 and 
higher 

APOR + 2.25% APOR + 6.5% APOR + 3.50% 

$68,908 to 
$114,846.99 

APOR + 3.50% APOR + 6.5% APOR + 3.50% 

$0 to $68,907.99 APOR + 6.5% APOR + 6.5% APOR + 6.5% 

Regulatory Text 

(vi) For which the annual percentage rate does not exceed the average prime offer rate for a 
comparable transaction as of the date the interest rate is set by the amounts specified in 
paragraphs (e)(2)(vi)(A) through (F) of this section. The amounts specified here shall be 
adjusted annually on January 1 by the annual percentage change in the Consumer Price Index 
for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U) that was reported on the preceding June 1. For purposes of 
this paragraph (e)(2)(vi), the creditor must determine the annual percentage rate for a loan 
for which the interest rate may or will change within the first five years after the date on 
which the first regular periodic payment will be due by treating the maximum interest rate 
that may apply during that five-year period as the interest rate for the full term of the loan.  

(A) For a first lien covered transaction with a loan amount greater than or equal to $110,260 
(indexed for inflation), 2.25 or more percentage points;  

(B) For a first lien covered transaction with a loan amount greater than or equal to $66,156 
(indexed for inflation) but less than $110,260 (indexed for inflation), 3.5 or more percentage 
points;  

(C) For a first lien covered transaction with a loan amount less than $66,156 (indexed for 
inflation), 6.5 or more percentage points;  

(D) For a first lien covered transaction secured by a manufactured home with a loan amount 
less than $110,260 (indexed for inflation), 6.5 or more percentage points;  

(E) For a subordinate-lien covered transaction with a loan amount greater than or equal to 
$66,156 (indexed for inflation), 3.5 or more percentage points;  

(F) For a subordinate-lien covered transaction with a loan amount less than $66,156 (indexed 
for inflation), 6.5 or more percentage points.  
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Regulatory Commentary 

Paragraph 43(e)(2)(vi).  

1. Determining the average prime offer rate for a comparable transaction as of the date 
the interest rate is set. For guidance on determining the average prime offer rate for a 
comparable transaction as of the date the interest rate is set, see comments 43(b)(4)-1 through -
3.  

2. Determination of applicable threshold. A creditor must determine the applicable threshold 
by determining which category the loan falls into based on the face amount of the note (the “loan 
amount” as defined in §1026.43(b)(5)). For example, for a first lien covered transaction with a 
loan amount of $75,000, the loan would fall into the tier for loans greater than or equal to 
$66,156 (indexed for inflation) but less than $110,260 (indexed for inflation), for which the 
applicable threshold is 3.5 or more percentage points.  

3. Annual adjustment for inflation. The dollar amounts in §1026.43(e)(2)(vi) will be adjusted 
annually on January 1 by the annual percentage change in the CPI-U that was in effect on the 
preceding June 1. The Bureau will publish adjustments after the June figures become available 
each year.  

4. Determining the annual percentage rate for certain loans for which the interest rate 
may or will change.  

i. In general. The commentary to § 1026.17(c)(1) and other provisions in subpart C address 
how to determine the annual percentage rate disclosures for closed-end credit transactions. 
Provisions in § 1026.32(a)(3) address how to determine the annual percentage rate to 
determine coverage under § 1026.32(a)(1)(i). Section 1026.43(e)(2)(vi) requires, for the 
purposes of § 1026.43(e)(2)(vi), a different determination of the annual percentage rate for a 
qualified mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(2) for which the interest rate may or will change 
within the first five years after the date on which the first regular periodic payment will be 
due. An identical special rule for determining the annual percentage rate for such a loan 
also applies for purposes of § 1026.43(b)(4).  

ii. Loans for which the interest rate may or will change. Section 1026.43(e)(2)(vi) includes 
a special rule for determining the annual percentage rate for a loan for which the interest 
rate may or will change within the first five years after the date on which the first regular 
periodic payment will be due. This rule applies to adjustable-rate mortgages that have a 
fixed-rate period of five years or less and to step-rate mortgages for which the interest rate 
changes within that five-year period.  

iii. Maximum interest rate during the first five years. For a loan for which the interest 
rate may or will change within the first five years after the date on which the first regular 
periodic payment will be due, a creditor must treat the maximum interest rate that could 
apply at any time during that five-year period as the interest rate for the full term of the 
loan to determine the annual percentage rate for purposes of § 1026.43(e)(2)(vi), regardless 
of whether the maximum interest rate is reached at the first or subsequent adjustment 
during the five-year period. For additional instruction on how to determine the maximum 
interest rate during the first five years after the date on which the first regular periodic 
payment will be due, see comments 43(e)(2)(iv)-3 and -4.  

iv. Treatment of the maximum interest rate in determining the annual percentage 
rate. For a loan for which the interest rate may or will change within the first five years 
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after the date on which the first regular periodic payment will be due, the creditor must 
determine the annual percentage rate for purposes of § 1026.43(e)(2)(vi) by treating the 
maximum interest rate that may apply within the first five years as the interest rate for the 
full term of the loan. For example, assume an adjustable-rate mortgage with a loan term of 
30 years and an initial discounted rate of 5.0 percent that is fixed for the first three years. 
Assume that the maximum interest rate during the first five years after the date on which 
the first regular periodic payment will be due is 7.0 percent. Pursuant to § 1026.43(e)(2)(vi), 
the creditor must determine the annual percentage rate based on an interest rate of 7.0 
percent applied for the full 30-year loan term.  

5. Meaning of a manufactured home. For purposes of § 1026.43(e)(2)(vi)(D), manufactured 
home means any residential structure as defined under regulations of the U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) establishing manufactured home construction and 
safety standards (24 CFR 3280.2). Modular or other factory-built homes that do not meet the 
HUD code standards are not manufactured homes for purposes of § 1026.43(e)(2)(vi)(D).  

6. Scope of threshold for transactions secured by a manufactured home. The threshold in 
§ 1026.43(e)(2)(vi)(D) applies to first lien covered transactions less than $110,260 (indexed for 
inflation) that are secured by a manufactured home and land, or by a manufactured home only. 
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Section 20: 
Points and Fees 

12 CFR § 1026.43(e)(2)(vi) 

Regulatory Discussion 

This portion of the rule remains unchanged, and rarely has any impact on banks. 

Regulatory Text 

(3) Limits on points and fees for qualified mortgages.  

(i) Except as provided in paragraph (e)(3)(iii) of this section, a covered transaction is not a 
qualified mortgage unless the transaction's total points and fees, as defined in 
§1026.32(b)(1), do not exceed: 

(A) For a loan amount greater than or equal to $100,000 (indexed for inflation): 3 percent 
of the total loan amount; 

(B) For a loan amount greater than or equal to $60,000 (indexed for inflation) but less than 
$100,000 (indexed for inflation): $3,000 (indexed for inflation); 

(C) For a loan amount greater than or equal to $20,000 (indexed for inflation) but less than 
$60,000 (indexed for inflation): 5 percent of the total loan amount; 

(D) For a loan amount greater than or equal to $12,500 (indexed for inflation) but less than 
$20,000 (indexed for inflation): $1,000 (indexed for inflation); 

(E) For a loan amount less than $12,500 (indexed for inflation): 8 percent of the total loan 
amount. 

(ii) The dollar amounts, including the loan amounts, in paragraph (e)(3)(i) of this section shall 
be adjusted annually on January 1 by the annual percentage change in the Consumer Price 
Index for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U) that was reported on the preceding June 1. See 
the official commentary to this paragraph (e)(3)(ii) for the current dollar amounts. 

(iii) For covered transactions consummated on or before January 10, 2021, if the creditor or 
assignee determines after consummation that the transaction's total points and fees exceed 
the applicable limit under paragraph (e)(3)(i) of this section, the loan is not precluded from 
being a qualified mortgage, provided: 

(A) The loan otherwise meets the requirements of paragraphs (e)(2), (e)(4), (e)(5), (e)(6), or 
(f) of this section, as applicable; 

(B) The creditor or assignee pays to the consumer the amount described in paragraph 
(e)(3)(iv) of this section within 210 days after consummation and prior to the occurrence 
of any of the following events: 
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(1) The institution of any action by the consumer in connection with the loan; 

(2) The receipt by the creditor, assignee, or servicer of written notice from the consumer 
that the transaction's total points and fees exceed the applicable limit under 
paragraph (e)(3)(i) of this section; or 

(3) The consumer becoming 60 days past due on the legal obligation; and 

(C) The creditor or assignee, as applicable, maintains and follows policies and procedures 
for post-consummation review of points and fees and for making payments to 
consumers in accordance with paragraphs (e)(3)(iii)(B) and (e)(3)(iv) of this section. 

(iv) For purposes of paragraph (e)(3)(iii) of this section, the creditor or assignee must pay to 
the consumer an amount that is not less than the sum of the following: 

(A) The dollar amount by which the transaction's total points and fees exceeds the 
applicable limit under paragraph (e)(3)(i) of this section; and 

(B) Interest on the dollar amount described in paragraph (e)(3)(iv)(A) of this section, 
calculated using the contract interest rate applicable during the period from 
consummation until the payment described in this paragraph (e)(3)(iv) is made to the 
consumer. 

Regulatory Commentary 

Paragraph 43(e)(3)(i). 

1. Total loan amount. The term “total loan amount” is defined in §1026.32(b)(4)(i). For an 
explanation of how to calculate the “total loan amount” under §1026.43(e)(3)(i), see comment 
32(b)(4)(i)-1. 

2. Calculation of allowable points and fees. A creditor must determine which category the loan 
falls into based on the face amount of the note (the “loan amount” as defined in §1026.43(b)(5)). 
For categories with a percentage limit, the creditor must apply the allowable points and fees 
percentage to the “total loan amount,” which may be different than the loan amount. A creditor 
must calculate the allowable amount of points and fees for a qualified mortgage as follows: 

i. First, the creditor must determine the “tier” into which the loan falls based on the loan 
amount. The loan amount is the principal amount the consumer will borrow, as reflected in 
the promissory note or loan contract. See §1026.43(b)(5). For example, if the loan amount is 
$55,000, the loan falls into the tier for loans greater than or equal to $20,000 but less than 
$60,000, to which a 5 percent cap on points and fees applies. For tiers with a prescribed 
dollar limit on points and fees (e.g., for loans from $60,000 up to $100,000, the limit is 
$3,000), the creditor does not need to do any further calculations. 

ii. Second, for tiers with a percentage limit, the creditor must determine the total loan amount 
based on the calculation for the total loan amount under comment 32(b)(4)(i)-1. If the loan 
amount is $55,000, for example, the total loan amount may be a different amount, such as 
$52,000. 

iii. Third, the creditor must apply the percentage cap on points and fees to the total loan amount. 
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For example, for a loan of $55,000 where the total loan amount is $52,000, the allowable 
points and fees are 5 percent of $52,000, or $2,600. 

3. Sample determination of allowable points and fees. 

i. A covered transaction with a loan amount of $105,000 falls into the first points and fees tier, 
to which a points and fees cap of 3 percent of the total loan amount applies. See 
§1026.43(e)(3)(i)(A). Therefore, if the calculation under comment 32(b)(4)(i)-1 results in a 
total loan amount of $102,000, then the allowable total points and fees for this loan are 3 
percent of $102,000, or $3,060. 

ii. A covered transaction with a loan amount of $75,000 falls into the second points and fees 
tier, to which a points and fees cap of $3,000 applies. See §1026.43(e)(3)(i)(B). The allowable 
total points and fees for this loan are $3,000, regardless of the total loan amount. 

iii. A covered transaction with a loan amount of $50,000 falls into the third points and fees tier, 
to which a points and fees cap of 5 percent of the total loan amount applies. See 
§1026.43(e)(3)(i)(C). Therefore, if the calculation under comment 32(b)(4)(i)-1 results in a 
total loan amount of $48,000, then the allowable total points and fees for this loan are 5 
percent of $48,000, or $2,400. 

iv. A covered transaction with a loan amount of $15,000 falls into the fourth points and fees 
tier, to which a points and fees cap of $1,000 applies. See §1026.43(e)(3)(i)(D). The allowable 
total points and fees for this loan are $1,000, regardless of the total loan amount. 

v. A covered transaction with a loan amount of $10,000 falls into the fifth points and fees tier, 
to which a points and fees cap of 8 percent of the total loan amount applies. See 
§1026.43(e)(3)(i)(E). Therefore, if the calculation under comment 32(b)(4)(i)-1 results in a 
total loan amount of $7,000, then the allowable total points and fees for this loan are 8 
percent of $7,000, or $560. 

Paragraph 43(e)(3)(ii). 

1. Annual adjustment for inflation. The dollar amounts, including the loan amounts, in 
§1026.43(e)(3)(i) will be adjusted annually on January 1 by the annual percentage change in 
the CPI-U that was in effect on the preceding June 1. The Bureau will publish adjustments 
after the June figures become available each year. 

 i. For 2015 [Omitted] 

 ii. For 2016 [Omitted] 

 iii. For 2017 [Omitted] 

 iv. For 2018 [Omitted] 

 v. For 2019 [Omitted] 

vi. For 2020 [Omitted] 

vii. For 2021, reflecting a 0.3 percent increase in the CPI-U that was reported on the preceding 
June 1, a covered transaction is not a qualified mortgage unless the transaction's total 
points and fees do not exceed: 

A. For a loan amount greater than or equal to $110,260: 3 percent of the total loan amount; 
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B. For a loan amount greater than or equal to $66,156 but less than $110,260: $3,308; 

C. For a loan amount greater than or equal to $22,052 but less than $66,156: 5 percent of 
the total loan amount; 

D. For a loan amount greater than or equal to $13,783 but less than $22,052: $1,103; 

E. For a loan amount less than $13,783: 8 percent of the total loan amount. 

Note: Section VIII is not officially in the regulation yet, although it has been announced. 

viii. For 2022, reflecting an increase in the CPI-U that was reported on the preceding June 1, a 
covered transaction is not a qualified mortgage unless the transaction's total points and fees 
do not exceed: 

A. For a loan amount greater than or equal to $114,847: 3 percent of the total loan amount; 

B. For a loan amount greater than or equal to $68,908 but less than $114,847: $3,445; 

C. For a loan amount greater than or equal to $22,969 but less than $68,908: 5 percent of 
the total loan amount; 

D. For a loan amount greater than or equal to $14,356 but less than $22,969: $1,148; 

E. For a loan amount less than $14,356: 8 percent of the total loan amount. 

Paragraph 43(e)(3)(iv). 

1. Interest rate. For purposes of §1026.43(e)(3)(iv)(B), interest is calculated using the contract 
interest rate applicable during the period from consummation until the payment described in 
§1026.43(e)(3)(iv) is made to the consumer. In an adjustable-rate or step-rate transaction in 
which more than one interest rate applies during the period from consummation until payment 
is made to the consumer, the minimum payment amount is determined by calculating interest 
on the dollar amount described in §1026.43(e)(3)(iv)(A) at each such interest rate for the part of 
the overall period during which that rate applies. However, §1026.43(e)(3)(iv) provides that, for 
purposes of §1026.43(e)(3)(iii), the creditor or assignee can pay to the consumer an amount that 
exceeds the sum of the amounts described in §1026.43(e)(3)(iv)(A) and (B). Therefore, a creditor 
or assignee may, for example, elect to calculate interest using the maximum interest rate that 
may apply during the period from consummation until payment is made to the consumer. See 
comment 43(e)(3)(iii)-1 for guidance on making payments to the consumer. 

2. Relationship to RESPA tolerance cure. Under Regulation X (12 CFR 1024.7(i)), if any 
charges at settlement exceed the charges listed on the good faith estimate of settlement costs by 
more than the amounts permitted under 12 CFR 1024.7(e), the loan originator may cure the 
tolerance violation by reimbursing the amount by which the tolerance was exceeded at 
settlement or within 30 calendar days after settlement. Similarly, under §1026.19(f)(2)(v), if 
amounts paid by the consumer exceed the amounts specified under §1026.19(e)(3)(i) or (ii), the 
creditor complies with §1026.19(e)(1)(i) if the creditor refunds the excess to the consumer no 
later than 60 days after consummation. The amount paid to the consumer pursuant to 
§1026.43(e)(3)(iv) may be offset by the amount paid to the consumer pursuant to 12 CFR 
1024.7(i) or §1026.19(f)(2)(v), to the extent that the amount paid to the consumer pursuant to 
12 CFR 1024.7(i) or §1026.19(f)(2)(v) is being applied to fees or charges included in points and 
fees pursuant to §1026.32(b)(1). However, a creditor or assignee has not satisfied 
§1026.43(e)(3)(iii) unless the total amount described in §1026.43(e)(3)(iv), including any offset 
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due to a payment made pursuant to 12 CFR 1024.7(i) or §1026.19(f)(2)(v), is paid to the 
consumer within 210 days after consummation and prior to the occurrence of any of the events 
in §1026.43(e)(3)(iii)(B)(1) through (3).  

Points and Fees Chart 2022 

 

2014 Loan 
Amount 

2014 
Maximum 
Points and 

Fees 

2020 Loan 
Amount 

2020 
Maximum 
Points and 

Fees 

2021 Loan 
Amount 

2021 
Maximum 
Points and 

Fees 

2022 Loan 
Amount 

2022 
Maximum 
Points and 

Fees 

$100,000 and 
higher 3% of TLA 

$109,898 and 
higher 3% of TLA 

$110,260 and 
higher 3% of TLA 

$114,847 and 
higher 3% of TLA 

$60,000 to 
$99,999.99 $3,000 

$65,939 to 
$109,897.99 $3,297 

$66,156 to 
$110,259.99 $3,308 

$68,908 to 
$114,846.99 $3,445 

$20,000  to 
$59,999.99 5% of TLA 

$21,980 to 
$65,938.99 5% of TLA 

$22,052 to 
$66,155.99 5% of TLA 

$22,969 to 
$68,907.99 5% of TLA 

$12,500 to 
$19,999.99 $1,000 

$13,737 to 
$21,979.99 $1,099 

$13,783 to 
$22,051.99 $1,103 

$14,356 to 
$22,968.99 $1,148 

Under $12,500 8% of TLA Under $13,737 8% of TLA Under $13,783 8% of TLA Under $14,356 8% of TLA 
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Section 21: 
GSE and Federal Agency Loans; Miscellaneous 

Qualified Mortgage Defined 
12 CFR § 1026.43(e)(4) 

Introduction  

TILA directs HUD, VA, USDA, and RHS to prescribe rules defining the types of loans they 
insure, guarantee, or administer, as the case may be, that are QMs. Pending this action, the CFPB 
included in the ATR/QM Rule a temporary category of QMs in the special rules consisting of 
mortgages eligible to be insured or guaranteed (as applicable) by HUD, VA, USDA, and RHS. The 
CFPB also created the Temporary GSE QM loan definition. 

The 2013 regulation stated that a QM is a covered transaction that satisfies all requirements 
of the regulation. A QM must be a loan that is eligible under enumerated “special rules” to be (A) 
purchased or guaranteed by the GSEs while under the conservatorship of the FHFA (the 
Temporary GSE QM loan definition), (B) insured by HUD under the National Housing Act, (C) 
guaranteed by VA, (D) guaranteed by USDA, or insured by RHS. This special category was for 
covered transactions consummated on or before January 10, 2021. 

The Final Rule 

The final rule amends the regulation, with modifications to the commentary to clarify the 
application of this final rule's effective date to the availability of the Temporary GSE QM loan 
definition. 

Conforming Changes 

The CFPB proposed to revise the requirements that creditors consider and verify certain 
information; to remove the DTI limit; to remove references to appendix Q; and to remove appendix 
Q from Regulation Z entirely. Accordingly, the CFPB proposed non-substantive conforming 
changes in certain provisions to reflect these proposed changes. 

Much of the regulatory text and all of the commentary has been removed, as the QM for GSE 
loans and federally backed loans no longer exists. 

Appendix Q to Part 1026—Standards for Determining Monthly Debt and Income 

This appendix is removed from the regulation. 
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Regulatory Text 

(4) Qualified mortgage defined - other agencies. Notwithstanding paragraph (e)(2) of this 
section, a qualified mortgage is a covered transaction that is defined as a qualified mortgage 
by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development under 24 CFR 201.7 and 24 CFR 
203.19, the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs under 38 CFR 36.4300 and 38 CFR 36.4500, 
or the U.S. Department of Agriculture under 7 CFR 3555.109. 

 Regulatory Commentary 

43(e)(4) Qualified Mortgage Defined - Other Agencies 

1. General. The Department of Housing and Urban Development, Department of Veterans Affairs, 
and the Department of Agriculture have promulgated definitions for qualified mortgages under 
mortgage programs they insure, guarantee, or provide under applicable law. Cross-references 
to those definitions are listed in § 1026.43(e)(4) to acknowledge the covered transactions covered 
by those definitions are qualified mortgages for purposes of this section. 

2. Mortgages for which the creditor received the consumer's application prior to July 1, 
2021. Covered transactions that met the requirements of § 1026.43(e)(2)(i) thorough (iii), were 
eligible for purchase or guarantee by the Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae) 
or the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie Mac) (or any limited-life regulatory 
entity succeeding the charter of either) operating under the conservatorship or receivership of 
the Federal Housing Finance Agency pursuant to section 1367 of the Federal Housing 
Enterprises Financial Safety and Soundness Act of 1992 (12 U.S.C. 4617), and for which the 
creditor received the consumer's application prior to the mandatory compliance date of July 1, 
2021 continue to be qualified mortgages for the purposes of this section, including those covered 
transactions that were consummated on or after July 1, 2021. 

3. Mortgages for which the creditor received the consumer's application on or after 
March 1, 2021, and prior to July 1, 2021. For a discussion of the optional early compliance 
period for the 2021 General QM Amendments, please see comment 43-2. 

4. [Reserved]. 

5. [Reserved].

https://www.federalregister.gov/select-citation/2020/12/29/24-CFR-201.7
https://www.federalregister.gov/select-citation/2020/12/29/24-CFR-203.19
https://www.federalregister.gov/select-citation/2020/12/29/24-CFR-203.19
https://www.federalregister.gov/select-citation/2020/12/29/38-CFR-36.4300
https://www.federalregister.gov/select-citation/2020/12/29/38-CFR-36.4500
https://www.federalregister.gov/select-citation/2020/12/29/7-CFR-3555.109
https://www.govinfo.gov/link/uscode/12/4617?type=usc&year=mostrecent&link-type=html
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Section 22: 
Small Creditor Portfolio Loans 

Qualified Mortgage Defined 
12 CFR § 1026.43(e)(5) 

Introduction 

This definition remains relatively unchanged from the previous definition. You must be a small 
creditor, hold it in portfolio for at least three years, etc. just as the rules were before. The 
commentary is very useful for this section of the regulation. 

Regulatory Text 

(5) Qualified mortgage defined - small creditor portfolio loans.  

(i) Notwithstanding paragraph (e)(2) of this section, a qualified mortgage is a covered 
transaction:  

(A) That satisfies the requirements of paragraph (e)(2) of this section other than the 
requirements of paragraphs (e)(2)(v) and (vi) of this section;  

(B) For which the creditor:  

(1) Considers and verifies at or before consummation the consumer’s current or 
reasonably expected income or assets other than the value of the dwelling (including 
any real property attached to the dwelling) that secures the loan, in accordance with 
paragraphs (c)(2)(i) and (c)(4) of this section;  

(2) Considers and verifies at or before consummation the consumer’s current debt 
obligations, alimony, and child support in accordance with paragraphs (c)(2)(vi) and 
(c)(3) of this section;  

(3) Considers at or before consummation the consumer’s monthly debt-to-income ratio 
or residual income and verifies the debt obligations and income used to determine 
that ratio in accordance with paragraph (c)(7) of this section, except that the 
calculation of the payment on the covered transaction for purposes of determining 
the consumer’s total monthly debt obligations in paragraph (c)(7)(i)(A) shall be 
determined in accordance with paragraph (e)(2)(iv) of this section instead of 
paragraph (c)(5) of this section;  

(C) That is not subject, at consummation, to a commitment to be acquired by another 
person, other than a person that satisfies the requirements of paragraph (e)(5)(i)(D) of 
this section; and  

(D) For which the creditor satisfies the requirements stated in § 1026.35(b)(2)(iii)(B) and 
(C).  
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(ii) A qualified mortgage extended pursuant to paragraph (e)(5)(i) of this section immediately 
loses its status as a qualified mortgage under paragraph (e)(5)(i) if legal title to the 
qualified mortgage is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred to another person except 
when:  

(A) The qualified mortgage is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred to another person 
three years or more after consummation of the qualified mortgage;   

(B) The qualified mortgage is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred to a creditor that 
satisfies the requirements of paragraph (e)(5)(i)(D) of this section;  

(C) The qualified mortgage is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred to another person 
pursuant to a capital restoration plan or other action under 12 U.S.C. 1831o, actions or 
instructions of any person acting as conservator, receiver, or bankruptcy trustee, an 
order of a State or Federal government agency with jurisdiction to examine the creditor 
pursuant to State or Federal law, or an agreement between the creditor and such an 
agency; or  

(D) The qualified mortgage is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred pursuant to a merger 
of the creditor with another person or acquisition of the creditor by another person or 
of another person by the creditor. 

Regulatory Commentary 

Paragraph 43(e)(5).  

1. Satisfaction of qualified mortgage requirements. For a covered transaction to be a 
qualified mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(5), the mortgage must satisfy the requirements for a 
qualified mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(2), other than the requirements in § 1026.43(e)(2)(v) and 
(vi). For example, a qualified mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(5) may not have a loan term in excess 
of 30 years because longer terms are prohibited for qualified mortgages under § 
1026.43(e)(2)(ii). Similarly, a qualified mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(5) may not result in a 
balloon payment because § 1026.43(e)(2)(i)(C) provides that qualified mortgages may not have 
balloon payments except as provided under § 1026.43(f). However, a covered transaction need 
not comply with § 1026.43(e)(2)(v) and (vi). 

2. Debt-to-income ratio or residual income. Section 1026.43(e)(5) does not prescribe a specific 
monthly debt-to-income ratio with which creditors must comply. Instead, creditors must 
consider a consumer’s debt-to-income ratio or residual income calculated generally in 
accordance with § 1026.43(c)(7) and verify the information used to calculate the debt-to-income 
ratio or residual income in accordance with § 1026.43(c)(3) and (4). However, § 1026.43(c)(7) 
refers creditors to § 1026.43(c)(5) for instructions on calculating the payment on the covered 
transaction. Section 1026.43(c)(5) requires creditors to calculate the payment differently than § 
1026.43(e)(2)(iv). For purposes of the qualified mortgage definition in § 1026.43(e)(5), creditors 
must base their calculation of the consumer’s debt-to-income ratio or residual income on the 
payment on the covered transaction calculated according to § 1026.43(e)(2)(iv) instead of 
according to § 1026.43(c)(5). 

3. Forward commitments. A creditor may make a mortgage loan that will be transferred or sold 
to a purchaser pursuant to an agreement that has been entered into at or before the time the 
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transaction is consummated. Such an agreement is sometimes known as a “forward 
commitment.” A mortgage that will be acquired by a purchaser pursuant to a forward 
commitment does not satisfy the requirements of § 1026.43(e)(5), whether the forward 
commitment provides for the purchase and sale of the specific transaction Start Printed Page 
86398or for the purchase and sale of transactions with certain prescribed criteria that the 
transaction meets. However, a forward commitment to another person that also meets the 
requirements of § 1026.43(e)(5)(i)(D) is permitted. For example, assume a creditor that is eligible 
to make qualified mortgages under § 1026.43(e)(5) makes a mortgage. If that mortgage meets 
the purchase criteria of an investor with which the creditor has an agreement to sell loans after 
consummation, then the loan does not meet the definition of a qualified mortgage under 
§ 1026.43(e)(5). However, if the investor meets the requirements of § 1026.43(e)(5)(i)(D), the 
mortgage will be a qualified mortgage if all other applicable criteria also are satisfied. 

4. Creditor qualifications. To be eligible to make qualified mortgages under § 1026.43(e)(5), a 
creditor must satisfy the requirements stated in § 1026.35(b)(2)(iii)(B) and (C). Section 
1026.35(b)(2)(iii)(B) requires that, during the preceding calendar year, or, if the application for 
the transaction was received before April 1 of the current calendar year, during either of the two 
preceding calendar years, the creditor and its affiliates together extended no more than 2,000 
covered transactions, as defined by § 1026.43(b)(1), secured by first liens, that were sold, 
assigned, or otherwise transferred to another person, or that were subject at the time of 
consummation to a commitment to be acquired by another person. Section 1026.35(b)(2)(iii)(C) 
requires that, as of the preceding December 31st, or, if the application for the transaction was 
received before April 1 of the current calendar year, as of either of the two preceding December 
31sts, the creditor and its affiliates that regularly extended, during the applicable period, 
covered transactions, as defined by § 1026.43(b)(1), secured by first liens, together, had total 
assets of less than $2 billion, adjusted annually by the CFPB for inflation. 

5. Requirement to hold in portfolio. Creditors generally must hold a loan in portfolio to 
maintain the transaction's status as a qualified mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(5), subject to four 
exceptions. Unless one of these exceptions applies, a loan is no longer a qualified mortgage under 
§ 1026.43(e)(5) once legal title to the debt obligation is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred 
to another person. Accordingly, unless one of the exceptions applies, the transferee could not 
benefit from the presumption of compliance for qualified mortgages under § 1026.43(e)(1) unless 
the loan also met the requirements of another qualified mortgage definition. 

6. Application to subsequent transferees. The exceptions contained in § 1026.43(e)(5)(ii) apply 
not only to an initial sale, assignment, or other transfer by the originating creditor but to 
subsequent sales, assignments, and other transfers as well. For example, assume Creditor A 
originates a qualified mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(5). Six months after consummation, 
Creditor A sells the qualified mortgage to Creditor B pursuant to § 1026.43(e)(5)(ii)(B) and the 
loan retains its qualified mortgage status because Creditor B complies with the limits on asset 
size and number of transactions. If Creditor B sells the qualified mortgage, it will lose its 
qualified mortgage status under § 1026.43(e)(5) unless the sale qualifies for one of the 
§ 1026.43(e)(5)(ii) exceptions for sales three or more years after consummation, to another 
qualifying institution, as required by supervisory action, or pursuant to a merger or acquisition. 

7. Transfer three years after consummation. Under § 1026.43(e)(5)(ii)(A), if a qualified 
mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(5) is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred three years or more 
after consummation, the loan retains its status as a qualified mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(5) 
following the transfer. The transferee need not be eligible to originate qualified mortgages under 
§ 1026.43(e)(5). The loan will continue to be a qualified mortgage throughout its life, and the 
transferee, and any subsequent transferees, may invoke the presumption of compliance for 
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qualified mortgages under § 1026.43(e)(1). 

8. Transfer to another qualifying creditor. Under § 1026.43(e)(5)(ii)(B), a qualified mortgage 
under § 1026.43(e)(5) may be sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred at any time to another 
creditor that meets the requirements of § 1026.43(e)(5)(i)(D). That section requires that a 
creditor together with all its affiliates, extended no more than 2,000 first-lien covered 
transactions that were sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred by the creditor or its affiliates to 
another person, or that were subject at the time of consummation to a commitment to be 
acquired by another person; and have, together with its affiliates that regularly extended 
covered transactions secured by first liens, total assets less than $2 billion (as adjusted for 
inflation). These tests are assessed based on transactions and assets from the calendar year 
preceding the current calendar year or from either of the two calendar years preceding the 
current calendar year if the application for the transaction was received before April 1 of the 
current calendar year. A qualified mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(5) transferred to a creditor that 
meets these criteria would retain its qualified mortgage status even if it is transferred less than 
three years after consummation. 

 
9. Supervisory sales. Section 1026.43(e)(5)(ii)(C) facilitates sales that are deemed necessary by 

supervisory agencies to revive troubled creditors and resolve failed creditors. A qualified 
mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(5) retains its qualified mortgage status if it is sold, assigned, or 
otherwise transferred to another person pursuant to: A capital restoration plan or other action 
under 12 U.S.C. 1831o; the actions or instructions of any person acting as conservator, receiver 
or bankruptcy trustee; an order of a State or Federal government agency with jurisdiction to 
examine the creditor pursuant to State or Federal law; or an agreement between the creditor 
and such an agency. A qualified mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(5) that is sold, assigned, or 
otherwise transferred under these circumstances retains its qualified mortgage status 
regardless of how long after consummation it is sold and regardless of the size or other 
characteristics of the transferee. Section 1026.43(e)(5)(ii)(C) does not apply to transfers done to 
comply with a generally applicable regulation with future effect designed to implement, 
interpret, or prescribe law or policy in the absence of a specific order by or a specific agreement 
with a governmental agency described in § 1026.43(e)(5)(ii)(C) directing the sale of one or more 
qualified mortgages under § 1026.43(e)(5) held by the creditor or one of the other circumstances 
listed in § 1026.43(e)(5)(ii)(C). For example, a qualified mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(5) that is 
sold pursuant to a capital restoration plan under 12 U.S.C. 1831o would retain its status as a 
qualified mortgage following the sale. However, if the creditor simply chose to sell the same 
qualified mortgage as one way to comply with general regulatory capital requirements in the 
absence of supervisory action or agreement it would lose its status as a qualified mortgage 
following the sale unless it qualifies under another definition of qualified mortgage. 

10. Mergers and acquisitions. A qualified mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(5) retains its qualified 
mortgage status if a creditor merges with, is acquired by, or acquires another person regardless 
of whether the creditor or its successor is eligible to originate new qualified mortgages under 
§ 1026.43(e)(5) after the merger or acquisition. However, the creditor or its successor can 
originate new qualified mortgages under § 1026.43(e)(5) only if it complies with all of the 
requirements of § 1026.43(e)(5) after the merger or acquisition. For example, assume a creditor 
that originates 250 covered transactions each year and originates qualified mortgages under 
§ 1026.43(e)(5) is acquired by a larger creditor that originates 10,000 covered transactions each 
year. Following the acquisition, the small creditor would no longer be able to originate 
§ 1026.43(e)(5) qualified mortgages because, together with its affiliates, it would originate more 
than 500 covered transactions each year. However, the § 1026.43(e)(5) qualified mortgages 
originated by the small creditor before the acquisition would retain their qualified mortgage 
status.

https://www.govinfo.gov/link/uscode/12/1831?type=usc&year=mostrecent&link-type=html
https://www.govinfo.gov/link/uscode/12/1831?type=usc&year=mostrecent&link-type=html
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Section 23: 
QM Balloon Payment Loans 

12 CFR § 1026.43(e)(6) 

Regulatory Discussion 

Note: this exception only applies to transactions for which the application was received before 
April 1, 2016. Therefore, we are including the regulatory text and commentary here only so that 
you have the complete regulation. 

Regulatory Text  

(6) Qualified mortgage defined - temporary balloon-payment qualified mortgage rules.  

(i) Notwithstanding paragraph (e)(2) of this section, a qualified mortgage is a covered 
transaction: 

(A) That satisfies the requirements of paragraph (f) of this section other than the 
requirements of paragraph (f)(1)(vi); and 

(B) For which the creditor satisfies the requirements stated in §1026.35(b)(2)(iii)(B) and 
(C). 

(ii) The provisions of this paragraph (e)(6) apply only to covered transactions for which the 
application was received before April 1, 2016. 

Regulatory Commentary 

None. 
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Section 24: 
QM Seasoned Loans 

12 CFR § 1026.43(e)(7) 

Regulatory Discussion 

This section defines a Qualified Mortgage Seasoned Loan.  It is essentially a loan in which the 
consumer has not had any serious (60 day) delinquencies in the first 36 months.  There are other 
conditions, such as the loan must be a fixed rate, not exceed 30 years, be fully amortizing, held in 
portfolio, and not be a high-cost loan. 

A loan that may not be a qualified mortgage initially may become a qualified mortgage when 
it reaches this status. 

Regulatory Text 

(7) Qualified mortgage defined - seasoned loans 

(i) General. Notwithstanding paragraph (e)(2) of this section, and except as provided in 
paragraph (e)(7)(iv) of this section, a qualified mortgage is a first lien covered transaction 
that:  

(A) Is a fixed-rate mortgage as defined in § 1026.18(s)(7)(iii) with fully amortizing 
payments as defined in paragraph (b)(2) of this section;  

(B) Satisfies the requirements in paragraphs (e)(2)(i) through (v) of this section;  

(C) Has met the requirements in paragraph (e)(7)(ii) of this section at the end of the 
seasoning period as defined in paragraph (e)(7)(iv)(C) of this section;  

(D) Satisfies the requirements in paragraph (e)(7)(iii) of this section; and  

(E) Is not a high-cost mortgage as defined in § 1026.32(a).  

(ii) Performance requirements. To be a qualified mortgage under this paragraph (e)(7) of 
this section, the covered transaction must have no more than two delinquencies of 30 or 
more days and no delinquencies of 60 or more days at the end of the seasoning period.  

(iii) Portfolio requirements. To be a qualified mortgage under this paragraph (e)(7) of this 
section, the covered transaction must satisfy the following requirements:  

(A) The covered transaction is not subject, at consummation, to a commitment to be 
acquired by another person, except for a sale, assignment, or transfer permitted by 
paragraph (e)(7)(iii)(B)(3) of this section; and  

(B) Legal title to the covered transaction is not sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred to 
another person before the end of the seasoning period, except that:  
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(1) The covered transaction may be sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred to another 
person pursuant to a capital restoration plan or other action under 12 U.S.C. 1831o, 
actions or instructions of any person acting as conservator, receiver, or bankruptcy 
trustee, an order of a State or Federal government agency with jurisdiction to 
examine the creditor pursuant to State or Federal law, or an agreement between 
the creditor and such an agency;  

(2) The covered transaction may be sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred pursuant 
to a merger of the creditor with another person or acquisition of the creditor by 
another person or of another person by the creditor; or  

(3) The covered transaction may be sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred once before 
the end of the seasoning period, provided that the covered transaction is not 
securitized as part of the sale, assignment, or transfer or at any other time before 
the end of the seasoning period as defined in § 1026.43(e)(7)(iv)(C).  

 (iv) Definitions. For purposes of paragraph (e)(7) of this section:  

(A) Delinquency means the failure to make a periodic payment (in one full payment or in 
two or more partial payments) sufficient to cover principal, interest, and escrow (if 
applicable) for a given billing cycle by the date the periodic payment is due under the 
terms of the legal obligation. Other amounts, such as any late fees, are not considered 
for this purpose.  

(1) A periodic payment is 30 days delinquent when it is not paid before the due date of 
the following scheduled periodic payment.  

(2) A periodic payment is 60 days delinquent if the consumer is more than 30 days 
delinquent on the first of two sequential scheduled periodic payments and does not 
make both sequential scheduled periodic payments before the due date of the next 
scheduled periodic payment after the two sequential scheduled periodic payments.  

(3) For any given billing cycle for which a consumer’s payment is less than the periodic 
payment due, a consumer is not delinquent as defined in this paragraph (e)(7) if:  

(i) The servicer chooses not to treat the payment as delinquent for purposes of any 
section of subpart C of Regulation X, 12 CFR part 1024, if applicable;  

(ii) The payment is deficient by $50 or less; and  

(iii) There are no more than three such deficient payments treated as not delinquent 
during the seasoning period.  

(4) The principal and interest used in determining the date a periodic payment 
sufficient to cover principal, interest, and escrow (if applicable) for a given billing 
cycle becomes due and unpaid are the principal and interest payment amounts 
established by the terms and payment schedule of the loan obligation at 
consummation, except:  
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(i) If a qualifying change as defined in paragraph (e)(7)(iv)(B) of this section is made 
to the loan obligation, the principal and interest used in determining the date a 
periodic payment sufficient to cover principal, interest, and escrow (if 
applicable) for a given billing cycle becomes due and unpaid are the principal 
and interest payment amounts established by the terms and payment schedule 
of the loan obligation at consummation as modified by the qualifying change.  

(ii) If, due to reasons related to the timing of delivery, set up, or availability for 
occupancy of the dwelling securing the obligation, the first payment due date is 
modified before the first payment due date in the legal obligation at 
consummation, the modified first payment due date shall be considered in lieu 
of the first payment due date in the legal obligation at consummation in 
determining the date a periodic payment sufficient to cover principal, interest, 
and escrow (if applicable) for a given billing cycle becomes due and unpaid.  

(5) Except for purposes of making up the deficiency amount set forth in paragraph 
(e)(7)(iv)(A)(3)(ii) of this section, payments from the following sources are not 
considered in assessing delinquency under paragraph (e)(7)(iv)(A) of this section:  

(i) Funds in escrow in connection with the covered transaction; or  

(ii) Funds paid on behalf of the consumer by the creditor, servicer, or assignee of 
the covered transaction, or any other person acting on behalf of such creditor, 
servicer, or assignee.  

(B) Qualifying change means an agreement that meets the following conditions:  

(1) The agreement is entered into during or after a temporary payment accommodation 
in connection with a disaster or pandemic-related national emergency as defined in 
paragraph (e)(7)(iv)(D) of this section and ends any pre-existing delinquency on the 
loan obligation upon taking effect;  

(2) The amount of interest charged over the full term of the loan does not increase as a 
result of the agreement;  

(3) The servicer does not charge any fee in connection with the agreement; and  

(4) Promptly upon the consumer’s acceptance of the agreement, the servicer waives all 
late charges, penalties, stop payment fees, or similar charges incurred during a 
temporary payment accommodation in connection with a disaster or pandemic-
related national emergency, as well as all late charges, penalties, stop payment fees, 
or similar charges incurred during the delinquency that led to a temporary payment 
accommodation in connection with a disaster or pandemic-related national 
emergency.  

(C) Seasoning period means a period of 36 months beginning on the date on which the 
first periodic payment is due after consummation of the covered transaction, except 
that:  

(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, if there is a delinquency of 30 
days or more at the end of the 36th month of the seasoning period, the seasoning 
period does not end until there is no delinquency; and  

(2) The seasoning period does not include any period during which the consumer is in 
a temporary payment accommodation extended in connection with a disaster or 
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pandemic-related national emergency, provided that during or at the end of the 
temporary payment accommodation there is a qualifying change as defined in 
paragraph (e)(7)(iv)(B) of this section or the consumer cures the loan’s delinquency 
under its original terms. If during or at the end of the temporary payment 
accommodation in connection with a disaster or pandemic-related national 
emergency there is a qualifying change or the consumer cures the loan’s 
delinquency under its original terms, the seasoning period consists of the period 
from the date on which the first periodic payment was due after consummation of 
the covered transaction to the beginning of the temporary payment accommodation 
and an additional period immediately after the temporary payment accommodation 
ends, which together must equal at least 36 months.  

(D) Temporary payment accommodation in connection with a disaster or 
pandemic-related national emergency means temporary payment relief granted to 
a consumer due to financial hardship caused directly or indirectly by a presidentially 
declared emergency or major disaster under the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and 
Emergency Assistance Act (42 U.S.C. 5121 et seq.) or a presidentially declared 
pandemic-related national emergency under the National Emergencies Act (50 U.S.C. 
1601 et seq.). 

Regulatory Commentary 

Paragraph 43(e)(7)(i)(A)  

1. Fixed-rate mortgage. Section 1026.43(e)(7)(i)(A) provides that, for a covered transaction to 
become a qualified mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(7), the covered transaction must be a fixed-rate 
mortgage, as defined in § 1026.18(s)(7)(iii). Under § 1026.18(s)(7)(iii), the term “fixed-rate 
mortgage” means a transaction secured by real property or a dwelling that is not an adjustable-
rate mortgage or a step-rate mortgage. Thus, a covered transaction that is an adjustable-rate 
mortgage or step-rate mortgage is not eligible to become a qualified mortgage under § 
1026.43(e)(7).  

2. Fully amortizing payments. Section 1026.43(e)(7)(i)(A) provides that for a covered transaction 
to become a qualified mortgage as a seasoned loan under § 1026.43(e)(7), a mortgage must meet 
certain product requirements and be a fixed-rate mortgage with fully amortizing payments. 
Only loans for which the scheduled periodic payments do not require a balloon payment, as 
defined in § 1026.18(s), to fully amortize the loan within the loan term can become seasoned 
loans for the purposes of § 1026.43(e)(7). However, § 1026.43(e)(7)(i)(A) does not prohibit a 
qualifying change as defined in § 1026.43(e)(7)(iv)(B) that is entered into during or after a 
temporary payment accommodation in connection with a disaster or pandemic-related national 
emergency, even if such a qualifying change involves a balloon payment or lengthened loan 
term.  

Paragraph 43(e)(7)(iii)  

1. Requirement to hold in portfolio. For a covered transaction to become a qualified mortgage 
under § 1026.43(e)(7), a creditor generally must hold the transaction in portfolio until the end 
of the seasoning period, subject to the exceptions set forth in § 1026.43(e)(7)(iii)(B)(1) through 
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(3). Unless one of these exceptions applies, a covered transaction cannot become a qualified 
mortgage as a seasoned loan under § 1026.43(e)(7) if legal title to the debt obligation is sold, 
assigned, or otherwise transferred to another person before the end of the seasoning period.  

2. Application to subsequent transferees. The exception contained in § 1026.43(e)(7)(iii)(B)(3) 
may be used only one time for a covered transaction. The exceptions contained in § 
1026.43(e)(7)(iii)(B)(1) and (2) apply not only to an initial sale, assignment, or other transfer by 
the originating creditor but to subsequent sales, assignments, and other transfers as well. For 
example, assume Creditor A originates a covered transaction that is not a qualified mortgage 
at origination. Six months after consummation, the covered transaction is transferred to 
Creditor B pursuant to § 1026.43(e)(7)(iii)(B)(3). The transfer does not fail to comply with the 
requirements in § 1026.43(e)(7)(iii) because the loan is not securitized as part of the transfer or 
at any other time before the end of the seasoning period. If Creditor B sells the covered 
transaction before the end of the seasoning period, the covered transaction is not eligible to 
season into a qualified mortgage under § 1026.43(e)(7) unless the sale falls within an exception 
set forth in § 1026.43(e)(7)(iii)(B)(1) or (2) (i.e., the transfer is required by supervisory action or 
pursuant to a merger or acquisition).  

3. Supervisory sales. Section 1026.43(e)(7)(iii)(B)(1) facilitates sales that are deemed necessary 
by supervisory agencies to revive troubled creditors and resolve failed creditors. A covered 
transaction does not violate the requirements in § 1026.43(e)(7)(iii) if it is sold, assigned, or 
otherwise transferred to another person before the end of the seasoning period pursuant to: a 
capital restoration plan or other action under 12 U.S.C. 1831o; the actions or instructions of 
any person acting as conservator, receiver or bankruptcy trustee; an order of a State or Federal 
government agency with jurisdiction to examine the creditor pursuant to State or Federal law; 
or an agreement between the creditor and such an agency. Section 1026.43(e)(7)(iii)(B)(1) does 
not apply to transfers done to comply with a generally applicable regulation with future effect 
designed to implement, interpret, or prescribe law or policy in the absence of a specific order by 
or a specific agreement with a governmental agency described in § 1026.43(e)(7)(iii)(B)(1) 
directing the sale of one or more covered transactions held by the creditor or one of the other 
circumstances listed in § 1026.43(e)(7)(iii)(B)(1). For example, a covered transaction does not 
violate the requirements in § 1026.43(e)(7)(iii) if the covered transaction is sold pursuant to a 
capital restoration plan under 12 U.S.C. 1831o before the end of seasoning period. However, if 
the creditor simply chose to sell the same covered transaction as one way to comply with general 
regulatory capital requirements in the absence of supervisory action or agreement, then the 
covered transaction cannot become a qualified mortgage as a seasoned loan under § 
1026.43(e)(7), unless the sale met the requirements of § 1026.43(e)(7)(iii)(B)(3) or the covered 
transaction qualifies under another definition of qualified mortgage.  

Paragraph 43(e)(7)(iv)(A)  

1. Due date. In determining whether a scheduled periodic payment is delinquent for purposes of § 
1026.43(e)(7), the due date is the date the payment is due under the terms of the legal obligation, 
without regard to whether the consumer is afforded a period after the due date to pay before the 
servicer assesses a late fee.  

Paragraph 43(e)(7)(iv)(A)(2)  

1. 60 days delinquent. The following example illustrates the meaning of 60 days delinquent for 
purposes of § 1026.43(e)(7). Assume a loan is consummated on October 15, 2022, that the 
consumer’s periodic payment is due on the 1st of each month, and that the consumer timely 
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made the first periodic payment due on December 1, 2022. For purposes of § 1026.43(e)(7), the 
consumer is 30 days delinquent if the consumer fails to make a payment (sufficient to cover the 
scheduled January 1, 2023, periodic payment of principal, interest, and escrow (if applicable)) 
before February 1, 2023. For purposes of § 1026.43(e)(7), the consumer is 60 days delinquent if 
the consumer then fails to make two payments (sufficient to cover the scheduled January 1, 
2023, and February 1, 2023, periodic payments of principal, interest, and escrow (if applicable)) 
before March 1, 2023.  

Paragraph 43(e)(7)(iv)(B)  

1. Qualifying change. An agreement that meets the conditions specified in § 1026.43(e)(7)(iv)(B) 
is a qualifying change even if it is not in writing.  

Paragraph 43(e)(7)(iv)(C)(2)  

1. Suspension of seasoning period during certain temporary payment accommodations. 
Section 1026.43(e)(7)(iv)(C)(2) provides that the seasoning period does not include any period 
during which the consumer is in a temporary payment accommodation extended in connection 
with a disaster or pandemic-related national emergency, provided that during or at the end of 
the temporary payment accommodation there is a qualifying change as defined in § 
1026.43(e)(7)(iv)(B) or the consumer cures the loan’s delinquency under its original terms. 
Section 1026.43(e)(7)(iv)(C)(2) further explains that, under these circumstances, the seasoning 
period consists of the period from the date on which the first periodic payment was due after 
origination of the covered transaction to the beginning of the temporary payment 
accommodation and an additional period immediately after the temporary payment 
accommodation ends, which together must equal at least 36 months. For example, assume the 
consumer enters into a covered transaction for which the first periodic payment is due on March 
1, 2022, and the consumer enters a three-month temporary payment accommodation in 
connection with a disaster or pandemic-related national emergency, effective March 1, 2023. 
Assume further that the consumer misses the March 1, April 1, and May 1, 2023, periodic 
payments during the temporary payment accommodation period, but enters into a qualifying 
change as defined in § 1026.43(e)(7)(iv)(B) on June 1, 2023 and is not delinquent on June 1, 
2023. Under these circumstances, the seasoning period consists of the period from March 1, 
2022, to February 28, 2023, and the period from June 1, 2023, to May 31, 2025, assuming the 
consumer is not 30 days or more delinquent on May 31, 2025.  

Paragraph 43(e)(7)(iv)(D)  

1. Temporary payment accommodation in connection with a disaster or pandemic-
related national emergency. For purposes of § 1026.43(e)(7), examples of temporary payment 
accommodations in connection with a disaster or pandemic-related national emergency include 
but are not limited to a trial loan modification plan, a temporary payment forbearance 
program, or a temporary repayment plan. 
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Section 25: 
 Balloon Payment Qualified Mortgages 

Exemption and Transfer 
12 CFR § 1026.43(f) 

Exemption – 12 CFR § 1026.43(f)(1) 

Regulatory Discussion 

As an exception to the general definition of a “qualified mortgage” in paragraph (e)(2), above, 
this paragraph (f)(1) also includes as a “qualified mortgage” transactions that not only satisfy the 
requirements of paragraphs in (e)(2) but also provides for a balloon payment, provided the six 
conditions in paragraphs (f)(1)(i) through (vi) are satisfied. 

The commentary provides additional important information on each of the six conditions. 

Regulatory Text 

(f) Balloon-payment qualified mortgages made by certain creditors  

(1) Exemption. Notwithstanding paragraph (e)(2) of this section, a qualified mortgage may 
provide for a balloon payment, provided:  

(i) The loan satisfies the requirements for a qualified mortgage in paragraphs (e)(2)(i)(A), 
and (e)(2)(ii) and (iii) of this section.  

(ii) The creditor determines at or before consummation that the consumer can make all of 
the scheduled payments under the terms of the legal obligation, as described in 
paragraph (f)(1)(iv) of this section, together with the consumer’s monthly payments for 
all mortgage-related obligations and excluding the balloon payment, from the 
consumer’s current or reasonably expected income or assets other than the dwelling 
that secures the loan;  

(iii) The creditor:  

(A) Considers and verifies at or before consummation the consumer’s current or 
reasonably expected income or assets other than the value of the dwelling (including 
any real property attached to the dwelling) that secures the loan, in accordance with 
paragraphs (c)(2)(i) and (c)(4) of this section;  

(B) Considers and verifies at or before consummation the consumer’s current debt 
obligations, alimony, and child support in accordance with paragraphs (c)(2)(vi) and 
(c)(3) of this section;  

(C) Considers at or before consummation the consumer’s monthly debt-to-income ratio 
or residual income and verifies the debt obligations and income used to determine 
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that ratio in accordance with paragraph (c)(7) of this section, except that the 
calculation of the payment on the covered transaction for purposes of determining 
the consumer's total monthly debt obligations in (c)(7)(i)(A) shall be determined in 
accordance with paragraph (f)(1)(iv)(A) of this section, together with the consumer's 
monthly payments for all mortgage-related obligations and excluding the balloon 
payment;  

  (iv) The legal obligation provides for:  

(A) Scheduled payments that are substantially equal, calculated using an amortization 
period that does not exceed 30 years;  

(B) An interest rate that does not increase over the term of the loan; and  

(C) A loan term of five years or longer.   

(v) The loan is not subject, at consummation, to a commitment to be acquired by another 
person, other than a person that satisfies the requirements of paragraph (f)(1)(vi) of 
this section; and  

(vi) The creditor satisfies the requirements stated in § 1026.35(b)(2)(iii)(A), (B), and (C).  

(2) Post-consummation transfer of balloon-payment qualified mortgage. A balloon-payment 
qualified mortgage, extended pursuant to paragraph (f)(1), immediately loses its status as a 
qualified mortgage under paragraph (f)(1) if legal title to the balloon-payment qualified 
mortgage is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred to another person except when:  

(i) The balloon-payment qualified mortgage is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred to 
another person three years or more after consummation of the balloon-payment 
qualified mortgage;  

(ii) The balloon-payment qualified mortgage is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred to 
a creditor that satisfies the requirements of paragraph (f)(1)(vi) of this section;  

(iii) The balloon-payment qualified mortgage is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred to 
another person pursuant to a capital restoration plan or other action under 12 U.S.C. 1831o, 
actions or instructions of any person acting as conservator, receiver or bankruptcy trustee, 
an order of a State or Federal governmental agency with jurisdiction to examine the creditor 
pursuant to State or Federal law, or an agreement between the creditor and such an agency; 
or  

(iv) The balloon-payment qualified mortgage is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred 
pursuant to a merger of the creditor with another person or acquisition of the creditor 
by another person or of another person by the creditor.  

Regulatory Commentary 

Paragraph 43(f)(1)(i).  

1. Satisfaction of qualified mortgage requirements. Under § 1026.43(f)(1)(i), for a mortgage 
that provides for a balloon payment to be a qualified mortgage, the mortgage must satisfy the 
requirements for a qualified mortgage in paragraphs (e)(2)(i)(A), (e)(2)(ii), and (e)(2) (iii). 
Therefore, a covered transaction with balloon payment terms must provide for regular periodic 
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payments that do not result in an increase of the principal balance, pursuant to § 
1026.43(e)(2)(i)(A); must have a loan term that does not exceed 30 years, pursuant to § 
1026.43(e)(2)(ii); and must have total points and fees that do not exceed specified thresholds 
pursuant to § 1026.43(e)(2)(iii). 

Paragraph 43(f)(1)(ii). 

1. Example. Under §1026.43(f)(1)(ii), if a qualified mortgage provides for a balloon payment, the 
creditor must determine that the consumer is able to make all scheduled payments under the 
legal obligation other than the balloon payment. For example, assume a loan in an amount of 
$200,000 that has a five-year loan term, but is amortized over 30 years. The loan agreement 
provides for a fixed interest rate of 6 percent. The loan consummates on March 3, 2014, and the 
monthly payment of principal and interest scheduled for the first five years is $1,199, with the 
first monthly payment due on April 1, 2014. The balloon payment of $187,308 is required on 
the due date of the 60th monthly payment, which is April 1, 2019. The loan can be a qualified 
mortgage if the creditor underwrites the loan using the scheduled principal and interest 
payment of $1,199, plus the consumer's monthly payment for all mortgage-related obligations, 
and satisfies the other criteria set forth in §1026.43(f). 

2. Creditor's determination. A creditor must determine that the consumer is able to make all 
scheduled payments other than the balloon payment to satisfy §1026.43(f)(1)(ii), in accordance 
with the legal obligation, together with the consumer's monthly payments for all mortgage-
related obligations and excluding the balloon payment, to meet the repayment ability 
requirements of §1026.43(f)(1)(ii). A creditor satisfies §1026.43(f)(1)(ii) if it uses the maximum 
payment in the payment schedule, excluding any balloon payment, to determine if the consumer 
has the ability to make the scheduled payments. 

Paragraph 43(f)(1)(iii). 

1. Debt-to-income or residual income. A creditor must consider and verify the consumer's 
monthly debt-to-income ratio or residual income to meet the requirements of 
§1026.43(f)(1)(iii)(C). To calculate the consumer's monthly debt-to-income or residual income 
for purposes of §1026.43(f)(1)(iii)(C), the creditor may rely on the definitions and calculation 
rules in §1026.43(c)(7) and its accompanying commentary, except for the calculation rules for a 
consumer's total monthly debt obligations (which is a component of debt-to-income and residual 
income under §1026.43(c)(7)). For purposes of calculating the consumer's total monthly debt 
obligations under §1026.43(f)(1)(iii), the creditor must calculate the monthly payment on the 
covered transaction using the payment calculation rules in §1026.43(f)(1)(iv)(A), together with 
all mortgage-related obligations and excluding the balloon payment. 

Paragraph 43(f)(1)(iv). 

1. Scheduled payments. Under §1026.43(f)(1)(iv)(A), the legal obligation must provide that 
scheduled payments must be substantially equal and determined using an amortization period 
that does not exceed 30 years. Balloon payments often result when the periodic payment would 
fully repay the loan amount only if made over some period that is longer than the loan term. 
For example, a loan term of 10 years with periodic payments based on an amortization period 
of 20 years would result in a balloon payment being due at the end of the loan term. Whatever 
the loan term, the amortization period used to determine the scheduled periodic payments that 
the consumer must pay under the terms of the legal obligation may not exceed 30 years. 
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2. Substantially equal. The calculation of payments scheduled by the legal obligation under 
§1026.43(f)(1)(iv)(A) are required to result in substantially equal amounts. This means that the 
scheduled payments need to be similar but need not be equal. For further guidance on 
substantially equal payments, see comment 43(c)(5)(i)-4. 

3. Interest-only payments. A mortgage that only requires the payment of accrued interest each 
month does not meet the requirements of §1026.43(f)(1)(iv)(A). 

Paragraph 43(f)(1)(v). 

1. Forward commitments. A creditor may make a mortgage loan that will be transferred or sold 
to a purchaser pursuant to an agreement that has been entered into at or before the time the 
transaction is consummated. Such an agreement is sometimes known as a “forward 
commitment.” A balloon-payment mortgage that will be acquired by a purchaser pursuant to a 
forward commitment does not satisfy the requirements of §1026.43(f)(1)(v), whether the forward 
commitment provides for the purchase and sale of the specific transaction or for the purchase 
and sale of transactions with certain prescribed criteria that the transaction meets. However, a 
purchase and sale of a balloon-payment qualified mortgage to another person that separately 
meets the requirements of §1026.43(f)(1)(vi) is permitted. For example: assume a creditor that 
meets the requirements of §1026.43(f)(1)(vi) makes a balloon-payment mortgage that meets the 
requirements of §1026.43(f)(1)(i) through (iv); if the balloon-payment mortgage meets the 
purchase criteria of an investor with which the creditor has an agreement to sell such loans 
after consummation, then the balloon-payment mortgage does not meet the definition of a 
qualified mortgage in accordance with §1026.43(f)(1)(v). However, if the investor meets the 
requirement of §1026.43(f)(1)(vi), the balloon-payment qualified mortgage retains its qualified 
mortgage status. 

Paragraph 43(f)(1)(vi). 

1. Creditor qualifications. Under §1026.43(f)(1)(vi), to make a qualified mortgage that provides 
for a balloon payment, the creditor must satisfy three criteria that are also required under 
§1026.35(b)(2)(iii)(A), (B) and (C), which require: 

i. During the preceding calendar year or during either of the two preceding calendar years if the 
application for the transaction was received before April 1 of the current calendar year, the 
creditor extended a first-lien covered transaction, as defined in §1026.43(b)(1), on a property 
that is located in an area that is designated either “rural” or “underserved,” as defined in 
§1026.35(b)(2)(iv), to satisfy the requirement of §1026.35(b)(2)(iii)(A) (the rural-or-
underserved test). Pursuant to §1026.35(b)(2)(iv), an area is considered to be rural if it is: A 
county that is neither in a metropolitan statistical area, nor a micropolitan statistical area 
adjacent to a metropolitan statistical area, as those terms are defined by the U.S. Office of 
Management and Budget; or a census block that is not in an urban area, as defined by the 
U.S. Census Bureau using the latest decennial census of the United States. An area is 
considered to be underserved during a calendar year if, according to HMDA data for the 
preceding calendar year, it is a county in which no more than two creditors extended covered 
transactions secured by first liens on properties in the county five or more times. 

A. The Bureau determines annually which counties in the United States are rural or 
underserved as defined by §1026.35(b)(2)(iv)(A)(1) or §1026.35(b)(2)(iv)(B) and 
publishes on its public website lists of those counties to assist creditors in determining 
whether they meet the criterion at §1026.35(b)(2)(iii)(A). Creditors may also use an 
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automated tool provided on the Bureau's public website to determine whether specific 
properties are located in areas that qualify as “rural” or “underserved” according to the 
definitions in §1026.35(b)(2)(iv) for a particular calendar year. In addition, the U.S. 
Census Bureau may also provide on its public website an automated address search tool 
that specifically indicates if a property address is located in an urban area for purposes 
of the Census Bureau's most recent delineation of urban areas. For any calendar year 
that begins after the date on which the Census Bureau announced its most recent 
delineation of urban areas, a property is located in an area that qualifies as “rural” 
according to the definitions in §1026.35(b)(2)(iv) if the search results provided for the 
property by any such automated address search tool available on the Census Bureau's 
public website do not identify the property as being in an urban area. 

B. For example, if a creditor extended during 2017 a first lien covered transaction that is 
secured by a property that is located in an area that meets the definition of rural or 
underserved under §1026.35(b)(2)(iv), the creditor meets this element of the exception for 
any transaction consummated during 2018. 

C. Alternatively, if the creditor did not extend in 2017 a transaction that meets the definition 
of rural or underserved test under §1026.35(b)(2)(iv), the creditor satisfies this criterion 
for any transaction consummated during 2018 for which it received the application 
before April 1, 2018, if it extended during 2016 a first-lien covered transaction that is 
secured by a property that is located in an area that meets the definition of rural or 
underserved under §1026.35(b)(2)(iv). 

ii. During the preceding calendar year, or, if the application for the transaction was received 
before April 1 of the current calendar year, during either of the two preceding calendar years, 
the creditor together with its affiliates extended no more than 2,000 covered transactions, 
as defined by §1026.43(b)(1), secured by first liens, that were sold, assigned, or otherwise 
transferred to another person, or that were subject at the time of consummation to a 
commitment to be acquired by another person, to satisfy the requirement of 
§1026.35(b)(2)(iii)(B). 

iii. As of the preceding December 31st, or, if the application for the transaction was received 
before April 1 of the current calendar year, as of either of the two preceding December 31sts, 
the creditor and its affiliates that regularly extended covered transactions secured by first 
liens, together, had total assets that do not exceed the applicable asset threshold established 
by the Bureau, to satisfy the requirement of §1026.35(b)(2)(iii)(C). The Bureau publishes 
notice of the asset threshold each year by amending comment 35(b)(2)(iii)-1.iii. 

Transfer of Balloon Loans - 12 CFR § 1026.43(f)(2) 

Regulatory Discussion 

This paragraph provides that a balloon-payment “qualified mortgage” will immediately lose 
its status as such if legal title to the balloon-payment qualified mortgage is sold, assigned, or 
otherwise transferred to another person (subject to the exceptions in (f)(2)(i) through (iv). 

The commentary provides additional information on each of the exceptions. 
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Regulatory Text 

(f) Balloon-payment qualified mortgages made by certain creditors—  

***** 

(2) Post-consummation transfer of balloon-payment qualified mortgage. A balloon-
payment qualified mortgage, extended pursuant to paragraph (f)(1), immediately loses its 
status as a qualified mortgage under paragraph (f)(1) if legal title to the balloon-payment 
qualified mortgage is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred to another person except when:  

(i) The balloon-payment qualified mortgage is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred to 
another person three years or more after consummation of the balloon-payment 
qualified mortgage;  

(ii) The balloon-payment qualified mortgage is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred to 
a creditor that satisfies the requirements of paragraph (f)(1)(vi) of this section;  

(iii) The balloon-payment qualified mortgage is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred to 
another person pursuant to a capital restoration plan or other action under 12 U.S.C. 1831o, 
actions or instructions of any person acting as conservator, receiver or bankruptcy trustee, 
an order of a State or Federal governmental agency with jurisdiction to examine the creditor 
pursuant to State or Federal law, or an agreement between the creditor and such an agency; 
or  

(iv) The balloon-payment qualified mortgage is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred 
pursuant to a merger of the creditor with another person or acquisition of the creditor 
by another person or of another person by the creditor.  

Regulatory Commentary 

43(f)(2) Post-consummation transfer of balloon-payment qualified mortgage. 

1. Requirement to hold in portfolio. Creditors generally must hold a balloon-payment qualified 
mortgage in portfolio to maintain the transaction's status as a qualified mortgage under 
§1026.43(f)(1), subject to four exceptions. Unless one of these exceptions applies, a balloon-
payment qualified mortgage is no longer a qualified mortgage under §1026.43(f)(1) once legal 
title to the debt obligation is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred to another person. 
Accordingly, unless one of the exceptions applies, the transferee could not benefit from the 
presumption of compliance for qualified mortgages under §1026.43(f)(1) unless the loan also 
met the requirements of another qualified mortgage definition. 

2. Application to subsequent transferees. The exceptions contained in §1026.43(f)(2) apply not 
only to an initial sale, assignment, or other transfer by the originating creditor but to 
subsequent sales, assignments, and other transfers as well. For example, assume Creditor A 
originates a qualified mortgage under §1026.43(f)(1). Six months after consummation, Creditor 
A sells the qualified mortgage to Creditor B pursuant to §1026.43(f)(2)(ii) and the loan retains 
its qualified mortgage status because Creditor B complies with the conditions relating to 
operating in rural or underserved areas, asset size, and number of transactions. If Creditor B 
sells the qualified mortgage, it will lose its qualified mortgage status under §1026.43(f)(1) 
unless the sale qualifies for one of the §1026.43(f)(2) exceptions for sales three or more years 
after consummation, to another qualifying institution, as required by supervisory action, or 
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pursuant to a merger or acquisition. 

Paragraph 43(f)(2)(i). 

1. Transfer three years after consummation. Under §1026.43(f)(2)(i), if a balloon-payment 
qualified mortgage under §1026.43(f)(1) is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred three years 
or more after consummation, the balloon-payment qualified mortgage retains its status as a 
qualified mortgage under §1026.43(f)(1) following the sale. The transferee need not be eligible 
to originate qualified mortgages under §1026.43(f)(1)(vi). The balloon-payment qualified 
mortgage will continue to be a qualified mortgage throughout its life, and the transferee, and 
any subsequent transferees, may invoke the presumption of compliance for qualified mortgages 
under §1026.43(f)(1). 

Paragraph 43(f)(2)(ii). 

1. Transfer to another qualifying creditor. Under §1026.43(f)(2)(ii), a balloon-payment 
qualified mortgage under §1026.43(f)(1) may be sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred at any 
time to another creditor that meets the requirements of §1026.43(f)(1)(vi). That section requires 
that a creditor: (1) Extended a first-lien covered transaction, as defined in §1026.43(b)(1), on a 
property located in a rural or underserved area; (2) together with all affiliates, extended no more 
than 2,000 first-lien covered transactions that were sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred by 
the creditor or its affiliates to another person, or that were subject at the time of consummation 
to a commitment to be acquired by another person; and (3) have, together with its affiliates that 
regularly extended covered transactions secured by first liens, total assets less than $2 billion 
(as adjusted for inflation). These tests are assessed based on transactions and assets from the 
calendar year preceding the current calendar year or from either of the two calendar years 
preceding the current calendar year if the application for the transaction was received before 
April 1 of the current calendar year. A balloon-payment qualified mortgage under 
§1026.43(f)(1) transferred to a creditor that meets these criteria would retain its qualified 
mortgage status even if it is transferred less than three years after consummation. 

Paragraph 43(f)(2)(iii). 

1. Supervisory sales. Section 1026.43(f)(2)(iii) facilitates sales that are deemed necessary by 
supervisory agencies to revive troubled creditors and resolve failed creditors. A balloon-payment 
qualified mortgage under §1026.43(f)(1) retains its qualified mortgage status if it is sold, 
assigned, or otherwise transferred to another person pursuant to: (1) A capital restoration plan 
or other action under 12 U.S.C. 1831o; (2) the actions or instructions of any person acting as 
conservator, receiver, or bankruptcy trustee; (3) an order of a State or Federal government 
agency with jurisdiction to examine the creditor pursuant to State or Federal law; or (4) an 
agreement between the creditor and such an agency. A balloon-payment qualified mortgage 
under §1026.43(f)(1) that is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred under these circumstances 
retains its qualified mortgage status regardless of how long after consummation it is sold and 
regardless of the size or other characteristics of the transferee. Section 1026.43(f)(2)(iii) does not 
apply to transfers done to comply with a generally applicable regulation with future effect 
designed to implement, interpret, or prescribe law or policy in the absence of a specific order by 
or a specific agreement with a governmental agency described in §1026.43(f)(2)(iii) directing 
the sale of one or more qualified mortgages under §1026.43(f)(1) held by the creditor or one of 
the other circumstances listed in §1026.43(f)(2)(iii). For example, a balloon-payment qualified 
mortgage under §1026.43(f)(1) that is sold pursuant to a capital restoration plan under 12 
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U.S.C. 1831o would retain its status as a qualified mortgage following the sale. However, if the 
creditor simply chose to sell the same qualified mortgage as one way to comply with general 
regulatory capital requirements in the absence of supervisory action or agreement the 
transaction would lose its status as a qualified mortgage following the sale unless it qualifies 
under another definition of qualified mortgage. 

Paragraph 43(f)(2)(iv). 

1. Mergers and acquisitions. A qualified mortgage under §1026.43(f)(1) retains its qualified 
mortgage status if a creditor merges with, is acquired by another person, or acquires another 
person regardless of whether the creditor or its successor is eligible to originate new balloon-
payment qualified mortgages under §1026.43(f)(1) after the merger or acquisition. However, the 
creditor or its successor can originate new balloon-payment qualified mortgages under 
§1026.43(f)(1) only if it complies with all of the requirements of §1026.43(f)(1) after the merger 
or acquisition. For example, assume a small creditor that originates 250 first lien covered 
transactions each year and originates balloon-payment qualified mortgages under 
§1026.43(f)(1) is acquired by a larger creditor that originates 10,000 first lien covered 
transactions each year. Following the acquisition, the small creditor would no longer be able to 
originate balloon-payment qualified mortgages because, together with its affiliates, it would 
originate more than 500 first lien covered transactions each year. However, the balloon-payment 
qualified mortgages originated by the small creditor before the acquisition would retain their 
qualified mortgage status. 
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Section 26: 
Prepayment Penalties 

12 CFR § 1026.43(g) 

Prepayment Penalties - 12 CFR § 1026.43(g) 

Regulatory Discussion 

In general, a consumer credit transaction that is secured by a dwelling must not include any 
prepayment penalties unless four conditions are satisfied. 

1. The prepayment penalty is otherwise permitted by law; 
2. The APR cannot increase after consummation; 
3. The transaction meet the definition of a “qualified mortgage;” and 
4. The transaction is not a “high-priced mortgage loan.” 

Regulatory Text 

(g) Prepayment penalties 

(1) When permitted. A covered transaction must not include a prepayment penalty unless: 

(i) The prepayment penalty is otherwise permitted by law; and 

(ii) The transaction: 

(A) Has an annual percentage rate that cannot increase after consummation; 

(B) Is a qualified mortgage under paragraph (e)(2), (e)(4), (e)(5), (e)(6), or (f) of this 
section; and 

(C) Is not a higher-priced mortgage loan, as defined in §1026.35(a). 

Regulatory Commentary 

None. 
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Prepayment Penalty Limits - 12 CFR § 1026.43(g)(2) 

Regulatory Discussion 

If prepayment penalties are permitted, there are two limitations which must be applied as 
detailed in the regulatory text and commentary below. 

Regulatory Text 

(2) Limits on prepayment penalties. A prepayment penalty: 

(i) Must not apply after the three-year period following consummation; and 

(ii) Must not exceed the following percentages of the amount of the outstanding loan balance 
prepaid: 

(A) 2 percent, if incurred during the first two years following consummation; and 

(B) 1 percent, if incurred during the third year following consummation. 

Regulatory Commentary 

43(g)(2) Limits on prepayment penalties. 

1. Maximum period and amount. Section 1026.43(g)(2) establishes the maximum period during 
which a prepayment penalty may be imposed and the maximum amount of the prepayment 
penalty. A covered transaction may include a prepayment penalty that may be imposed during 
a shorter period or in a lower amount than provided under §1026.43(g)(2). For example, a 
covered transaction may include a prepayment penalty that may be imposed for two years after 
consummation and that equals 1 percent of the amount prepaid in each of those two years. 

Alternative Offer Required - 12 CFR § 1026.43(g)(3) 

Regulatory Discussion 

If a creditor offers a consumer a credit transaction that is secured by a dwelling that contains 
a prepayment penalty, the creditor must also offer the consumer an alternative transaction 
without a prepayment penalty. 

The alternative transaction, without a prepayment penalty, is subject to five conditions. The 
commentary provides additional guidance. 
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Regulatory Text 

(3) Alternative offer required. A creditor must not offer a consumer a covered transaction with 
a prepayment penalty unless the creditor also offers the consumer an alternative covered 
transaction without a prepayment penalty and the alternative covered transaction: 

(i) Has an annual percentage rate that cannot increase after consummation and has the same 
type of interest rate as the covered transaction with a prepayment penalty; for purposes of 
this paragraph (g), the term “type of interest rate” refers to whether a transaction: 

(A) Is a fixed-rate mortgage, as defined in §1026.18(s)(7)(iii); or 

(B) Is a step-rate mortgage, as defined in §1026.18(s)(7)(ii); 

(ii) Has the same loan term as the loan term for the covered transaction with a prepayment 
penalty; 

(iii) Satisfies the periodic payment conditions under paragraph (e)(2)(i) of this section; 

(iv) Satisfies the points and fees conditions under paragraph (e)(2)(iii) of this section, based on 
the information known to the creditor at the time the transaction is offered; and 

(v) Is a transaction for which the creditor has a good faith belief that the consumer likely 
qualifies, based on the information known to the creditor at the time the creditor offers the 
covered transaction without a prepayment penalty. 

Regulatory Commentary 

Paragraph 43(g)(3)(i). 

1. Same type of interest rate. Under §1026.43(g)(3)(i), if a creditor offers a consumer a covered 
transaction with a prepayment penalty, the creditor must offer the consumer an alternative 
covered transaction without a prepayment penalty and with an annual percentage rate that 
cannot increase after consummation. Under §1026.43(g)(3)(i), if the covered transaction with a 
prepayment penalty is a fixed-rate mortgage, as defined in §1026.18(s)(7)(iii), then the 
alternative covered transaction without a prepayment penalty must also be a fixed-rate 
mortgage. Likewise, if the covered transaction with a prepayment penalty is a step-rate 
mortgage, as defined in §1026.18(s)(7)(ii), then the alternative covered transaction without a 
prepayment penalty must also be a step-rate mortgage. 

Paragraph 43(g)(3)(iv). 

1. Points and fees. Whether or not an alternative covered transaction without a prepayment 
penalty satisfies the points and fees conditions for a qualified mortgage is determined based on 
the information known to the creditor at the time the creditor offers the consumer the 
transaction. At the time a creditor offers a consumer an alternative covered transaction without 
a prepayment penalty under §1026.43(g)(3), the creditor may know the amount of some, but not 
all, of the points and fees that will be charged for the transaction. For example, a creditor may 
not know that a consumer intends to buy single-premium credit unemployment insurance, 
which would be included in the points and fees for the covered transaction. The points and fees 
condition under §1026.43(g)(3)(iv) is satisfied if a creditor reasonably believes, based on 
information known to the creditor at the time the offer is made, that the amount of points and 
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fees to be charged for an alternative covered transaction without a prepayment penalty will be 
less than or equal to the amount of points and fees allowed for a qualified mortgage under 
§1026.43(e)(2)(iii). 

Paragraph 43(g)(3)(v). 

1. Transactions for which the consumer likely qualifies. Under §1026.43(g)(3)(v), the 
alternative covered transaction without a prepayment penalty the creditor must offer under 
§1026.43(g)(3) must be a transaction for which the creditor has a good faith belief the consumer 
likely qualifies. For example, assume the creditor has a good faith belief the consumer can afford 
monthly payments of up to $800. If the creditor offers the consumer a fixed-rate mortgage with 
a prepayment penalty for which monthly payments are $700 and an alternative covered 
transaction without a prepayment penalty for which monthly payments are $900, the 
requirements of §1026.43(g)(3)(v) are not met. The creditor's belief that the consumer likely 
qualifies for the covered transaction without a prepayment penalty should be based on the 
information known to the creditor at the time the creditor offers the transaction. In making this 
determination, the creditor may rely on information provided by the consumer, even if the 
information subsequently is determined to be inaccurate. 

Offer Through a Mortgage Broker - 12 CFR § 1026.43(g)(4) 

Regulatory Discussion 

If a creditor offers a consumer a credit transaction that is secured by a dwelling, through a 
mortgage broker, that contains a prepayment penalty, the creditor must also: 

• present the mortgage broker an alternative transaction without a prepayment penalty 
that satisfies the five conditions of paragraph (g)(3), above; and 

• establish an agreement with the broker that the consumer will be presented an 
alternative transaction without a prepayment penalty offered by either: 
o the creditor; or 
o another creditor. 

The commentary provides additional information. 

Regulatory Text 

(4) Offer through a mortgage broker. If the creditor offers a covered transaction with a 
prepayment penalty to the consumer through a mortgage broker, as defined in §1026.36(a)(2), 
the creditor must: 

(i) Present the mortgage broker an alternative covered transaction without a prepayment 
penalty that satisfies the requirements of paragraph (g)(3) of this section; and 

(ii) Establish by agreement that the mortgage broker must present the consumer an 
alternative covered transaction without a prepayment penalty that satisfies the 
requirements of paragraph (g)(3) of this section, offered by: 

(A) The creditor; or 
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(B) Another creditor, if the transaction offered by the other creditor has a lower interest 
rate or a lower total dollar amount of discount points and origination points or fees. 

Regulatory Commentary 

43(g)(4) Offer through a mortgage broker. 

1. Rate sheet. Under §1026.43(g)(4), where the creditor offers covered transactions with a 
prepayment penalty to consumers through a mortgage broker, as defined in §1026.36(a)(2), the 
creditor must present the mortgage broker an alternative covered transaction that satisfies the 
requirements of §1026.43(g)(3). Creditors may comply with this requirement by providing a rate 
sheet to the mortgage broker that states the terms of such an alternative covered transaction 
without a prepayment penalty. 

2. Alternative to creditor's offer. Section 1026.43(g)(4)(ii) requires that the creditor provide, by 
agreement, for the mortgage broker to present the consumer an alternative covered transaction 
that satisfies the requirements of §1026.43(g)(3) offered by either the creditor or by another 
creditor, if the other creditor offers a covered transaction with a lower interest rate or a lower 
total dollar amount of discount points and origination points or fees. The agreement may 
provide for the mortgage broker to present both the creditor's covered transaction and an 
alternative covered transaction offered by another creditor with a lower interest rate or a lower 
total dollar amount of origination discount points and points or fees. See comment 36(e)(3)-3 
for guidance in determining which step-rate mortgage has a lower interest rate. 

3. Agreement. The creditor's agreement with a mortgage broker for purposes of §1026.43(g)(4) may 
be part of another agreement with the mortgage broker, for example, a compensation agreement. 
Thus, the creditor need not enter into a separate agreement with the mortgage broker with 
respect to each covered transaction with a prepayment penalty. 

Creditor that is a Loan Originator - 12 CFR § 1026.43(g)(5) 

Regulatory Discussion 

If a creditor is a “loan originator” and presents a consumer a credit transaction that is secured 
by a dwelling offered by a person to which the creditor would assign the transaction after 
consummation, the creditor must: 

• present the consumer an alternative transaction without a prepayment penalty that 
satisfies the five conditions of paragraph (g)(3), above, offered by: 
o the assignee; or 
o another person. 

The commentary provides additional information. 
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Regulatory Text 

(5) Creditor that is a loan originator. If the creditor is a loan originator, as defined in 
§1026.36(a)(1), and the creditor presents the consumer a covered transaction offered by a 
person to which the creditor would assign the covered transaction after consummation, the 
creditor must present the consumer an alternative covered transaction without a prepayment 
penalty that satisfies the requirements of paragraph (g)(3) of this section, offered by: 

(i) The assignee; or 

(ii) Another person, if the transaction offered by the other person has a lower interest rate or 
a lower total dollar amount of origination discount points and points or fees. 

Regulatory Commentary 

43(g)(5) Creditor that is a loan originator. 

1. Loan originator. The definition of “loan originator” in §1026.36(a)(1) applies for purposes of 
§1026.43(g)(5). Thus, a loan originator includes any creditor that satisfies the definition of loan 
originator but makes use of “table-funding” by a third party. See comment 36(a)-1.i and ii. 

2. Lower interest rate. Under §1026.43(g)(5), a creditor that is a loan originator must present an 
alternative covered transaction without a prepayment penalty that satisfies the requirements of 
§1026.43(g)(3) offered by either the assignee for the covered transaction or another person, if 
that other person offers a transaction with a lower interest rate or a lower total dollar amount 
of origination points or fees or discount points. See comment 36(e)(3)-3 for guidance in 
determining which step-rate mortgage has a lower interest rate. 

Applicability - 12 CFR § 1026.43(g)(6) 

Regulatory Discussion 

This Section only applies if a consumer a credit transaction that is secured by a dwelling: 

• is consummated with a prepayment penalty; and is not violated if: 

• a transaction without a prepayment penalty is consummated; or 

• a transaction is not consummated. 

Regulatory Text 

(6) Applicability. This paragraph (g) applies only if a covered transaction is consummated with 
a prepayment penalty and is not violated if: 

(i) A covered transaction is consummated without a prepayment penalty; or 
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(ii) The creditor and consumer do not consummate a covered transaction. 

Regulatory Commentary 

None. 
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Section 27: 
Evasion; Open-End Credit 

12 CFR § 1026.43(h) 

Evasion; Open End Credit - 12 CFR § 1026.43(h) 

Regulatory Discussion 

This section simply prohibits a creditor from structuring a loan as an open-end plan (HELOC) 
to evade the requirements of §1026.43. 

Regulatory Text 

(h) Evasion; open-end credit. In connection with credit secured by a consumer's dwelling that 
does not meet the definition of open-end credit in §1026.2(a)(20), a creditor shall not structure 
the loan as an open-end plan to evade the requirements of this section. 

Regulatory Commentary 

43(h) Evasion; open-end credit. 

1. Subject to closed-end credit rules. Where a creditor documents a loan as open-end credit but 
the features and terms, or other circumstances, demonstrate that the loan does not meet the 
definition of open-end credit in §1026.2(a)(20), the loan is subject to the rules for closed-end 
credit, including §1026.43. 
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Appendix 

General Comparison of Ability-to-Repay Requirements with Qualified 
Mortgages 

This document reflects rules issued on or before April 27, 2021, but does not reflect 
amendments made by the Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act. 

 

This is a Compliance Aid issued by the Consumer Financial Protectin Bureau.  The Bureau 
published a Policy Statement on Compliance Aids, available at 
www.consumerfinance.gov/policy-compliance/rulemaking/final-rules/policy-statement-
compliance-aids/, that explains the Bureau’s approach to Compliance Aids. Version 3.1, 04/2021    
|  1 
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General Comparison of Ability-to-Repay Requirements 
with Qualified Mortgages 

1. This chart compares the general ATR requirements with the requirements for originating 
QM loans. Additional requirements may apply, for example the APR thresholds for safe 
harbor category of QMs or the portfolio retention requirements for Small Creditor QMs or 
Seasoned QMs. 

2. This QM category is temporary. It is available for applications a creditor receives before 
October 1, 2022, unless the GSEs exit conservatorship prior to that date. If a GSE exits 
conservatorship before October 1, 2022, the Temporary GSE QM category expires with 
regard to that GSE on the date it exits conservatorship. Note that the availability of the 
Temporary GSE QM loan definition may be affected by policies or agreements created by 
parties other than the Bureau, such as the Preferred Stock Purchase Agreements, which 
include restrictions on GSEs purchases that rely on the Temporary QM definition after 
July 1, 2021. 

3. To be eligible to originate a Small Creditor Balloon QM, a creditor must meet the small 
creditor origination limit and asset limit and operate in a rural or underserved area in 
the preceding calendar year, or for applications received before April 1, must meet these 
requirements in either of the two preceding calendar years. 

4. Higher thresholds are permitted for loans with smaller loan amounts. Initially, higher 
thresholds were permitted for loans with loans amounts of less than $100,000. This 
number is adjusted annually for inflation and is $110,260 for 2021. See 12 CFR 
1026.43(e)(3)(i) and (ii). 

5. Special rules apply for loans with a balloon payment, interest-only loans, and negative 
amortization loans. 

6. “Included in underwriting monthly payment” means that the rule does not require the 
creditor to consider and verify this factor separately. However, a creditor must consider 
this factor when underwriting the consumer’s monthly payment under the rule. 

7. “Included in underwriting DTI” means that the rule does not require the creditor to 
consider and verify these factors separately. However, a creditor considers and verifies 
these factors when calculating the consumer’s debt-to-income ratio. 

8. “No specific requirement, but included in underwriting income and DTI” means that the 
rule does not require the creditor to consider and verify this factor separately. However, a 
creditor considers this factor when underwriting the consumer’s income and DTI under 
the rule. 

9. “No specific requirement, but may be included in underwriting debt and DTI” means that 
the rule does not require the creditor to consider and verify this factor separately. 
However, a creditor may consider this factor when underwriting the consumer’s debt and 
DTI under the rule. 
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Small Creditor Qualified Mortgages 
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1700 G Street NW, Washington, DC 20552 

 
February 23, 2022 
 
 

Factsheet: Prepaid Interest and the General 
Qualified Mortgage APR Special Rule for 

Adjustable Rate Mortgages 
Creditors that wish to make qualified mortgages (QMs) under the price-based General QM 
definition must calculate the annual percentage rate (APR) for loans to determine whether they 
satisfy the price-based General QM definition. The priced-based General QM definition contains 
a special rule for calculating the APR for loans where the interest rate may or will change within 
the first five years after the date on which the first regular periodic payment will be due. These 
loans are sometimes referred to as “short-reset” adjustable-rate mortgages (ARMs) and step-rate 
loans. This factsheet describes the interest rate that is used for calculating prepaid interest for 
purposes of this special APR calculation rule. 

Background 

With certain exceptions, the Ability-To-Repay/Qualified Mortgage Rule (ATR/QM Rule or Rule) 
requires creditors to make a reasonable, good faith determination of a consumer’s ability to 
repay a residential mortgage loan. 12 CFR 1026.43(c). The ATR/QM Rule also provides a 
presumption that a creditor has complied with the ability-to-repay (ATR) requirement if the 
creditor originates a qualified mortgage (QM). 12 CFR 1026.43(e)(1). The ATR/QM Rule 
establishes different categories of QMs. One QM category is the General QM category. The 2020 
General Qualified Mortgage Final Rule1 revised the General QM definition, creating the “price-
based General QM” definition. 2 
 
 
 

This is a Compliance Aid issued by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. The Bureau published a Policy 
Statement on Compliance Aids, available here, that explains the Bureau’s approach to Compliance Aids. 

 
 
 

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/rules-policy/final-rules/policy-statement-compliance-aids/
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For a loan to satisfy the price-based General QM definition, the loan’s APR cannot exceed the 
average prime offer rate (APOR) for a comparable transaction by the amounts set forth in the 
Rule as of the date the interest rate is set. 3 12 CFR 1026.43(e)(2)(vi). The difference between 
the loan’s APR and APOR is sometimes referred to the loan’s “rate spread.” The rate spread is 
also used to determine whether the loan will receive a conclusive or rebuttable presumption of 
compliance with the ATR requirement. 4 

Interest rate used to calculate the APR under the General QM 
ARMs special rule 

For most loans, the APR for the price-based General QM definition is calculated in the same 
manner as for APR disclosure requirements. See Comment 1026.17(a). However, the price-
based General QM definition includes a special rule for calculating the APR for loans where the 
interest rate may or will change within the first five years after the date on which the first 
regular periodic payment will be due. 12 CFR 1026.43(e)(2)(vi). For loans with this 
characteristic, the creditor must treat the maximum interest rate that may apply during that 
five year period as the interest rate for the full term of the loan when determining the APR for 
purposes of the price-based QM definition. 12 CFR 1026.43(e)(2)(iv). This special rule also 
applies for the purpose of determining whether the loan receives a conclusive or a rebuttable 
presumption of compliance with the ATR requirement. 12 CFR 1026.43(b)(4) and 12 CFR 
1026.43(e)(1). 

 

 
 

1 85 FR 86308 (Dec. 29, 2020). 

 
2 The General QM Final Rule took effect on March 1, 2021 but has a mandatory compliance date of October 1, 2022. 

For applications received between March 1, 2021 and September 30, 2022, the creditor may satisfy the DTI-based 
General QM definition or the price-based General QM definition to originate a General QM. For applications 
received on or after October 1, the creditor must satisfy the price-based General QM definition to originate a General 
QM. See 82 FR 22844 (Apr. 30, 2021). 

 
3 Generally, this threshold is 2.25 percentage points. However, the General QM Final Rule provides higher thresholds 

for loans with smaller loan amounts, for certain manufactured housing loans, and for subordinate-lien transactions. 
 

4 Whether the presumption of compliance is rebuttable or conclusive generally depends on whether the QM is a higher- 
priced covered transaction, which is defined by reference to the loan’s rate spread. 12 CFR 1026.43(b)(4). If the QM 
is a higher-priced covered transaction, the creditor receives a rebuttable presumption of compliance for that loan. If 
the QM is not a higher-priced covered transaction, the creditor receives a conclusive presumption of compliance for 
that loan. 12 CFR 1026.43(e)(1). 
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Interest rate used to calculate prepaid interest under the General 
QM ARMs special rule 

Under Regulation Z, the APR includes any prepaid interest, sometimes referred to as “odd-days” 
or “per diem” interest. Typically, mortgage interest is paid one month in arrears, meaning that, 
for example, if the first scheduled periodic payment due is on November 1st, it will cover interest 
accrued in the preceding month of October. In that example, if the consumer consummates the 
mortgage loan on September 20th, interest starts to accrue on September 20th and at 
consummation the consumer will typically prepay interest for the 11-day period through the end 
of September. That amount is prepaid interest. In some cases, a creditor may provide the 
consumer a prepaid interest credit, sometimes referred to as “negative prepaid interest.” 
Negative prepaid interest can result if consummation occurs after interest begins accruing for 
periodic payments. In the example above, if the consumer instead consummates the mortgage 
loan on October 4th, but the first scheduled periodic payment is due on November 1st and will 
cover interest accrued in the preceding month of October, then at consummation the creditor will 
typically credit the consumer for the preceding three days in October to offset some of that first 
scheduled periodic payment. That prepaid interest credit is also a component of the APR. 
 
For purposes of calculating the APR for the General QM ARMs special rule, the maximum interest 
rate that may apply during the five-year period after the date on which the first regular periodic 
payment will be due is used to calculate prepaid interest and negative prepaid interest. For 
example, if Ficus Bank is originating an ARM that has an interest rate of 2.5% in years 1-3 and 
4.5% for the remainder of the loan term, Ficus Bank must use 4.5% as the interest rate when 
determining if the loan satisfies the price-based General QM definition, including for calculating 
any prepaid interest or negative prepaid interest as part of the APR calculation. A creditor must 
use the maximum interest rate in the first five years for calculating the APR for purposes of the 
special rule, even if the creditor will use a different rate for calculating prepaid interest due at 
consummation. 
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